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Abstract 

Electron scattering fiom the laser-excited (...6s6p 'P,) level in laBa has been 

investigated. These investigations have been made involving de-excitations from the laser- 

excited (...6s6p 'Pl) level to the (...6s2 's,) ground state as well as the (...6s5d 'D3 level. 

Funher investigations were made into collisions involving the excitation of the (...5d2 'DJ, 

(...6p5d 'DJ, (...6~7s 'So), and the (...6s6d 'Dz) levels f?om the laser-excited (...6s6p 'Pl) 

level. 

Measurernents of various scattering intensities as a function of laser orientation and 

polarization were used to extract the electron impact coherence parameters which describe 

the time-inverse related transitions. The y, P,' , and L ,' parameters were determined for the 

inelastic (...6s2 'S,) to (...6s6p 'Pl) excitation at impact energies of 6, 8, 11 and 16 eV, while 

the L y. P, . and h parameters. dong with the dinerential cross section. were determined 

for the excitation of the (...6s6p 'P,) level out of an isotropie (...6s5d 'DJ level at impact 

énergies of 10 and 40 eV. The L y ,  Pl* .  and h parameters were also deterniined for the 

superelastic transitions to the (...6s6p 'Pi) level from the( ... 6s7s 'S,) and (...6s6d 'DJ levels 

at impact energies of 18-74 and 18-49 eV respectively, as weii as for the transition to the 

(...6s6p 'Pl)  level fiom the unresolved (...5d2 ID3 and (...6p5d 'DJ levels at 19.38 eV. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Studies of atornic collisions have played an I q o n a n t  role in the developrnent of 

modem physics throughout the course of the last century. Investigations of this kind have 

made important contributions to the development of experimentai methods and apparatus as 

weii as  to our understanding ofatornic physics. Today, continuing interest in atomic collision 

processes can be explained, to a degree, in terms of their relevance in nature and their 

potentiai appiications. Investigations of astrophysical phenornena and planetary atmospheres 

have shown that atomic collisions play a much more prominent role in nature than previously 

thought, making knowledge of such processes necessary for deeper understanding of the 

universe. Such knowledge is also required in the proposed development of conuoiied fusion 

of Light nuclei in thermonuclear plasmas for use as a prospective source of energy. Many 

devices already in existence such as gas lasers. gas-fUed radiation detectors, ion sources, and 

semiconductor etching plasmas, which are of great importance in both scientific research and 

industry, have depended on the detailed information that has been provided by atomic 

coilision studies. 

Today, the goal of atomic collision research is to provide reliable theoretical 

ripproaches to the collision problem in order to produce complete data bases of collision 

processes. The role of experimental efforts in the field is to provide "benchmark 



measurernents as a guide for theoretical development. It is, therefore, desirable for 

experirnents to render information regarding the collision process at the most fundamentai 

level possible. 

Perhaps the sirnplest of inelastic atomic collision studies involve the determination of 

dserential or total cross sections. Unfortunately, these measurernents average over 

information regarding magnetic sublevels, and, therefore, are unable to provide information 

about the alignrnent (i-e. the shape of an excited charge cloud and its olignment with respect 

to the coilision geometry) or orientation (i.e. the angular momenturn transferred to the atom 

during the collision) of the excited atom The first attempts to probe deeper into the collision 

process go back to the first days of modem physics. In 1925 Kossel and Gerthsen [Kossel 

19251 wote an article on the "probing of D-Light ernission, whkh is excited by a nearly 

paralle1 electron bundle, for polarization." This article rnarked the begirming of alignment and 

orientation studies by recognizing that in order to understand the "finer details" of the 

coiiision process, investigations of the re-ernitted light must be camed out: 

" / I I  o rdu  to learn sornething more we have asked the question whether the remission which 

fbllo ws cc very simple e,rcitation process has any kind of "mernory " of the direction from 

which thc. colliding electron came and whether the light excited by  a parallel bundle of 

c)luctrons has a peculiur polarization whose direction depends on the direction of the 

hundle. " 

Unfortunately, experimental capabilities of the day prevented the reaiization of their proposal 
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leaving the challenge for future atomic collision physicists. 

As tirne progresseci, the technology became avaiiable to perfonn poiarization studies 

of re-emitted iight. However, these experimentsresolveû information about excited rnagnetic 

sublevels at the expense of information about £inal rnomentum states of the projectile. Pnor 

to 197 1 ,  experimenters were limited to either this type of experiment or to differential cross 

section rneasurements which resolve the final projectile momentum states at the expense of 

mgnetic sublevel urforrnation, 

tt was then proposed that a new type of experiment, cded  an electron-photon 

coincidence experirnent, could avoid this inherent loss of information. This experiment 

involves rneasuring the scattered electron intensity as  a function of energy and direction, 

detected in tirne-correlation with an energy and polarization selected photon. Since the 

signais are detected in coincidence, one ensures that the photon king detected was ernitted 

by the atom excited by the detected electron. 

ln 197 1.  the first concise theory of coincidence measurernents of sçattered projectiles 

and fluorescence photons in atomic collisions was put forward by Macek and Jaecks [Macek 

1 97 1 1. This was fo llo wed by the general article of Fano and Macek [Fano 1 97 31 which paved 

the way for this branch of atomic collision investigation. The 6rst feasibility study of such a 

measurement was reported in 1972 by King et al. [King 19721. The technique carne of age 

with the electron-photon angular correlation coincidence measurement of inelastic scattering 

amplitudes as a function of scatteMg angle for electron impact excitation of the 2'P and 3'P 

state of helium by Kleinpoppen and coilaborators [Erninyan 19731. 

The advent of tunable continuous wave dye lasers made it possible to study collisions 



invo1vir.g laser-excited atoms. This was first demonstrated in the superelastic electron impact 

de-excitation of opticaiiy pumped atornic sodium by Hertel and StoU [HerteI 19741. it was 

recognized [Hertel 1974bl that scattering fiom laser-excited atorns could yield the sarne 

information as the electron-photon coincidence experiments. with a complete and ~ ~ O ~ O U S  

description of the rneasurement theory, in terms of the Fano and Macek theory, king derived 

by Macek and Hertel in 1974 [Macek 19741. 

The optical pumphg technique offers a nurnber of advantages over the photon- 

electron coincidence experirnent. Perhaps the biggest advantage is the increased signal rate 

which translates into considerably shorter time scales for the duration of a measurement 

(hours compared to days). This has the reciprocal benefit of relaxing the stability demands 

on the experimental apparatus. The second key advantage is provided by the laser's high 

degree of monochrornaticity which enables the selection of a particular excited level, in a 

particular isotope, of the atom under investigation, The only major drawback to the 

technique is that one is required to rnake use of a very sophisticated laser system 

Since its inception, the optical pumping technique has been used to investigate a wide 

variety of targets. Availability of various dyes capable of producing the necessary resonance 

wavelengths have made the investigation of Na [Jiang 1995; Sang 1994; Scholten 9 1 ; Herman 

1989; Hertel 19771, Cr [Hanne 931, Yb [Li 1994b1, Ca [Law 951, and Ba [Li 1992, 1994, 

1995,1996; Zetner 1993, 19971 possible. 

Among the targets rnentioned above, the aikaiine-earth atoms have proven to be of 

considerable scientifk interest as targets in electron scattering experiments. The heliurn atom 

is by far the most extensively studied target in atoMc collision studies, as made clear by the 



review of Andersen et al. [Andersen 1988). The allcaline-earth atoms are essentially two 

electron systems which makes their study a natural extension to the work done with heliun 

Theoretical efforts have k e n  made to describe the fine details of electron-alkaline 

e m h  atom collisions through various methods. The non-relativistic distoned wave 

ripprozùmation has proven useful in describing these collisions. Results have been published 

for Be [Clark 19961, Mg [Meneses 1990; C h k  199 11, Sr [Beyer 19941, and for Ba [Clark 

1 9891. A relativistic distorted wave approximation has been developed by Srivastava et of. 

and has been applied to electron collisions with Ca, Sr, and Ba [Srivastava 19921. Most 

recently, a non-relativistic convergent close-coupling forrnalism has been developed and 

app lied to the electron collisions with Be [Fursa 19971 and Ba [Fursa 19991. 

Of the aikaline-earth atoms, Ba is of particular interest. Ac an aikaline-earth, the 

electron structure of Ba is that of two valence electrons outside a relatively inert core. As a 

heaver atom (high Z atorn; Z = 56), Ba exhibits behaviours characteristic of large atorns, 

making it a vaiuable testing ground for new theoretical approaches. On the other hand, it is 

also an attractive target to experirnentaiists due the availability of suitable dyes for laser 

excitation as weU as its handling ease. 

In the present work, electron scattering experiments from the laser-excited (...6s6p 

'P ,) srare in Ba were carried out. With the exception of Li and Zetner [Li 19961 and Zetner 

er al. [Zetner 19971 ali previous coihion studies of laser-excited Ba have k e n  concerned 

with the (...6s6p 'Pl) to (...6s2 'S0) transition. The present work continues in this vein with 

measurernents of the (...6s6p 'Pl) to (...6s2 'SJ superelastic transition in a lower impact 

energy regirne than previously rneasured (6,8, 1 1, and 16 eV). The work then expands h to  



the relatively unexplored area of excited state to excited state transitions with measurements 

of the (...6s6p 'P,) to (...6s5d 'Dz) superelastic transition. This work augments the 20 eV 

impact energy experirnents of Li and Zetner [Li 1995, 19961 by investigating collisions at 10 

and 40 eV impact energy. Along with Li and Zetner's work [Li 1995, 19961, the curent 

investigations represent the first completely characterized excited state to excited state 

elecno n impact induced atornic transition. The finai type of collision studied involved the 

inelastic excitation of higher lying States Born the laser-excited (...6s6p 'P,) level. The 

measurements were made for a variety of excitation processes and constitute the first 

rneasurements atternpting to provide such a complete characterization of the studied 

transitions. 

The thesis is organized as foilows. Chapter 2 describes the relevant theory needed to 

understand the measurernents while Chapter 3 describes the apparatus used to perfom the 

measurements, The three "classes" of measurements mentioned in the previous paragraph are 

given detailed attention in Chapters 4, 5, and 6 while an overall sumrnary is presented in 

Chapter 7. 



Chapter 2 

Theory 

2.1 Introduction 

Traditio naiiy, the study of atomic excitation by electron impact has involved either the 

detection of scattered eieçtrons or the photons emitted by the spontaneous relaxation of the 

excited atorns. If we consider the excitation of an atom into a state of weii defined angular 

rnomentum cl, then in the absence of externd rnagnetic fields, there are (2J+I )  degenerate 

rnagnetic sublevels. if the intensity of scattered electrons is detected as a function of 

scattering angle and energy lost during the coUision, a quantity known as the differential cross 

section is found which is defined as 

DCS = 
scanered e - ititensity / element of solid angle (2.1) 

incider~r e - flux x # of targer atoms 

Measurements of this type average over information regarding degenerate rnagnetic sublevels, 

ln the case of photon detection as a function of polarization and direction. cross sections are 

deterrnined for the individual sublevels but are averaged over al1 scattering angles and so 

relate to integral cross sections which are detined as 

ICS = 
scattered e - intensiiy 

incident e - flux x # of rarget aroms 

Clearly, both of theses traditional methods of conducting elecuon-atom scattering 

experiments leave much information unresolved. 



In order to obtain more detailed information about the collision, one can perforrn 

experiments that time-correlate the scattered electron with the photon ernitted by the 

spontaneous relaxation of the excited atom or one c m  scatter electrons from optically 

prepared targets. In an electron-photon coincidence experhent, as its name irnplies, the 

scattered electron is detected in time coincidence with the fluorescence photon, and 

coincidence signal is measured as a function of scattered electron rnornentum and 

fluorescence polarization. The optical pumpuig experiment involves an atom that is prepared 

in ri quantum mechanicaily pure state with a laser beam of kno wn polarization. Electrons are 

t hm scattered fiom the atoms and are detected as a function of scattered electron momentum 

and Iriser beam polarization state. 

In this chapter, we wiii begin by introducing the opticaliy pumped electron scattering 

experiment. It  wiii then be shown that the observables in the opticaiiy pumped experiment 

make up the elements of the density matrix describing a process, related to the measured 

process. through tirne-reversal. The density m a t h  describing 'Pl excitations will then be 

examined in detaii. Some discussion will be devoted to spin related issues pertaining to 

elsctro n-atom co Uisions. The differential cross section and t h e  electron impact co herence 

parameters, which make up the complete set of observable parameters, wüi be defined. 

Finaily, an overview of theoretical approaches to the electron-atom scattering problem wiii 

be given. 



2.2 Electron Scattering from Optically Pumped Atoms 

Before any detaiied discussion of theoretical considerations begins, a detaiied 

description of the experiment and its relevance should be given. A schernatic of the 

experimentd situation is shown in figure 2.1. As rnentioned in the previous section, the 

ritomic target is opticaliy pumped fiom the ground state to an excited state with a laser beam, 

tuned to the resonant transition. Electrons of known impact energy, E,. and direction are then 

scattered h m  the excited atornic target and detected as a function of energy and direction. 

In a non-elastic collision, the atom undergoes a transition to a different energy level while the 

scattered elecuon moves 

between the laser-excited 

away with energy E, k AE, where AE is the energy dserence 

state and the final atomic state. The reaction can be written as 

where A, is the ground state of the atom, A* is the laser-excited atomic scrite, A' is the final 

atomic state and hv is the photon energy required to excite the atom to A'. If the final state 

is higher in energy than the laser-excited state, the electron Ioses energy (E,  - A@ and the 

collision is referred to as inelustic. However, if the Tial state is lower in energy than the 

laser-excited state, the electron gains energy (E,  + AE), and the collision is referred to as 

slcpet-c.losric. 

Consider a laser prepared atomic state 1 n2 J ,  M,) where J is the total angular 

momentum of the atom with projection M dong sorne quantkation ais, and n represents aIi 

other quantum numbers necessary to define the state. In the absence of extemal magnetic 

fields, the rnagnetic sublevek will be degenerate, and we can, in general. excite a 

9 



Figure 2.1 : Schematic diagram of the superelastic scattering experiment showing the incident 

électron with kinetic energy. E,,. and mornentun k,, and the scattered electron with kinetic 

energy. E, + AE, and momentum Irou,. 



superposition of degenerate magnetic substates with the laser. This excitation can be 

described in terms of the density rnatrix formalism as 

where i is the density rnatrix of the atomic population in the laser-excited state and W(MJ 

is the probability that ii sublevel Mz will be excited. Ln ali of the experiments discussed in this 

work. the laser-excited atomic state was a 'PL state excited out of a ' S ,  ground state. 

Therefore. we will, fiom now on, restrict o w  discussion to ' S ,  to 'P, type laser excitations. 

When an atomic ensemble is coherently excited by a laser fiom a ground state ' S ,  level 

to an excited 'P, leveL we can write the above equation as 

where ]A) = À -, 1+ 1) + 1,10) + 1 - , 1 -  1) represents the excited coherent superposition of 

magnetic substates li), (i = 0, + I )  produced by optical pumping. The amplitudes A, are 

determined by the direction of the laser with respect to the scattering geometry as well as the 

po laritrit ion of the laser Light. The direction of the laser is usualiy defined by polar angles 0, 

and 4, with respect to sorne füted axis in the scattering geomecry. These three parameters 

are fixed by the experirnental arrangement, and so ? is completely determined. 

The theory of electron s c a t t e ~ g  from laser-excited atoms was developed by Macek 

and Hertel [Macek 19743 for the general case of hypef ie  structure in the atomic target. 

Further to the definition of the Iaser-excited atomic density ma&, Macek and Hertel showed 

that the electron scattering intensity, 1, fiom an opticay pumped atom is given by 



where 6 is the density matrix describing the collisiondy induced transition fiom an atom in 

atornic state A' to atornic state A.. This is a very interesthg result which at first is not 

necessarily intuitive. The implication of this result is that by performing electron scattering 

experiments involving opticaiiy pumped target atoms, one can obtain information about a 

process which is related to the rneasured process through tirne-reversai, 

When scattering kom an opticaiiy prepared atom, the coUisions can either be elastic, 

superelastic or inelastic. If the rneasured process is superelastic, then the experirnent can be 

interpreted in terrns of a time-inverse inelastic process. If the measured process is inelastic, 

then the experirnent can be interpreted in t e m  of a tirne-inverse superelastic process. The 

relationships between the measured processes and their tirne-inverse CO unterparts are 

iilustrated in figures 2.2a and 2.2b. 

Consider the measurernent of a superelastic de-excitation &om the laser-excited state, 

A*. to the state A' (figure 2.2a). Here. a photon of energy hv excites the atom to state A'. 

An electron then scatters fiom the atom with impact energy. E,', and cornes away with energy 

Et,' + A E where AE is equivaient to the dinerence in energy between the two States involved 

in the de-excitation. 

The related time inverse inelastic excitation is one in which the reverse occurs. An 

electron of impact energy, E,, scatters from the atom in the A' state with energy E, - AE 



Measured Process: Superelastic 

Time- Inverse Process: Inelastic 

Figure 2 . 2 ~  Schernatic diagram of the time-inverse relationship bet ween the rneasured 

superelascic scattering experiment (top) and the tirne-inverse inelastic scattering process 

(bottom). The pictures on the lefi show the incoming and outgoing electrons and photons 

while the piçtures on the nght show the transitions between atomic States A,, A' and A'. 



Measured Process: Inelastic 

Time- Inverse Process: S uperelastic 

Figure 2.2b: Schematic diagram of the time-inverse relationship between the rneasured 

inelastic scattering experirnent (top) and the tirne-inverse superelastic scattering process 

(bottom). The pictures on the lefi show the incoming and outgohg electrons and photons 

while the pictures on the right show the transitions between atomic States A,, A- and A*. 



while exçiting the atom to the A' state. As the atom relaxes back to the ground state. A,, a 

fluorescence photon is ernitted. 

AO+e -(E,)  - A ' +e-(E,-AE) 
A - A, +photon (hv; polurized) 

In order for these two processes to be the th-inverse of each other, we require that the 

impact energies in the two experiments be related by 

A sunilar discussion can be foiio wed relating a rneasured inelastic process with a tirne- 

inverse superelastic process. With reference to figure 2.2b, we can write the rneasured 

inelristic process as 

A, +photon (hv: polurized) - A ' 

A + e - ( E , )  - A'+e-(E,-AE) ' 

The tirne-inverse related superelastic process can then be wrinen as 

As before, the time-inverse relationship holds if the condition in equation 2.9 is met. 

A funher point should be made regarding the relationship between the measured and 

tirne-inverse processes. In the current experirnents, degenerate sublevels (if any) of the A' 

state (final state in the rneasured process) were not resolved. Quantum mechanicaliy 

speaking, an observation wiil average over any unresolved quantum numbers. Therefore, the 

A ' state is seen/interpreted as an isotropicdy populated collection of magnetic sublevels in 

bot h the rneasured and tirne-inverse processes. 

Ail of the experirnents discussed in the present work uivolved electron scattering from 
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the (...6s6p 'Pl) state in 13'Ba. As such. ali the experiments were interpreted in ternis of their 

tirneinverse counterparts which ended on the (...6s6p 'P,) state. Therefore, the rernainder 

of t his chapter wid deal with electron-atom collision processes which terminate on a co herent 

1 Pl atornic state . 

1.3 The 'P, Density Matrix 

The intensity of electrons scattered from an optically prepared atornic target is 

proportional to a quantity which can be referred to as a partial differential cross section 

(PDCS) [Li 19961. The PDCS gives the differential cross section for electrons scattering 

fkom a particular CO herent superposition of magnetic sublevels prepared by the laser. 'fis 

quantity is, therefore, a function of the laser k a m  direction and polarization state. 

Expressions have been denved for the PDCS corresponding to a 'P, laser-excited level [Li 

19961. In the case of linearly polarized laser iight, the PDCS is given by 

3 
PDCS(eV. @v. Y) = - DCS 

2 

where (8,, &) are the polar angles defming the laser direction in the collision fiame, the angle 

Y specifies the laser polarization direction, and the DCS is that for scattering fiom the P state. 



A similar expression is found for the case of circularly polarized light. The DCS, dong with 

the rernaining quantities, p;,, are constmcted fYom bilinear products of the scattering 

amplitudes. fv .  which excite each of the magnetic subleveis. 1 M). of the P state (M = - 1 .O, 1) 

in the tirne-inverse process. These quantities can be defined expkitly as 

1 DCS = '- 1 - C I ~ ( M > I ~  * 3k, MI& 

where k_ and k,  are the incident and outgohg projectiie electron rnomentarespectively (in the 

measured scattering process fiom the laser-excited P state), and 

where the rnamix is norrnalized to give t r [pçl= 1. The brackets. (...), represent an average 

over initiai spins and unresolved initial magnetic subleveis. The brackets also indicate a sum 

ovrr final projectile spins. The quantities contain the information stored in the 

scattering amplitudes and constitute the observables in an optical pumping experirnent. As 

equation 2.12 suggests, the various c m  be extracted by rneasuring scattered electron 

intensity with judiciously chosen values of the angles (eV, 4,) and Y which define the laser 

direction and po larization state. 

Before proceeding, the scattering amplitudes that appear in equations 2.13 and 2.14 

should be dehed  clearly. Consider the transition from the initial state of the electron-atom 

system r, = 1 n,J,  M, . k,m, ) to the state r, = 1 %J, M2, k,?) as an electron projectile 

scatters fiom an atomic target. Here J is the total angular momentum of the atomic system 

wit h projection M dong the quantimion axis while n represents aii other quantum nurnbers 
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required to specEy the state of the atom The incoming and outgoing electron momnta are 

represented by k, and k, respectively with m being the projection of the projectile electron 

spin on the quantization axis. The transition between these two States is cha rac t e~ed  by 

scattering amplitudes which c m  be defined as manu< elements of the transition operator f 

In order to make the notation compact. the scattering amplitudes wiu be indicated as f, 

throuehout the remainder of this discussion where M is the magnetic quantum number of the 

final state. In the current measurements, ail other quantum numbers are either fked or 

averaged over by the experimental arrangement. 

In general, there are (2  J + 1 ) x(2 J + 1 ) values of p;, . These quantities are 

zrouped together in what is calleci the density rnatrix [Blum 198 11. in ali the investigations 
C 

discussed in this work. it is an optically prepared 'Pl state fiom which electrons are scattered. 

Therefore, it is the density rnatrix for transitions ending on a 'P, state that we must examine. 

Since the density matrix is a collection of ail combinations of scattering amplitudes involved 

in the collision, the foiiowing 3 x 3 density ma& contains ail the information available about 

the collision. tt should be noted that for the purposes of this section, we will use a coordinate 

system which has its z axis dong the incoming rnornentum vector with the (x, z) plane in the 

plane defined by the incoming and outgoing electron mornenta (the so calied collision frame). 

In the case of transitions to a 'Pl level. the final state density rnatrix is written as 



(If., 1') <f.,fi, ( f . l f - -J  

(for :i ) ( I f o  l ) ( f o f  --, ) 

where the normaikation factor has been absorbeci. 

The diagonal elements of this matrix are by definition reai, whereas the off diagonal 

elements are generaily cornplex; each containing two reai components: a magnitude and a 

phase. Therefore, there are 15 independent parameters required to describe this rnatrix. 

However. since the density rnaaix describes physical observables, namely the magnitudes and 

relative phases of the scattering amplitudes, quantum mechanics requires the rnatrix to  be 

hermitian. The hemt ic i ty  condition, p = pt. or in terrns of individual matrix elernents, 

reduces the number of independent parameters required to describe the density rnatrix to nine. 

Further reductions to the number of parameters required to describe the density rnatrix can 

be made based on various symrnetry arguments. The given discussion of syrnrnetries foilows 

the arguments of Blum [Blum 19811. 

The momentum of the incorning electron, k,, and the rnomentum of the outgoing 

electron, k,, - define the scattering plane. Since the scattering geometry does not define an 

axis perpendicuiar to the scattering plane, the atornic subensemble k i n g  investigated can not 

distinguish between "up" and "down" with respect to the scattering plane. The density matrix 

must therefore be invariant under reflections through the scattering plane. FundmntaUy, the 



retlection symmetry arises due to properties of the interaction Hamiltonian. In al1 the 

scattering process descnbed here, it is the electrornagnetic interaction whkh rnitigates the 

scattering. The electromagnetic interaction is invariant under both rotation and parity 

operations. A reflection through the scattering plane is comprised of a rotation through x 

about an axis perpendicular to the scattering plane (located at the scattering centre), foiiowed 

by ri parity operation. Therefore, the elecuornagnetic interaction is also invariant under 

reflection. and the density matrix rnust exhibit reflection syrnmetry. This condition for 

reflection symrnetry can be expressed in terms of general scattering amplitudes as 

f ( J & . k , ~ : ~ ,  Ml .k ,m,)  = sr, - ( - I l q  f(JZ -Mz.k2 -&;JI -Ml ,kl - m l )  (2.18) 

w here 

and sr: gives the parity of the level, The condition for reflection symmetry invariance can also 

be expressed as 

in terms of the density matrix elements where we have reverted back to our more compact 

notation. 

The number of independent parameters is now down to five, and the density rnatnx 

looks Like 



w here (fi f -., ) is çomplex wit h a real magnitude and a real phase, and (f - , f -*, ) is purely real. 

A further reduction can be made if the initial state is an S state, and the total spin of 

the target-projectile system and its z component are conserved during the collision. This 

occurs if there is no explicit spin dependence in the interaction Harniltonian. If spin is 

conserved, it can be shown [Blum 198 11 that 

which further reduces the number of independent scattering parameters required to spece  

the density rnatrix to four. 

If the initiai and final atomic states have spin equal to zero, then ody one spin channel 

is open for the collision, i.e. total spin of the system is % (fiorn the projectile electron). If this 

is the  case, we c a n  write 

In this special case, ail the quantum numbers of the system are determinable and, therefore, 

no averaging is necessary. This means that both the initial and final states of the system are 

pure and are represented as fully coherent superpositions of magnetic basis states. If this is 

the case, the collision is said to be completely coherent. 

It  can be shown [Blum 198 11 that, in generai, the density rnatrix must satisfy the 
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condition 

n[p2 ]  ( n p ) ' .  (2-24) 

Furthemore, the equality in this expression holds true only in the case of complete coherence. 

Complete CO herence in a collision process occurs when all the quantum numbers of the system 

are deterrnined for both the initial and final States of the system When this condition is met, 

all of the scattering amplitudes descnbing the collision process are determined with well 

defined phase relationships. Hence, the term "coherence" is used. if an observation averages 

over at least one of the relevant quantum numbers, information about the relative phases 

between the scattering amplitudes is lost, and the collision is said to be partiaiiy coherent. If 

the coüision is completely coherent, then equation 2.24 further reduces the number of 

independent parameters needed to specify the collision to three. 

2.4 Spin Effects in Electron-Atom Collisions 

Despite the fact that presented discussion has been restricted to spin-averaged 

quantities, it is important to understand how both the atomic and projectile eiectron spins can 

play a ro le in the coliision process. There are two main reasons for exarnining spin effects as 

it pertains to the current work. Specificdiy, spin effects have implications regarding refiection 

syrnmetry of the atomic wavefùnction and the degree of coherence in collision processes. The 

details of these implications wiii be discussed in the next section. 

When an electron scatters fiom an atom, a number of different events can occur. The 

scattered electron can change its spin 6om ~rp to dowr (or vice versa) in a process known as 



spin-flip. the scattering can produce asyrnrnetricai scattering for incident electrons of different 

spin orientations, and the multiplicity of the target atom can change (Le. singlet to triplet). 

S ince spin is a quantity which resuits from a relativistic treatrnent of quantum rnechanics (the 

Dirac equation) these effects are referred to as relativistic effects and are produced by either 

the spin-orbit interaction or electron exchange. 

Any rnagnetic field, B, that is seen by an electron wüi interact with it via the potential 

Cr = - p . B. In regards to elecnon-atom scattering, we assume that no extemai rnagnetic fields 

are present, and, so, the only magnetic field seen by an electron in the scattering system is 

observed in the rest fkame of the electron due to its motion (velocity v )  in the electric field, 

E, of the atomic çore which is dominated by the nucleus. This gives rise to the spin-orbit 

interaction which increases in strength and importance with increasing atornic number. The 

spin-orbit interaction potentiaiiy affects both target and projectile electrons- In the case of 

projectile electrons, the effect increases as the electron gets closer to the nucleus. 

The effect of the spin-orbit interaction on the projectile electron is to change the spin 

polarization of the incorning electrons. Consider the scattering geornetry depicted in figure 

2.3 where the scattering plane is defined by the incorning and outgoing electron momenta- 

If the projectiles initially have spin perpendicular to the scattering plane, then electrons with 

spin up see a different potential than those with spin down because their magnetic moments 

are orientated to the field, B, in an opposite fashion. Generaliy, the cross sections for spin up 

and spin down electrons w d  be different. Therefore, initially unpolarized electrons wüi, in 
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Figure 2.3: Simple picture of the origins of the spin-orbit interaction for electrons scattering 

to the righi and to the left of the target. The relative magnetic moments. p,, are shown for 

electrons with spin up and sph down. The rnagnetic field. B. due to the relative motion of 

the slsctrons in the field of the nucleus is shown as up for eleçtrons scattering to the left and 

down for electrons scattering to the right. 



general, be polarized after the collision. 

If electrons of identical transversely polarized spins scatter from the left and €rom the 

right of the target, the field seen by the electrons will be opposite since B is proportional to 

E, and the electric fields seen by electrons to the right and to the left of the target are in 

opposite directions. Once again, the spin-orbit potentials will be different for the two these 

two types of electrons, and, so, their cross sections will generdy be different. This rneans 

thrit ri cornpletdy polarized bearn of electrons can be de-polarized by scattering ffom the 

atomic target. 

Electron exchange processes are exactly as their name inplies. The projectile electron 

switches place with a target electron during the collision as depicted below. 

Exchange processes are inherently short range in that they are Limited to the extent of the 

atomic charge cloud and are, therefore, more significant for srnall impact parameters (Iarge 

scattering angles). Furthermore, these processes are only significant when the energy of the 

projectile is on the order of the binding energy of the target electron. in  a one electron atom, 

the effect of exchange is easy to see, as shown in the foilowing reaction schematic. 

Here. the exchange reverses the orientations of the two spins. In a two electron atom, the 

situation is a little more complicated. The easiest way to see what happens is to examine 

figure 2.4. Here we see that the atornic target can change spin firom a singlet state to a triplet 



Figure 2.4: Exchange processes leading to a singlet to triplet excitation of a two electron 

atom. The incident electron is depicted by hatching. The upper section shows a process 

without involving spin-flip of the incident electron, while the lower section shows a process 

involving spin-flip. Adapted from [Hanne 19881. 



state with or without spin-ûip. 

At first glance, the possibility of polarizing the incident electron bearn in the collision 

seerns to Iead to a complication in the tirne-inverse interpretation of the optical pumping 

experiment. If a collision process changes a completely unpolarized beam of electrons into 

a partially polarized beam, then the corresponding time-inverse process would involve a 

partially polarized incident beam which is depolarized in the collision. However, since the 

projectile spins are not detected, the spins of the outgoing electrons are averaged over. 

Therefore. they are seedinterpreted as king  in an isotropie distribution of spin States. This 

k i n g  the case, the appropriate tirne-inverse process involves an unpolarized incident beam 

as well. 

2.5 Physical Interpretation: Electron Impact Coherence Parameters 

Previously, we discussed how dl the information available about the subensemble of 

excited atoms is contained in five independent parameters involving the scattering amplitudes 

of the various magnetic sublevels 11 M ) .  in this section. we wiü discuss the measurable 

quantities and how they relate to the  density matrix elements (scattering amplitudes). The 

y uantities that can be rneasured are the dflerentid cross section, and what are known as the 

electron impact CO herence parameters or EICP. 

The differential cross section for the transition from state r, to r2 can be written in 

terms of the scattering amplitudes as 



where we note that the brackets represent an average over initial rnagnetic sublevels and 

projectile spins, as well as a sum over h a 1  projectile spins. The DCS gives the probability 

that a given atomic state will be coUisionaüy excited by an electron with a given impact energy 

thrit scarters into a particular element of solid angle. 

The EICP constitute four measurable quantities that contain the coherence (phase) 

information about the coliisionaliy induced transition. Physicaliy, the EICP provide 

information about the alignment and orientation of the charge cloud d e r  the collision. In the 

standard terminology, an aiignment indicates a charge cloud which is a non-isotropic 

superposition of magnetic substates. IM), and orientation refers to the finite expectation value 

of its angular momentum Figure 2.5 shows a collisiondy excited P-state charge cloud which 

exhibits both alignrnent and orientation. The alignrnent of the charge cloud is described by 

the relative height (h ) ,  width (w), length (0, and alignment angle (y). The orientation of the 

atom is descnbed by its inherent angular mornentum (L ). Because the scattering plane is - 

defined by the incorning and outgoing electron mornenta, the only non-zero cornponent of the 

angular momntum of relative motion between the projectile and the target that can be 

transferred is perpendicular to the scattering plane. Therefore, if the atom has no initial 

orientation, the orbital angular mornentum of the final state musc be perpendicular to the 

scattering plane, hence the subscript Y" 

In order to relate the EICP to the density ma& elements, a coordinate system must 

be chosen. The three choices cornrnonly used are: 
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Figure 2.5: 3-D view of the angular distribution of an excited P state charge cloud indicating 

the length I .  width w, height h. alignment angle y. and inherent angular momentum L, in the 

natural fiame. Adopted lÏom [Andersen t 9881 



The Collision Frame (indicated by  superscript "c"): It has its f axis along the 

direction of the incorning electron momentum vector, k,, while its f axis is defined 

so that the outgoing electron momentumvector, &, Lies in the first or second quadrant 

of the  (Y, y 3  plane, 

The Natural Frame (indicated by superscript "n"): In this fiame, the i axis is 

perpendicular to the scattering plane along the direction of transferred angular 

momentum The f axis is parallel to k,. 

The Atomic Frame (indicated by superscript "a''): This fiame is defined by an Y axis 

parallel to the symmetry axis of the charge cloud. and a f axis parallel to the 

transferred angular momentum 

Throughout this work, we will be concentrathg on the EICP defmed in the naturai 

fra~ne by Andersen er al. [Andersen 19881. This frarne is chosen for the explicit physicai 

interpretation of the EICP defined within it. First we wiii define the EICP in the context of 

'S, to 'P, transitions. The discussion wiii be provided in two parts. We w u  begh by 

discussing collisions that do not involve spin-flip of the projectile electron foiiowed by those 

that  do. We will then discuss situations where the initial state is not a 'S, leveL 

When describine the excited P-state, we will use one of two sets of basis States. Our 

choice is between the atomic basis set defined by the magnetic quantum numbers M (i.e. 

1 1 ). 10). and 1 - 1))  and the molecular basis set which is cornprised of the orbirals Ipx), 

I I > , ; ) .  and I p , ) .  The angular distributions of the two choices are depicted in figure 2.6. The 
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Figure 2.6: Two choices for basis States to describe the P state charge cloud s h o w  in the 

natural fiame. The upper panel shows the atomic basis set while the bottom panel shows the 

molecular basis set. Adopted fiom [Andersen 1988 J 



two are related by: 

The choice of basis is one of convenience for the application at hand. 

2.5.1 'S, to 'Pl Excitations: Without Spin-Flip 

We begin by assuming the LS coupling scheme is valid. The collisionally excited 

ritomic state can be written as a h e a r  superposition of rnagnetic subleveis 

pl) = f:I+l)+f:lo)+f-y-1) 

where the s c a t t e ~ g  amplitudes have k e n  norrnalized to unity, Le. 

At this point is should be emphasized that the '7" 's" are, strictly speaking, no longer 

scattering amplitudes but are srtperpositiorz coefficients of a coherent P s:ate. 

Since we are discussing excitation of a 'Pl (spin zero) state fiom a 'S, (spin zero) 

state, we are autornaticaiiy excluding any process which changes the atornic multiplicity. 

Furtherrnore. we are not aUowing any mechanisrns for spin-flip of the projectile electron at 

t his point. These conditions have important implications on the excitation process. Recall 

equation 2.18 and 2.19 which give the condition of reflection symmetry invariance on the 

~enera l  collision hame scattering amplitudes. Ln the case of a 'S, to 'PI transition. this 
C 

condition reduces to 



where m,. and m, are the initial and h a 1  projectile elecnon spin projections. and M is the 'P, 

magnetic quantum number (in the coüision fiame). If the projectile electron spin does not 

change. then -ml -m2 = f 1 and 

1 f we then convert collision kame amplitudes into naturd Erame amplitudes, we see that 

Therefore, if the projectile electron spin can not flip, the M = O natural h m e  magnetic 

sublevei can not be excited. 

The initial 'S, atornic state exhibits positive reflection syrnrnetry with respect to the 

scattering plane. In the atomic basis set, the M = O state has negative reflection symrnetry 

while the M = f 1 states exhibit positive reflection syrnmetry. Therefore, since the M = O state 

c m  not be excited, atomic reflection symrnetry is conserved in the collision. 

With the fin scattering amplitude equal to zero, we are left with the excited atomic 

wavefùnction 

and the normaiization condition 

l fn12 + l  f-'y = 1 .  

The 'P, state is composed of basis states with angular mornenta + I  and - 1 dong the 



+ r direction (note: we wiU use atornic units throughout; h =1). The arnount of orbital 

angular momentum is then given by 

L A = (LJ = lf+",lZ-lf-'y. (2.37) 

The shape of the charge cloud can be O btained directly from the wavefunction. This 

is easiest to see if we use the rnolecular basis. In terrns of this basis, the excited state is 

written as 

where 

f: = ~ ( l / f i ) ( a ~ ~ ~ i a , " )  ; fo = a n .  (2.39) 

Now. the value of the angular part of the wavefunction,~=(xl  ' P , )  (Hiith unit vector 

x = (0. @) ) . at some angular position + in the (Y. y )  plane is given by 

where + is the azimutha1 angle in the (x,  y) plane with respect to the x axis. Therefore, the 

angular distribution of the excited charge cloud is described by 

IJ~I '  - la," l2  cos2@ + l a,," l2 sin2@ + 2 Re (a," aYn ' ) cos4  sina 

Using Equation 2.39 we can replace the a's with f 's to obtain 

where we have set 



f-n,f-y' = -lf-: llf-~*lexp(-2iY). (2.43) 

Clearly, the maximum in the angular part of the charge cloud density occurs when 4 = y. 

Therefore. the charge cloud alignrnent angle in the natural fiame is 

As indicated in the above expression, the alignrnent angle can only be determined rnodulo n. 

The usuai convention is to choose it so that - x/2 5 y s + n/2. 

We can furrher characterize the shape of the electron cloud by introducing the hear 

polarization P,  . The linear polarization is a measure of the charge cloud anisotropy. It is the 

difference between the length and width of the charge cloud or the maximum and minimum 

charge cloud densities. We can express this as 
- 

where we normake the length and width to unity, i + w =  1. Alternatively, we can write 

length and width in terrns of the linear polarization, 

1 1 1 = - ( l + P 1 )  and w = - ( 1 - P l )  
2 2 

Looking back on section 2.3, we expect that the fuUy coherent excitation of the 'P, 

stüte from the 'S, state to be completely specified by three independent parameters. Although 

four parameters have been Uitroduced. y. LA,  Pl. and the diEerential cross section, 



examination of equations 2.36,2.37. and 2.45 reveals that L! + P: = 1. Therefore. L and P, 

are acturtlly redundant in this case. Usine the definitions of these pararneters, we can write 

the density matrix in the natwal fiame so that the trace of p" gives the DCS for excitation of 

the P levei and the diagonal elernents give the partial differential cross sections far the 

appropriate magnetic sublevels, i.e, 

DCS 
pn( 9,- ' P ,  ) = - 3 

As expected the density matrix is compIetely specified by three independent pararneters. 

2.5.2 'Su to 'P, Excitations: With Spin-Flip 

We will now investigate how things change if we allow spin-flip of the projectile 

çlsctron. By recalling our restriction to excitations of 'P, states fYom 'S, states. it is clear that 

exc hange processes will not play a role in the CO iiisions king  considered. The only exchange 

process that does not change the multipiicity of the target atom is one in which the projectile 

electron trades places with an atomic electron of the sarne spin projection, and this process 

is indistinguishable from direct scattering. Therefore, spin-flip can only occur via a spin-orbit 

interaction between the target and the projectile electron . If the projection of the electron 

spin is reversed in the collision, the quantity -ml -m, = O  and equation 2.32 gives 

We can then see that 



Therefore, if the projectile electron spin does flip, the M = O natural kame magnetic sublevel 

c m  be excited. 

The 'Pl excited state is once again 

pl) = f:I+l)+f:lo)+f:l-l) 

with normalization given by equation 2-3 1, 

Examination of the angular distribution of the basis states in the naturd fiame (figure 

2.6). clearly shows that the only contribution to the height (dong the 2 axis) of a charge 

cloud, comprised of these atornic basis states, cornes fkom the 10) basis state. This leads to 

the definition of the relative height parameter 

h = lfon12 (2.52) 

which gives the contribution of negative reflection symmetry excitation and is equivalent to 

the p; natural fiame density matrix elernent. In the case of 'S, to 'PI excitations. it gives the 

relative probability of spin-£lip perpendicular to the s c a t t e ~ g  plane dui-ing the collision. 

We can now write the general 'S,- 'PI density rnauix as the sum of two parts. One 

with positive reflection symmetry and the other with negative reflection symmetry with 

respect to the scattering plane. 



-4s expeçted. the density rnatrix is described by five independent pararneters. 

The parameters y, L - ,. , and P l - ,  introduced earlier, can still be d e h e d  in the same 

way we as they were previously. where we add the superscript "+" to indicate that they arise 

from excitation of positive reflection symmetry components of the P-state charge cloud. 

However. if a negative reflection symrnetry component is excited, the amplitudes for exciting 

the If 1 ) b;isis States must dirninish. Therefore, the transferred angular momentum parameter 

becomes 

where the lack of the "+" superscript indicates the presence of a negative reflection syrnmeûy 

component in the excitation. In addition, the  differential cross section now contains En h 

term and the definitions of the relative length and width of the charge cloud have to be 

rnodified: 

1 1 f = ( 1 - h ) - ( 1 + P , * )  and w = ( 1 - h ) - ( I - P [ + )  
2 2 

with l+w+h+I. 

We can define a further parameter which masures the arnount of coherence present 
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in the collision. We define the degree pofu~zution to be 

RscaUing the definitions of L,' and P,' dong with the nomialization condition on the 

scattering amplitudes (equations 2.37 2.45 and 2-36}, we see that for the case of atomic 

reflection symrnetry conservation, 

and the degree of polarization is exactly equal to one. Therefore, L-* and P,- are not 

independent. in this situation, the initial and final States of the system are completely 

deterrnined (no incoherent averages) and the coiiision is fuily coherent. If the spin-flip is 

aiiowed. and the conservation of atornic reflection symmetry is broken, then the degree of 

po larization is less than one. As more of the negative reflection syrnrnetry component is 

excited, the degree of polarization lowers in value. Since the excitation of the negative 

reflection symrnetry component of the charge cloud requires spin-flip. which is an incoherent 

process when spin is not detected, the value of F+ indicates the degree of coherence in the 

collision. 

2.5.3 The Ceneral 'Pl Excitation 

The question now arises: "What happens if the initial state is not a 'S, state?". We 

begin to answer this question by i d e n t w g  the process of interest as 's+l)X, - 'Pl where 

there is no restriction on the relative energy of the initial state with respect to the 'P, state. 

t n principle, there are 3 x (2 J + 1) spin-averaged scattering amplitudes, dong with the 



corresponding relative phases, which characterize the excitation. Ho wever, in the current 

experirnents, we do not resolve the degenerate sublevels of the X state. Therefore, in the 

averaging of umesoived quantum numbers, w e  must note the summation over unresolved 

mgnetic sublevels, M,, of the initial state X, i.e. 

w here rn , and 4 represent the initiai and final spin projections of the projede  efectron. This 

summation is an incoherent surnmation over unresolved initial and final States and in effect 

makes the excitation appear to arise 6om an isotopicaiiy popdated, rnixed state X. Note that 

our discussion rernains concemed with two elecuon atoms (i-e. S = 0,l). 

Consider the case of a singlet X state. In general, this state wili exhibit mixed 

reflection symmetry. Sorne rnagnetic subfeveis of the initial state X will exhibit positive 

reflection symmetry while O thers wiii exhibit negative reflection syrnmetry. Therefore, ali 

sublevels of the 'P, state can be excited while conserving atomic reflection symmetry and thus 

without spin dependent forces acting during t h e  collision. if the initiai state is a triplet, then 

we require exchange processes which change the multiplicity of the atom back to the final 

singlet state. In any case, ail substates of the 'P, level can be excited, and the description the 

of O bserved parameters is stiii vatid. We should note that there is an inherently lower degree 

of coherence due to the lack of information about the initial state, and that the h parameter 

is no Ionger a rneasure of the effects of spin dependent forces during the coilision. 



2.6 Alternative EICP 

Alternative sets of EICP have also been put forward. The naturai frame pararneters 

detined already show cfear physicai interpretations and are, therefore, the preferred choice for 

this work. Another popular set of EICP's are known as the Blum-da Paix50 pararneters [da 

Prtiuiio 19801. These EICP are defined in terms of coiiision fkarne density matrix elernents as 

A = p k  (2.59) 

and 

COSE = = - P C ~ ~ / ~ ; ~  

Ano t her convenient way to descnbe the collisionaily induced 

Stokes parameters [Born 19701 of the correlated photon. ln a coincic 

P-state is to use the 

jence experiment, the 

Stokes pararneters are defined in terms of the photon intensity as a function of polarization. 

As before, four parameters dong with the DCS are required to s p e c e  the P-state. In one 

direction, ernitted iight is fdly described by the three Stokes pararneters. A "fourth" Stokes 

parameter is then delined for light ernitted in another direction to complete the set. Generally, 

the fist t hree Stokes pararneters are rneasured along the z direction and the fo urth measured 

for light in the scattering plane, perpendicular to the x axis. 

Linearly potarized iight c m  be thought of as originating f?om two linear oscillators. 



For tight detected dong the z axis, the linear polarization originates f?om the Ip,) and Ip,) 

basis states which are populated with amplitudes a: and respectively. Therefore. the fist  

t wo Stokes parameters are defhed as 

and 

Circularly polarized light Gan be thought of as arising £rom two circular states in the natural 

frame. 1 + 1 ) and ( - 1 ). These two states emit right hand circular (RHC) and left hand circular 

(LHC) Light in relation to the amplitudes f-: and fl; respectively. Therefore. if Light is 

detected dong the z axis, we see that 

In order to defme the fourth parameter we must change the direction of observation. The 

founh parameter is defined along the y axis and arises from the 1 P,)  and 1 P.) states. These 

states emit light with polarization along the x and z axes in relation to the amplitudes a," and 

2.7 Theoretical 

the fourth parameter as 

Approaches to the Electron-Atorn Scattering Problem 

Any attempt to calculate the resuits of an electron-atom collision involves making a 

number of assumptions and approximations. The first among these is to assume thac the 
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nucleus is heavy enough in relation to the projectile so that it can be considered at rest during 

the collision and that no corresponding nuclear kinetic energy term appears in the tirne 

dependent Schrodinger equation appropriate to the system Since the interaction potential 

does not depend explicitly on time, the total wavefunction of the system c m  be separated into 

a product of temporal and spatial functions. This separation of variables d o w s  one to write 

the time independent Schrodinger equation as 

where m, is the eiectron m s s .  E is the total energy of the systern V is the interaction 

potential, the coordinates of the beam electron are represented by r,, and the atomic electron 

coordinates are denoted r - - ,raN (for an atom with N electrons). We now expand the 
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wavefunction in t e m  of the complete set of eigenfunctions for the unperturbed atorn, 

( r ,  - - - , r ). and the projectile wavefunction, F n ( r b ) .  a.%, 

r r a  r as ) = (  + )  u n a  - r n  = u a  - (2.68) 
n 

If we denote the total interaction potential, V, as the surn of the unperturbed atomic potential 

energy tcrrns. Va, and the perturbins potential energy t e r m  involvine the beam electron, V,, 

we may write the Schrodinger equation for the unperturbed atom as 

where En is the energy eigenvalue. By substituting equations 2.68 into equation 2.67 and 

using equation 2.69, we can obtain 



The complexity of the problem is made clear by introducing the rnatrix that describes 

the interaction of the bearn electron with the nucleus and the orbital electrons of the target 

ritom. This rnatrix has elements of the form 

lf we introduce the wave number 

we can write the Schrodinger equation as 

where the prime indicates that the tenn rn = n is not included in the sum 

We now have an infinite set of coupled differential equations which must be solved 

in order to determine the projectiie electron wavefunctions F,. Clearly, one must employ 

approximation methods in order to do so. The approximations used basically entail selection 

of the most important rnatrix elements and setting aii others equal to zero. 

The simplest and perhaps the crudest approximation is thefirst Born approximation 

(FB A). The basic assumption made is that there is Little interaction between the projectile and 

the target. This assumption can be broken up into three criteria. First, one assumes that the 

incident wave is undistorted by the interaction (V,  = 0, the subscript "O" indicates the initial 

state), and the beam electron can be represented as an undistorted plane wave travelling in 



a direction specified by the unit vector no. Next, it is assurned that the finai state n is excited 

directly. In other words, it is ssumed that couphg between intermediate states is negligible, 

and we put V,, = O for m +n. Finaiiy, the interaction between the scattered electron and the 

atom in its final na state is taken to be srnail so that the distortion of the scattered wave can 

be neglected. Since V ,  is a rneasure of this interaction, we set it equal to zero. Under these 

conditions, the infinite set of equations 2.73 reduces to a single equation for the transition to 

';tate I I ,  

The conditions of the FBA resmct its appticability to situations where the incident electron 

energy is large and the projectile spends very Little time in the vicinity of the atom 

As one investigates collision with lower impact energies, o u  approximation can be 

improved by considering more terms on the right hand side of equation 2.73. One such 

approximation method is the distorted wave approximation (DWA). The DWA ignores 

coupling to intermediate states (V,, = O for m +n),  as does the FBA. However, the DWA 

r i l lo~ s for distortion of the incident and scattered waves by the static field of the target atom 

This distortion is dowed by retaining the terms involving V ,  and V ,  whiie the transition is 

meditated by the Von term Ad other rnatrix elements are set equd to zero. Under these 

conditions, the problem reduces to a set of two coupled differential equations, namely: 

and 



These two equations form a set of sirnultaneous ordinary differential equations which can be 

solved numerically. The DWA approach has been appiied to the barium scattering problem 

by S rivastava et al. [Srivastava 19921 and Clark et al. [ 19891. 

A third class of approximation method is know as the close-coupling uppro.rimurion 

(CC approximation). The CC approximation differs fÏom the DWA at a fundamental leveL 

Here. the wavefunction expansion given in equation 2.68 is lirnited to a relatively srnaii 

number of terrns whiie a large number of intermediate state couphgs are allowed. The 

number of terrns included in the wave function expansion is equal to the number of channels 

considered in the scattering process. This rnethod gives the best resdts if aii of the target 

states lying close to the initial and final states are included in the calculation. More detailed 

description of the CC method is given by Henry and Kingston [Henry 1988). A CC approach 

has k e n  applied with success to coUisions involving barium atoms by D. Fursa and 1. Bray 

[Johnson 1999; Fursa 19991. 

Detailed discussion of theoreticai approaches is sornewhat beyond the scope of this 

work. However, the reader is referred to McDaniel's book, Aroniic Colfisions [McDaniel 

1 %Y]. for a more complete overview of theoretical approaches. 



Chapter 3 

Apparatus 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter. a detailed description of the experirnental apparatus will be given. In 

order to present the material in a clear and organized fashion, the apparatus has been broken 

down into six subsysterns: the vacuum system, the rnetal vapour source, the optical system, 

electron optics, the electron spectrorneter, and the data acquisition system. Detailed 

discussion of each of these systerns will be given. In addition to these five very specific 

sections, we wiU begin with a section presenting a general overview of the apparatus. The 

vacuum system consists of the vacuum charnber and the combination of pumps and valves 

which provide the necessaryclirnate for the eIectron scattering experiment. The rrietai vapour 

source provides the target atorns for the collisions. The optical system consists of an argon 

ion laser, a tunable continuous wave dye laser, various mirrors, retardation plates, and 

poiarizers, aii of which enable the opticai purnping of the target atoms. The electron optics 

consist of two electron guns which were used to provide c o l h t e d  electron bearns and an 

electron energy analyser which detected the scattered electrons. The electron spectrorneter 

is the combination of an electron gun and detector dong with the various electronics which 

enable the rneasurernent of scattered electron spectra. FinaUy, the data acquisition system 

comprises a persond computer and aU the components necessary to control the various 



aspects of the experiment which facilitate data coliection. 

3.2 General Overview of the Apparatus 

A schernatic of the apparatus is depicted in figure 3.1 showhg ail the main features 

of the superelastic experiment. The experirnent is arranged in the standard crossed beam 

configuration where the scattering centre is located by the intersection of a metai vapour 

bearn, eIecnon beam, and laser beam, as weil as the viewcone of the electron detector. The 

barium beam is produced by heating barium in an oven, while the electron bearn originates 3t 

a tungsten filament and is accelerated and monochromatized via the optics of the electron 

gun. The laser beam is from a continuous wave (CW) dye laser which is pumped by an argon 

ion laser. This beam is passed 6rst through a Glan-Taylor polarking prism which ensures that 

iinearly polarized Light is incident on a retardation plate which controls the laser beam 

polarization at the interaction centre. The scattered electrons, mornenturn selected by a 

hemispherical electron energy analyser, are detected by a ChanneltronB electron multiplier. 

Either the gun or the detector çan be mounted on a turntable which is rotated via a 

mechanical vacuum feedthrough. A Faraday cup is rnounted and digned to intersect the 

electron beam (behind the target) for tuning and calibration of the electron b e m  A gas jet 

is also aligned with the interaction centre to introduce bearns of helium, nitrogen (Na, and 

xenon which are used for spectrorneter tunning and impact energy calibration. 

Al1 of the above, with the exception of the laser and optical system, are housed in a 

vacuum chamber consisting of a stainless steel bel1 jar sitting on a stainless steel baseplate. 
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Figure 3.1 : Schemtic diagram of the experimental apparatus for the opticaliy pumped 

scattering experiment. 



The chamber has a variety of electricai feedthroughs, a mechanical feedthrough, and a nurnber 

of windows. The electrical feedthroughs pass elecmcal connections to the gun, detector, 

oven. and the Faraday cup. The mechanical feedthrough aiiows rotation of the turntable fkom 

outside the chamber while the various windows d o w  the laser beam to pass into the vacuum 

chamber from a number of different directions. The chamber was evacuated with a 

mechanical forepump and an oil diffusion pump to produce vacuums as low as 1 x 1OS7 torr. 

Although the apparatus had the  fiexibility to mount either the gun or the detector on 

the rotating turntable, al1 the experiments presented here were carried out with a fixed 

detector and a rotating gun. The angular position of the gun with respect to the detector 

defmed the scattering angle, ie. the angle between the axis of the electron beam and the 

detection view cone axis. The angdar position was determined using a potentiorneter 

coupled to the rotating shaft of the mechanical feedthrough. With a constant potential of one 

volt across the full winding of the potentiorneter, the voltage at the movable tap provided a 

measure of angular displacernent of the tumtable at 303"N (or 0.0033 V/degree). 

Electric and mgnetic fields had to be elirninated in the interaction region, and a great 

deal of care was taken to accomplish this. Electric fields were shielded by encasing al1 

electrical components in grounded metal cases. Ail wiring was routed as far from the 

interaction region as possible while high voltage lines were directly shielded in grounded 

woven metal sheathes. Magnetic shielding was provided by a cylindrical can of 0.050" thick 

Mu-metal@, which is a high permeability nickel-alloy. The shield consisted of a permanent 

disc which sat beneath the turntable, and a cylinder, open at the bottom, which sat on the 



permanent dix, enclosing the oven, Faraday cup, gas jet, gun, and detector. This design 

enabled easy access to the inner working of the experiment by rernovd of the cylinder. When 

lissembkd. the mu-metai shield was degaussed by passing a high amplitude AC current fiom 

top to bottom of the shield. Care was also taken to use oniynonmagnetic matenals inside the 

shield (i-e. stainless steel screws) whde current carrying wkes inside the shield (Le. for the 

tïiament) were twisted to help reduce induced fields. The residual magnetic field was found 

to be Iess than 25 mG in ail directions at the interaction centre. 

The experiment was designed to be flexible. A sernicircular aluminum platform was 

fived above the rotatable turntable. From this, aii the fixed components of the apparatus were 

suspendedPattached. Aside fiom k ing  able to swap positions of the gun and detector, the 

oven could be mounted in any of three positions and the Faraday cup could be located where 

ever it was convenient for the current arrangement. Various mechanical and optical alignment 

procedures were developed to ensure that whatever the arrangement, the various bearns and 

view cones were aligned on an interaction region, at the centre of the turntable. 

3.3 The Vacuum System 

One of the most fundamentai aspects of an electron-atom scattering experiment is the 

vacuum system Ln order to perform these experirnents, the rnean free path of the electrons 

must be large enough to omit the possibïiïty of coil.isions with atoms and molecules making 

up the background pressure. In the case of targets such as bariurn, it is also necessary to 

maintain a vacuum to prevent the formation of barhm oxide and wasting target material. Ln 



addition, materials such as the oxygen fiee high conductivity (OFHC) copper, used in the 

electron optics, will quickty form an oxide layer at the temperatures reached in the experirnent 

if any significant amount of oxygen is present. A schernatic of the vacuum system is 

presented in figure 3.2. 

The vacuum chamber itself was a 27" high 36" diameter stainiess steel beil jar resting 

on ri stainless steel base plate. A dove tail groove in the bottom edge of the bell jar held a 

Viton O-ting which made the seal between the jar and base plate. Beneath the chamber was 

a Varian VHS-6 oil diffusion pump whkh was rated for a pumping speed of 2400 Us for air 

and ultimate vacuum of 5x 1 0 - ~  torr. Separating the purnp fkom the chamber was an electro- 

pneumatically controiied gate valve and liquid N, cold trap. A Varian SD-700 mechanical 

forepump was used to rough the system as weli as evacuate the diffusion pump exhaust. The 

forepump was rated to achieve a pumping rate of 765 Vs with a maximum vacuum of IO-' 

torr. It  should be noted that it proved unnecessary to load the liquid N, trap in order to keep 

the vacuum system f?ee of pump oils- Therefore. the trap was operated at room temperature. 

As depicted in figure 3.2, the mechanical pump was c o ~ e c t e d  directly to the  

chamber, the diffusion pump exhaust, and the gas jet supply he .  The chamber and diffusion 

pump exhaust were comected to the foreline through Varian NRC electropneumatic valves. 

A system of valves facilitated rough pumping of the entire system as weii as roughing of the 

chamber and gas line, even while the diffusion pump was running. This of course had to be 

done with care to ensure that the diffusion pump exhaust pressure did not get high enough 

to stall the pump. 
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the vacuum system 



Gas could be introduced into the chamber via the gas jet fkom a pressurized gas 

cyiinder. With pressures of about 20 psi after the cyhder's gas reguhtor, gas was passed 

throush a Vacuum Generators MS6MU leak valve to control the gas beam density. The 

valve was rated for çontinuously controIIable leak rates of 10"0 to  IO-^ mbar Us with a hiiy 

closed leak rate of IO-" mbar Us. Various valves were placed in the gas Line as shown in the 

schematic with high vacuum Nupro SS4H valves where appropriate. TeflonB tubing was 

used for the majority of the gas h e  with sorne brass and copper in the leak valve manifold. 

Stainless steel tubing was used inside the chamber Ieading to a molybdenum nozzle which 

directed the gas jet. 

Pressure in the charnber was monitored with a Varian 843 ionization gauge controller 

and a Varian 0571-K2471-303 ionization gauge tube rnounted directly on the vacuum 

charnber. The ionization gauge controuer &O operated two Varian 053 1 therrnocouple 

gauges. These two thermocouple gauges were mounted in the forehe and diffusion pump 

exhaust h e  as seen in the schematic. 

A number of windows were built into the vacuum chamber to allow the laser beam 

to enter and exit the chamber dong two axes. The windows were attached to the chamber 

with Con-FlatB flanges and copper gaskets. These windows were Iocated at the top and 

bottom of the chamber dong the axis of cylindrïcai syrnmetry, as weIi as at the entrance and 

exit points of an axis at 45" to the previously described axis. 

A number of potential hazards existed in the system if the vacuum was lost. Diffusion 

pump oil burns in air at its operating temperature, high voltages in the detector could arc if 



the pressure was too high, the barium would oxidize, and the tiiament would burn up. To 

circurnvent these problerns, an elaborate safety system was designed. The ionization gauge 

controlier dowed  one to set certain pressure trip points on a i i  three of the gauges. A two 

state signal was then provided which indicated whether or not the pressure k i n g  monitored 

was above or below the trip point. The only trip point utilized was the trip point for the 

ionization gauge tube and was set at 7 x  IO-' torr. A circuit was designed. so that if the 

chamber pressure rose too high, the gate valve would automatically be closed, isolating the 

chamber, as weii as turning off the diffusion purnp heater, the high voltage going to the 

detector, the filament curent supply, and the ionization gauge tube itself. In addition, two 

other safety features were present. The diffusion pump was equipped with a thermostat 

which would cut the power to the heater if the temperature rose too high. This would result 

in a rise in chamber pressure, triggering the above safety circuit. A water detectiodshut off 

circuit was &O added after a rninor flood caused by a rupture in the diffusion pump coohg  

ihe. A water transducer, consisting of two wues taped to the floor beneath the experiment, 

was comected to a circuit controUing a solenoid valve on the water Line and a relay on the 

heater power iine. When connected by a puddle of water, electrical conduction was 

registered by the circuit and the diffusion pump heater, as weii as the water supply, would be 

shut off. Again this would not only prevent flooding of the laboratory, but would result in 

a rise in chamber pressure and subsequent triggering of the main safety circuit. 

The &al component of the system was a normally closed electropneumaticaiiy 

controiied vent valve. This was located in the roughing line of the vacuum chamber and 



enabled air to return to the chamber. By manipulating the various valves in the system, the 

single vent valve enabled venting of the entire systern 

3.4 The Metal Vapour Source 

In order to perform an electron scattering experirnent from a metal target, one must 

design a system for introducing free rnetal atorns into the interaction region. The basic design 

for ri met al vapour source requires heating the rnetal within a crucible untii the pressure inside 

the crucible exceeds that outside. With a small opening in the crucible, the atomic metal wiil 

effuse from the hole producing a beam of metal atoms. 

Consider a heated crucible containing a sample rnetal with a circuiar aperture (above 

the level of the Liquid surface) of radius r with a wail thickness t. Assume that the pressures 

inside and outside the crucible have been adjusted so that the sample metal atoms are leaving 

through the hole by rneans of effusion and that the thickness of the aperture is negligible 

compared to the radius. This ensures that atorns striking the aperture pass through it without 

changing direction. We also assume the spatial and vetocity distributions of the atoms in the 

crucible remain unaffected by the effusion. This condition is satisfied if the diameter of the 

aperture is smaller than the mean free path of the atorns, A. Under these conditions, the 

angular distribution of the atomic beam is given by elernentary khetic theory arguments. This 

gives the rate dlV at which atoms are emitted into a given element of solid angle da located 

at an angle 0 relative to the normal of the aperture in terrns of the aperture radius, the atomic 

density within the crucible n, and the rnean velocity of the atoms v. 



and 

where m is the atomic mass and k is the Boltzmann constant. The expression for the atornk 

distribution can be integrated over the possible range of angles, O to x/2. to o b t h  the total 

number of atoms ernitted from the source per unit tirne. 

if we now allow for a finite thickness of the crucible waii, atoms will e f i s e  through 

a tunnel of length, t. It has k e n  calculated [Vilyi 19771 that as Iong as 1 r E .  the rate of 

atornic discharge changes to 

and the angular distribution changes to 

2 n v r 3  d N =  cos0 du. 
3 r 

A sornewhat complicated plot of this result is given in Ramsey's book Molecular Beams 

[Ramsey 19561. The interesting conclusion is that by having the a t o m  effuse through a 

cyIindrical tunnel, the rate at which atoms are ernitted decreases, however the number of 



atorns ernitted in the direction of the tunnel remains unchanged. Therefore, a rnetal beam 

source with a reasonably long exit tunnel will produce a bearn of atorns that are better 

coliirnated than a source with no appreciable tunnel length without losing beam density where 

it counts. 

As the source pressure is increased, the atomic rnean kee path will eventuaily drop 

k l o w  the length of the tunnel ( A c t ) .  At this point, hydrodynamic flow begins. resulting in 

a turbulent gas jet. As long as effusion is the dominant rnechanism in the source, beam 

intensities wili be proportional to the pressure in the crucible. However. as  the pressure is 

raised. a large fraction of the atoms begin to coUide with each other in and outside the tunnel. 

This results in a cloud of atoms outside the crucible, the boundary of which acts as the 

effective source. Further increasing of the pressure increases the size of the cloud with only 

stight increases in beam density. 

A schemtic of the rnetal vapour source used in the experiment is shown in figure 3.3. 

The metal vapour source contained two basic components: an oven and a stainless steel heat 

shield. The oven consisted of a stainless steel crucible wrapped in ARi AerOrodB coaxial 

heater wire. The heater was driven by an Alpha 7500 power supply which was capable of 

cielivering 160 W at 2.0 A of applied DC current. A tunnel 0.032" in diameter and 0.5" in 

length was drilled in the crucible to aUow ernission of a c o h t e d  beam of barium atorns. 

Barium was loaded into the cxucible by rneans of a hole that was later seded with a stainless 

steel plug which was forced down by tightening a machine screw onto a ceramic bal  between 

the two. The temperature of the oven was monitored with a Chromel-Alurnel thermocouple. 
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Figure 3.3: The rnetal vapour source. 



The two rnetals were held in contact with each other and with the crucible body by insening 

them in a hole at the top of the crucible and tightening a set screw on them through a threaded 

ho le rit Y0 O to the mounting hole. The relationship between temperature and voltage across 

the thermocouple is approximately iinear and is tabulated by the manufacturer. Temperatures 

reached by the oven correspond to voltages in the range of O to 35 mV, and are easiiy read 

with a standard voltmeter. Errors in the voltage to temperature conversions are about 0.75% 

above 280°C. The oven was typicaliy operated at 28 mV or 763°C. Since the thermocouple 

is not in direct contact with the sample rnetal, the temperature measured by the thermocouple 

is actually that of the crucible (at a particular point) and not the metal bearn However, if one 

assumes a homogeneous temperature distribution within the crucible, then one can take the 

measured temperature to represent that of the rnetal beam 

Under these conditions, the atomic mean f3ee path has been estimated to be 2.4 cm 

This estirnate is based on the standard equation for the mean fkee path, A = (@u,n)-' , which 

is expressed in t e m  of the pas kinetic cross section, a,, and the atomic density in the source, 

n. The kinetic cross section for barium is 15.34 x 10''" cm" [Valyi 19771 while the atom 

density was determined through equation 3.2 assurning a barium temperature of 763°C and 

a crucible pressure of 2.8 x 1 0 - ~  a tm The cmcible pressure was estimated by interpolation 

of the barium vapour pressure data found in [Li 1996bJ (tabulated as a function of 

temperature). 

Due to the large arnount of radiant energy produced, the oven was enclosed in a 

stainless steel, cylindrical heat shield. The oven was secured to, and insulated kom, the heat 



shield by two high ternperature ceramic rods. The rods, and their corresponding mounting 

holes were positioned and machined to a fine tolerance in order to prevent relative movement. 

A 0.040" diameter hole in the heat shield provided additional beam collimation as it ailowed 

the barium to escape. On top of beam collimation, the heat shield helped to create a cleaner 

environment within the vacuum chamber by trapping poorly directed bariumatoms. The oven 

assembly was mounted via a ceramic ball, to minimize heat conduction, to the rest of the 

apparatus. 

Estimations of the barium beam collunation and density have k e n  made based on 

straight line uajectories for the emitted atoms. This approach is valid given that the estirnated 

mean fiee path of the barium atorns (2.4 cm) is greater than the length of the exit tunnel (1 -27 

cm). The exit tunnel of the crucible provides a beam coilimateci to a full angular spread of 

1 2 O .  With the aperture in the heat shield, the beam is coliimated further to an 8 O fuU angular 

spread. An estirnate of the atomic density can be made via the temperature of the oven, and 

if O ne assumes a homogeneous distribution of atorns, one can track the spread of the beam 

and thereby estirnate the atomic density at the interaction region. With the interaction region 

0.5" from the heat shield, the atornic density was estimated to be on the order of 7 x 10'' cm-' 

at a ternperature of 760°C with a beam diameter of approximtely 0.35 cm 

3.5 The Optical System 

The purpose of the optical system in this experimnt is to introduce a beam of 

coherent light, incident on the target, of known and controlied polarkation. The laser beam 



must have a tunable, narrow iinewidth that is stable over the tirne scale of the experirnent. 

These features then dlow one to prepare the atomic target in a quantum mechanicaliy pure 

state which is essential if coherence information about electron-atom scattering is to be 

extracted. It is also desirable to excite as many target atorns as possible and so sufficient 

beam power is an additional requirement (see the Appendix for details). 

The heart of the optical system is the Coherent CR-699-21 Nig dye laser which is a 

LI nidirectional, travelling wave, ring dye laser that provides a single frequençy, tunable 

stabilized beam. As such. the CR-699-21 m e t s  the requirernents of the optically pumped 

scattering experirnent. A schernatic of the CR-699-2 1 dye laser is shown in figure 3.4 while 

some technicd specifîcations are given in table 3.1. 

The standard picture of a laser is that of an opticalcavity, capped with mirrors at both 

ends, Nled wit h an active medium which is pumped by an outside energy source. The mùrors 

are positioned so that a standing wave is rnaintained within the cavity, and the light is 

amplified as it repeatedly traverses the active medium The beam is aiiowed to exit at one end 

of the cavity where the rnirror is partialiy transrnitting. in a dye laser, things are comp ticated 

by the fact that the active medium is an opticaiiy pumped jet of liquid dye which accounts for 

only a small portion of the optical cavity. 

Standing wave dye lasers have an inherent power limitation built into their design. In 

such a laser, the nodes of the standing wave are located across the dye jet. As the dye is 

iiiurninated by the pump beam. the active region of the dye is lirnited to the regions in between 

the nodes. The regions of unsaturated gain produced by the nodes represent a srnall fraction 



Figure 3.4: Optical schernatic of the Coherent CR-699-21 ring dye laser. 



Table 3.1: Specaications of the Coherent CR-699-2 1 Ring Dye Laser 

-- - -  

Output Power 800 mW single fkequency for 6 W 514.5 nm 

TEM, input at the peak (approximately 580 nm) 

of the dye tunning curve 

Mode TE% 

Beam Diarneter 0.75 mm 

Beam Divergence 1.6 rnrad 

Jitter (effective iinewidth) < 1 MHz RMS at 10 kHz bandwidth 

Frequency Drift < 100 MHz/hour 

Po wer S tability S%/day 



of the total pumped volume. However, as the pump power is increased, these regions become 

sampled and produce unwanted secondary laser modes which must be suppressed by 

increasing the fînesse of the intercavity etalons and thereby increasing insertion losses. In 

contrast. a traveliing wave laser samples the entire pumped dye region and cm, in the case 

of the CR-609-2 1. achieve output power levels as high as ten tirnes that of standing wave 

designs. 

Unidirectionai travelling wave operation is achieved by way of an optical diode. 

Without the diode, the laser oscillates with equal power in both directions of travel. The 

barn is unidirectional at any given instant, but the direction changes randornly. The diode 

operates using an effect first observed by Michael Faraday. The Faraday effect, as it is 

known. is the rotation of the polarization vector of Linearly polarized light as the beam travels 

through a dielecuic dong the lines of force created by an electromagnet. In the CR-699-2 1, 

the diode consists of a piece of glass immersed in a DC magnetic field. The Faraday effect 

causes the polarization to rotate through a given angle regardless of which direction the Light 

is travelling. Therefore, Light travelling in both directions is rotated in the same direction, by 

the same amount. A direction dependent polarization-rotating elernent is then used to rotate 

the forward wave back into the plane of incidence of the Brewster plates in the laser cavity. 

The result is that the forward wave sees no net effect, while the backwards bearn suffers 

increased reflections at the Brewster surfaces in the cavity, and, therefore, suffers a net loss. 

A loss of little as 1% is sufficient for the forward beam to assume dominance in the cavity, 

thereby saturating the gain in the dye jet and totaiiy suppressing the backwards wave. 



The laser beam is restncted to a single frequency by rneans of three optical 

components. A three-plate birehgent  a t e r  with a passive bandwidth of about 380 GHz is 

used which, in the CR-699-2 1, reduces the linewidth to 2 GHz. A thin etalon with a fkee 

spectral range of 200 GHz is used to enforce single longitudinal mode operation. The third 

component is a thick etalon which allows scanning of the single longitudinal mode. The 

overaii hewidth produced by these three elements is approximately 20 MHz. 

The instantaneous linewidth of a single longitudinal mode is a fraction of a Hertz. 

However, vibration, air turbulence, and fluctuations in the jet ail contribute to broaden the 

hewidth of the mode by changing the effective length of the cavity. This problem is dealt 

with by mounting cavity components on a massive Invar cylinder. The osciilating mode is 

also actively stabilized by servo-locking the mode to a stable reference point. A portion of 

the output beam is sent into a oven-stabilized Fabry-Perot interferorneter (see figure 3.4) and 

ano ther used as a normalizulg signal. As the frequency of the beam changes, the relative 

amplitudes of the normalizing signal and the reference signal change, and their difference is 

used to generate an error signal. The length of the laser cavity is then adjusted by a 

piezoelectric folding rnirror and Brewster plate. 

The optical pumping required by the dye laser is provided with a Coherent innova 90- 

6 argon ion laser. The argon laser operates via a high current DC electrical discharge. Argon 

ions are produced by an initial collision and are then excited in subsequent collisions. As the 

ions relax, rnany possible radiative transitions take place. The argon ion laser is capable of 

high power conthuous wave operation for many lines n o m  hfkared. through the visible, to 



the near ultraviolet. The plasma tube containhg the ionized argon operates with typical 

current densities of 700 A/cm2 and typical plasrna temperatures of 3000 K. making forced 

water coo Ling a necessity. The Imova 90-6 has two modes of po wer regulation: light output 

power regulation. and plasma tube current regulation with a maximum rated output of 10 W. 

In order to pump the (...6s6p 'P,) state in barium the dye used was Rhodamine 

Chloride 560. The argon laser was used to pump the dye with typicd beam power of 5 W 

(ail Lines). The dye laser then produced a beam of linear polarized iight at 553.5 nm (the 

barium resonance wavelength) with powers in the range of 80 to 120 mW and a diameter of 

approxirrüitely 2 mm at the intersection of barium bem 

The remainder of the opticai system is concerned with the control and manipulation 

of the laser beam polarization and directkg the beam to the interaction centre. A schernatic 

of the fuii optical system is shown in figure 3.5. After king emitted fkom the dye laser, the 

b a r n  is directed to the interaction region with two rnirrors. One is mounted on the laser table 

which changes the direction of the beam in the horizontal plane toward a second rnirror 

mounted on an optical bench beneath the vacuum chamber which directs the beam through 

a window in the chamber to the interaction centre. 

Foilowing the second mirror, the beampasses through a Gian-Taylor polarizing prism 

foliowed by a retardation plate. The Gh-Taylor prism is used to ensure that the beam is 

linearly polarized before it is incident upon the retardation plate. The retardation plate al10 ws 

the manipulation of the beam's polarization. The plate is made fiom a birefnngent crystal of 

thickness d which introduces a phase difference between rays that are polarized dong the fast 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram of the optical system 



and slow axes of the crystal, The extraordinary and ordulary rays, or e and o rays as they are 

known. see different indices of refraction and so pass through the crystal a t  different velocities 

creating a phase difference of 

The two retardation plates used in the experiment were a half-wave (A/2) plate and 

a quarter-wave (U4) plate. A A/2 piate is one for which the phase shift 6 is x and a A/4 plate 

is O ne  for which 6 = x/2. When iinearly polarized Light is incident upon a A/2 plate, the effect 

is to rotate the polarization by an amount equal to twice the angle between the incident 

po larization vector and the fast axis of the crystal, If linearly polarized light is incident on a 

A/4 plate with its polarization vector at a 45" angle with respect to the fast axis of the crystal, 

the emerging beam is circularly polarized. The handedness of the polarization is determine 

by the orientation of the incident polarization vector and the fast axis of the crystal, i.e. + 45" 

gives RHC Light and - 45" gives LHC light. The exact values of 6 were determined at the 

barium resonance wavelength (553.5nrn) for the two retardation plates in a manner sirniiar 

to that proposed by Wedding et al. [Wedding 199 11. The values were found to be 

cos6 = -0.97020.002 and cos6 = -0.37f 0.02 for the A/2 and A/4 plates respectively. A 

detailed description of the measurement is found in the doctoral thesis of Y. Li [Li 1996b1. 

For different experirnents, it was necessary to change the orientation of the retardation 

plate king used during the course of the experiment. In order to facilitate this, the 

retardation plate was mounted on a bearing geared to a stepping motor. AH of the current 

experirnents involved only one laser beam However, two rotation assemblies were 
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constnicted aüowing for the possibility of a two beam experiment. The two assernbiies were 

geued so that for every step of its corresponding stepping motor, the rotators rotated 

through 0.90" and 0.72 " respectively. The details of this system will be left until the data 

acquisition system is described. 

The final elernent of the optical system was the beam shutter- As will be descriôed 

later. background rneasurernents in superelasîic scattering experirnents are easily made by 

blocking the laser beam Therefore, a shutter consisting of a double bladed propeiier mounted 

on a DC synchronous motor was constructed and entered on the beam Line as seen in figure 

3.6. A circuit was designed so that when signalied by the compter,  or manually by the 

operator. the motor would start. Two photo-transistors positioned 90" apart about the 

diameter of the propeiier would trigger a one-shot monostable multivibrator when an open 

transistor was blocked by the propeller. This signal would then stop the motor. Rotationai 

inertia then carried the propeUer around so that one transistor was located in the centre of the 

one blade and the other transistor was in the centre of the "missing" blade. Therefore, with 

the shutter mounted beside the laser beam so that the beam passed beside the motor, the 

beam was altemately passed or blocked as the motor turned through 90". 

3.6 Electron Optics 

Electron optics play a very important role in the experiment. They ailow one to 

produce a beam of monochromatic electrons to scatter fkom the target as weU as to detect 

scattered electrons as a function of their kinetic energy. Before describing the two electron 
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guns and the electron energy analyser used in the experiments, we will begin by presenting 

s o m  of the basics of charged particle optics. 

3.6.1 Basic Concepts of Charged Particle Optics 

The properties of charged particle bearns are in rnany ways analogous to those of light 

rays in geometrical optics and hence the term charged particle optics. In this discussion, we 

wïii foUow this analogy in order to present a basic idea of how the eIectron optics in the 

zxperirnent work. Throughout, we wiil assume optical systems with wetl defined axial 

spmetry and we will ümit ourselves to discussing electrostatic optics in the paraxial 

approximation. We also note that in the description below, the ody  properties of the particles 

considered are their charge, their rnass, and their velocities, which are assurned to be smll  

enough to ignore relativistic effects. 

In charged particle optics, the objects considered are self-luminous objects defined by 

an aperture or window which is unifonnly illurninated on one side by a Stream of charged 

particles as sho wn in figure 3.7. A second aperture, kno wn as the prcpil. located in fiont of 

the window, defines the angular spread of the particles ernanating from the window. This 

angu lar spread is described in terrns of two angles, the beam angle and the p e r d  angle. The 

beam angle is defined by the optic axis of the system and the trajectory fiom the edge of the 

window to the centre of the pupil. This same trajectory and the one joining the edges of the 

widow and the pupil, on the same side of the optic axis, define the pend angle. 

When a beam of charged particles enters a potential gradient fiom a region of constant 

electric potential, it is either accelerated or decelerated. This change in velocity then causes 



Figure 3.7: Particle trajectones ernanating trom an object defined by an ïüurninated window. 

A pupil defines the bearn and p e n d  angles. 



a deflection in the beam direction. Consider a beam of particles with charge, q, moving in a 

region of potential VI, incident upon a sudden change in potential to V2. if we assume that 

the particle source is at ground potential, the energy of the particles wiil undergo an energy 

change hom E ,  = q V ,  to E, = q V,  and a deflection defined by an angle of incidence, a,. and 

an angle of refraction, q, where the angles are rneasured fkom the normal to the potential 

interface. The charged particle analog to the index of refraction, which is the ratio of the 

speed of light in a particular medium to that in vacuum, is the particle velocity. The panicle 

velocity is proportional to the square root of the kinetic energy making the charged particle 

anafog of Sneil's law 

We can clearly exploit this property to produce electrostatic lenses for charged particle 

bearns. 

Two popular electrostatic lens configurations for low energy charged particle optics 

are cyhder lenses and aperture lenses. These consist of a row of either two or three coaxial 

cylinders or apertures held at different potentials. Figure 3.8 shows a schematic of a cylinder 

and an aperture lens. Charged particle lenses generaiiy have axial dimensions on the same 

order as their focal lengths and so we treat electrostatic lenses as thick lenses. 

The focussing properties of a thick lens are specified by four cardinal points which 

locate the two principal planes, Hl and H,, and two the focal points, F, and F,. Figure 3.9 

shows the locations of the principal planes and the cardinal points of an electrostatic lens. As 

shown in the diagram, the p ~ c i p a l  planes for electrostatic lenses are dways crossed and on 
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Figure 3.8: Example of a cyiinder and an aperture lens. 



Figure 3.9: The cardinal points of an elecuostatic thick lens. 



the side with lower potential. The p ~ c i p a i  planes are located by h, and b, measured from 

the central plane of the lens X, and the focd points are iocated by the focal lengths, f, and& 

measured from corresponding principal planes. Aii the distances labelled in figure 3.9 are 

positive in the direction of the arrows. 

As is the case in iight optics, once the cardinal points are determined, image formation 

is easy to describe geornetricauy. It can be shown that the object and image distances 

rneasured from the appropriate p ~ c i p d  planes, s, and s, are re Iated by Newton's equation 

whiie hear and angular rnagnifications are given by 

and 

respectively. 

The above description of the focussing action of electrostatic lenses is, of course, not 

perfect. As with light optics, a number of aberrations are present which wiU tend to srnear 

out the image. Among these aberrations are geometrical and chromatic aberrations, which 

have corresponding analogs in light optics. Geometricd aberrations are caused by deviatio ns 

from the p a r a i d  approximation, whiie chromatic aberrations are caused by the finite kinetic 

energy distribution of the charge particle beam. A third aberration present o d y  in charged 

particle optics is due to space charge. This is caused by the interparticle electromagnetic 
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interaction experience by charged particles in the beam Figure 3-10 shows an electrostatic 

lens forming an image of an iüurninated object. The figure shows that the uajectories on the 

exit side of the lens are iimited to passing through the images of the window and pupil. One 

can, therefore, reduce some effects of aberrations by placing real apertures at the locations 

of the  image or the image pupil. 

Both cylinder and aperture lenses were used in the electron optics of the current 

experirnents. Harting and Read [Harting 19761 have published an extensive iist of cylindncai 

and aperture lens parameters in their book Electrostatic Lenses. These properties were 

deterrnined by nurnericaiiy solving the equations of motion of the particles in a variety of 

potential configurations. 

In the experiments presented here, two electron guns were empioyed. Both guns 

csmployed a tungsten marnent as their electron source which emitted electrons via thermioniç 

emission when heated by an electrïcal current. At typical operating temperatures, the emitted 

electrons have an Boltzmann energy profile with fuii width at half maximum (FWHM) of 

approximately 0.5 eV. Often, however, one wants to resolve atornic energy levels that are 

separated by O. 1 eV or less. One way to increase the energy resolution is to add an energy 

analyser to the gun, detector, or both. In the current experirnents, hemisphericai energy 

analysers were incorporated in the detector as well as one of the two electron guns. 

The hemisphencal analyser, or 180" spherical analyser as it is sometimes known, 

consists of a cavity defined by two concentric hernisphericai elecûodes with h e r  radius, R ,  , 

and outer radius, R2. as depicted in figure 3.1 1. With different potentials on the two surfaces, 
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Figure 3.10: Imge formation by an electrostatic thick lens. 



Figure 3.1 1 : The hemispherical energy analyser. Aa is the maximum angular deviation of an 

incident trajectory with respect to the central path, w is the width of the entrance and exit 

apertures, wm is the maximum radial deviation fiom the central path within the analyser, R ,, 
R2, and R, are the radii of the inner surface, outer surface, and central path respectively. 



a radiaiiy directed inverse square law field is present within the cavity t hereby providing a 

central force to charged particles e n t e ~ g  the analyser. The analyser works by setting the 

potential of the electrodes so that only particles of the desired kinetic energy travel in a 

circular path, thus enabling them to navigate the curvature of the analyser. If a particle has 

too rnuch energy, it will not experience a strong enough force to foiiow the curvature of the 

analyser and wiii coiiide with the outer surface. Trajectories of particles with too low an 

energy wdI curve too sharply and the particles wiii coiüde with the inner surface. 

[f a particle of energy E = q V  is to foilow a circular path of radius, R,, dong the 

centre of the gap, the potentials on the spherical surfaces must be 

and 

If the  FWHM of the energy distribution passed by the analyser is A E , the energy resolution 

is given by 

where Aa is the maximum angle of deviation fiom the incident trajectory and the central path 

and w is the diarneter of the entrance and exit apertures (see figure 3.11). The maximum 

radial deviation of a trajectory fkom the central path within the analyser, w,, is given by 



Aside from their energy selection capabilities, hemispherical anaiysers have desirable 

:al properties as weL A hemispherical analyser provides tkst order focussing (Le. in the 

puaxial approximation) in both the deflection plane and the perpendicular plane. As with al1 

spherical anaiysers, the object and image iie dong a cornmon line with the centre of curvature 

of the analyser. Therefore, the hernisphencai analyser has the object and the image lying in 

the entrance and exit planes respectively. 

Besides their focal properties, hernispherical analysers have a number of advantages 

over O t her analyser designs. Hemisphencal analysers require relatively 10 w po tentials on the 

elecuodes in cornparison to cylindrical or pardel plate analysers. Furthemore, the close 

proxirnity of the two electrodes with respect to one another has the inherent advantage of 

reducing the effects of h g i n g  fields. The main disadvantage is associated with the 

difficulties in fabrication of spherical electrodes. 

3.6.2 The High Resolution Gun 

As rnentioned earlier, two electron guns were emp1oyed in the current experirnents. 

One was designed to provide a highly monochromatic beam wMe the other was designed to 

produce a beam at very low kinetic energies. Therefore, the two guns are referred to as the 

high resolution gun (KRG) and the low energygun (LEG). The electron optics found in both 

guns, as weli as the detector are very similar. Since the HRG contains ail of the features seen 

in the other two system and since it was the gun used predomuiantly in the current 

experiments, it will be deait with first. 
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The HRG was designed to al10 w resolution of various spectral features in heavy metal 

atoms. These features often are separated by 100 meV or Iess. The goal of the design was 

to produce a bearn of electrons with as narrow an energy distribution as possible. It was also 

desirable to maintain a high electron density within the beam to keep signal to noise ratios 

acceptable. as weii as to keep the b a r n  parailel and limited to the extent of the target (0.35cm 

diameter). The design goals were met by construction a gun made up of four main 

components: the electron source, the entrance lens stack, the  energy analyser, and the exit 

lens stack. The entrance stack accelerated electrons from the source and prepared a beam 

of electrons for entry into the analyser which reduced the width of the beam's energy 

distribution. The exit stack accelerated the electrons to the desired energy and formed a 

parailel beam incident on the target. A diagram of the gun is shown in figure 3.12. 

The starting point of any electron gun is the electron source. Both guns used in these 

experirnents used a hairpin filament made of tungsten in a Pierce-Wehnelt extraction diode 

as depicted in figure 3.13. The design of this source is discussed in detail by Chutjian 

[Chutjian 19791 and Bernius et al. [Bernius 19881. The filament, located 0.020" behind the 

aperture in the pierce elernent, played the role of cathode while the anode consisted of a 

second aperture in the first elernent of the entrance stack. The filament and Pierce elernent 

are set to the same potential achieving a Wehnelt cathode shield arrangement. When a 

current passes through the mament, electrons are ejected by therrnionic emission over a wide 

range of trajectories directed radiaily O utward. Those passing through the Pierce aperture are 

then focussed to a crossover before reaching the anode. This crossover then duminates the 
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Figure 3.12: The structure of the high resolution gun (HRG). 
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Figure 3.13: Asymptotic electron trajectories in the Pierce-Wehnelt extraction diode. 



anode aperture which acts as the object for the optics of the gun. 

The enuance stack is essentiaiiy a microscope which takes the image of the iüurninated 

anode aperture, magnifies it, and places it at the entrance of the hemispherical analyser. In 

addition to this, the entrance stack prepares electrons with a given kinetic energy at the 

entrancr of the analyser. In the current design, the entrance stack consists of two three- 

aperture lenses as shown in figure 3.12. Figure 3.14 shows the cardinal planes of the two 

lenses in the entrance stack as weii as a number of trajectories emanating fiom the object. As 

in a microscope, the two lenses are arranged so that for trajectories travelling fiom left to 

right, the second focal plane of the frrst lens, FM, is to the lefi of the first focus of the second 

lens. FBI. The first lens. with its e s t  focal point, FA,, in the plane of the anode aperture, A,. 

forrns an intermediate image of A, at infinity. Therefore, the second lens sees pardel 

uajectories associated with Al- This rneans that the second lens forms a final image of A, at 

its second focal plane, F,,. This image is located at the entrance plane of the analyser and acts 

as its source. To limit the trajectories, a second aperture, AZ, is located in the plane of F,,. 

The lenses are spaced so that the virtual image of the A, lies behind the anode aperture, A,, 

and acts as a virtual object for the first lens with A, acting as pupil. Ac also acts as a pupil for 

the second lens which throws its image to uifinity. This effectively iimits the £ïnd angu1ar 

spread of the beam 

The entrance stack was designed for an overali linear magnification of -4 and an 

overali angular mgnification of 4. The anode aperture was chosen to be 0.030" in diarneter 

while the second aperture was set at O. 120" in diarneter. The angular deviation of rays at the 
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Figure 3.14: Optical properties of the entrance lens stack (HRG). The lens stack places an 

image of the anode aperture, A,, at the target and sends the image of the collimating aperture, 

A,, to infinity. 



final image plane was estimated to be 12" or a beam angle of 6". 

The hemispherical energy analyser, or monochromator, is placed so that its source 

plane is in the image plane of the entrance stack. The electrons entering the monochromator 

have kinetic energy determine. by the potential difference between the cathode and the final 

lens elernent of the enuance stack, Therefore. the final lens potential is the sarne as the centre 

potentid of the monochromator, V ,  with the inner and outer electrode potentials given by 

equations 3.12 and 3.13. 

At the entrance, as well as the exit, of the monochromator are apertures of diarneter 

O. 104". These apertures k i t  the angular deviation of the trajectories as weU as the number 

of off axis uajectories entering the spheres and so affect the energy resolution of the 

mo noc hrornator. Optically speaking, the hemispherical analyser takes the input aperture, 

lying in the image plane of the entrance stack, and images it with a magnif?cation of unity at 

the exit aperture to act as the object of the exit stack. 

The apertures are incorporated into the first and last elernents of the exit and entrance 

stacks respectively and are therefore at the centre potential V as weU. Because of this, 

electrons entering and exiting the spheres see a complicated electric field created by the 

potentials on the apertures and the two surfaces of the monochromator~ These fields have 

the potential to disrupt the operation of the monochrornator by distorthg the entering and 

exiting uajectories. To reduce these edge effects, knife edged rings were added to the 

spheres, and the apertures were shaped to form elements which injected and exuacted 

electrons between and fiom the rings (see figure 3.12). The rings and the injection/extraction 



elemznts are designed to shape the fields at the entrance and exit of the monochrornator in 

such a way as to reduce edge effects and irnprove performance. A detaiied discussion of the 

injection geornetry is given by K. Jost [Jost 19791. 

The two electrodes in the monochromator of the HRG have inner and outer radii of 

curvature R ,  = 1.3" and R2 = 1.68". The central path through the analyser has a radius of 

curvature R, = 1.495" and the maximum radial deviation is 0.185". Therefore, with 2 eV 

electrons entering the spheres, equations 3.14 and 3.15 give the energy resolution of the 

monochromator to be about 110 meV. 

Since the entrance stack provided a near parallel beam into the analyser, the beam 

e n t e ~ g  the exit stack is also alrnost paraiiel. Therefore, we simply want to magrufy the 

parailel beam as we accelerate the electrons to the desired energy. The two three-cylinder 

lenses comprisuig the exit stack are. therefore, in a telescope iîke arrangement as depicted in 

figure 3.1 5. The lenses are arranged so the first focal plane of the fist cylinder lens, Fcl, is 

in the plane of the rnonochrornator's exit aperture (focai plane), The second lens is then 

positioned so that its first focal plane, FD,, lies in the second focal plane of the first lens, FE. 

With this arrangement, ail trajectories emanating from the analyser are imaged at infinity by 

the first lens. The second lens sees parallei trajectories coming from the first lem. This rneans 

that an image of the exit aperture is forrned at the second focal plane of the seccnd lens FD, 

which is iocated at the interaction centre. in this design, trajectories which are initially 

parallel to the axis of the exit stack are then focussed at the cornmon focal plane. Therefore, 

an aperture O. 125" in diameter is placed in the F a D l  plane in order to skirnoff electrons that 
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Figure 3.1 5: Optical properties of t he exit lens stack (HRG). The lens stack piaces an image 

of the exit aperture at the target and sends an image of the collimating aperture to Uifinity. 



initidy had large angular deviations fiom the axis of the stack. The mgnification of t he exit 

stack was approximately 2, and so the final barn is about 0.208" in diameter 

The bulk of the HRG was made of OFHC copper- This included aiJ of the lens 

elements and the hemisphencal electrodes of the monochromator. The Pierce element was 

made of 304 stainless steel with a slide-in ceramic filament holder. AU apertures were made 

of rnolybdenum These materials were chosen for their vacuum fnendliness, electncal 

conductivity (apart fkom the marnent holder), and because they are non-magnetic. The 

requirernent for a non-magnetic rnaterial was greatest for the apertures since the electrons 

corne very close to the edge of the apertures when they pass through- Therefore, 

moIyWenum was the chosen aperture materiai. OFHC copper was used for the buik of the 

lens elernents because is relatively easy to machine. 

The lens stacks were mounted on ceramic rods held in aluminurn cradles. This 

ensured elecaical isolation between the elements, and since the elements had the same outer 

diameter, coaxial alignrnent was also ensured. An aluminum mounting plate was used to 

mount the lens stacks and the hemispheres together with a combination of Torlon@ and 

cerarnic spacers and washers for electrical isolation. TorlonB was used for the more 

complicated spacers/washers because it machines easily in addition to king vacuum fiiendly. 

Holes located in the outer sphere perrnitted optical alignrnent of the spheres with the two lens 

stacks. Surfaces that came into direct contact with the beam were coated with carbon soot 

to help rnaintain stable conductivity and to help absorbelectrons, preventing scattering within 

the gun. These surfaces included the hernispherical surfaces of the monochromator and ail 



the  apertures. It should also be noted that two sets of deflectors were built into each lens 

stack. A set of deflectors consisted of two electrodes within the walls of a lens elernent 

oriented at a right angle to each other. The deflectors were elecmcaliy isolated kom the main 

body of the elernent by strips of TeflonB with potentials variable about the potential of the 

element. These ailowed for steering of the beam transverse to the staçk axis. 

Power was suppiied to the gun by a supplyconstructed in the laboratory. A schernatic 

of the supply is found in the Appendix. The supply consisted of a series of voltage regulators 

mounted on PC boards which provided stable voltages to the lens elements. Power for the 

cards was supplied to by a Lambda 28M reguiated power supply. A Calex dual power supply 

was used to bias the regulator cards -24 V below the cathode b i s .  This enabled the 

potentials to range between -24 V and 320 V with respect to the cathode bias. The regulator 

cards were designed so that a 1 mA reference current was sent through a potentiorneter. The 

output of the card was then determined by the voltage drop across the potentiometer rnaking 

the lens element potentials adjustable. Obviously, the resolution of the hernispherical analyser 

would be Limited by any voltage fluctuations on the electrodes. Therefore, extra care had to 

be taken in c hoosing the power source for the analyser. The spheres were supplied by Lamda 

LSC-A-02 supplies with ripples of less than 0.0 1 8 .  These were incorporated into the HRG 

supply. Voltages on the hernisphaical surfaces were set by two ten-turn potentiometers. A 

third potentiorneter then set the ratio of the voltages of the inner and outer hemispheres 

required for a circular trajectory through the centre of the analyser as defineci by equations 

3.12 and 3.13, i.e. 



where R ,  and R2 are the radii of the inner and outer surfaces and V is the centre potential. 

Current for the marnent was supplied by a Lambda LA-200 current regulated power 

supply and routed through the HRG power supply. Here, two high precision 100 kR resistors 

(O. 1% accuracy) were used to ensure that the tip of the filament was at the cathode bias 

potential (see schematic). The significmce of the cathode bias wiil be laid out in section 3.6 

where the specuorneter is discussed as a whole. 

Within the HRG power supply. the lines carrying the lens element potentials were 

se tected by a rotary switch for measurement of individual potentials on a Keithley 175 

autoranging multirneter. Filament current could also be monitored with the multirneter by 

means of a 1 O high precision resistor. The resistor was placed in series with the filament and 

so a voltage reading across the resistor provided a direct one to one measurement of the 

current ( 1 V = 1A). Within the gun, beam currents could be rneasured on particular apertures 

a s  well as the outer hernisphere by rneans of a second rotary switch. The switch discomected 

the appropriate power supply and comected the element to a 36V bias foiiowed by a Kiethley 

485 autoranging picoammeter. 

The overail performance of the HRG met ail the design goals and critena. Typicaliy. 

the gun provided beam currents in the neighbourhood of 100 nA. as rneasured with the 

Faraday cup. The angular spread of the beam was detemwied by measuring beam current on 

the outer hernisphere of the detector and was found to be about 2"at FWHM. The energy 



resolution of the gun alone is difncult to determine. However the important rneasure of 

resolution is the overail spectrorneter resolution which was as low as 60 meV when using the 

HRG. Although 60 meV was the lowest resolution observed, it was not typical. However, 

resolutions of 70 <O 80 rneV were regularly achieved. The gun operated with these typical 

characteristics over a range of electron energies f?om 15 to 80 eV. The gun could operate 

as low as 5 eV. However, below 15 eV, both the bearn current and resolution were 

d irninis hed . 

3.6.3 The Low Energy Gun 

As was indicated above, the HRG did not perform spectacularly at energies below 

1 5 eV. For this reason, the Io w energy gun (LEG) was designed. In designing the LEG some 

concessions were made in order to achieve low energy operation at reasonable beamcurrents. 

First and foremost among these was energy resolution. In the LEG no energy analyser was 

incorporated, leaving the energy spread of the gun to be determined by the Boltzmann 

distribution of the thermionic ernission- The second main concession was the energy range 

in which it could operate. This was not much of a sacrifice given that the HRG could be used 

reliably at energies above 15 eV. 

The LEG consisted of a single lens stack of two three-cylinder lenses and a Pierce- 

Wehnelt extraction diode as seen in figure 3.16. The extraction diode foliowed the same 

principles as in the HRG. The lens stack of the LEG was, designed to perform in the same 

marner as the entrance stack of the HRG. In LEG the anode aperture was 0.080" in 

diameter with a second aperture 0.040" in diameter. The rnagnification of the lens stack was 
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Figure 3.16: Structure of the low energy gun (LEG). 



- 1.14 and so a beam 0.090" in diarneter is expected at the target. Due to its sirnilarity with 

the entrance stack of the HRG, the reader can refer to figure 3.14 for a schematic of optical 

properties of the LEG. 

As with the HRG, the lens elernents of the LEG were constnicted from OFHC copper 

and were mounted on ceramic rods held in an alurninum cradle. The Pierce elernent was 

constructed ûom 304 stainless steel using the same siide-in ceramic filament holder. 

Apertures were made of molybdenum, and were sooted. Two sets of beam deflectors were 

built into the gun and were sirnilar to those in the HRG. 

The power supply for the LEG was essentially the sarne as the HRG using the same 

regulator cards to provide stable potentials for the lens elernents. The same extemal supplies 

were used for regulator cards as weil as the filament with similar arrangements for rneasuring 

lens potentials, beam current, and filament current. The schernatic of the power supply is 

essentially the same as for the HRG, and, so, is not included in the Appendix. The main 

difference in the two supplies was that the regulator cards in the LEG supply were biassed at 

-5 V below the cathode bias by a supply constructed with a 7805 regulator chip. 

The LEG operated extremely well. Beam currents of 400 nA were typical over the 

range of electron energies from 2 eV to 15 eV. Energy resolution of the spectrometer when 

ushg the LEC was only about 500 meV but this was expected without an energy analyser in 

the design. One possible way to improve the resolution, is to replace the hairpin tungsten 

filament with a barium oxide cathode which emits electrons at lower temperatures. The lower 

ernission temperature of the barium oxide cathode results in a sharper energy distribution. 



The energy spread of a bariurn oxide cathode is approxirnately 300 meV. 

3.6.4 The Electron Detector 

The goal of the electron detector was to collect scattered electrons, to discriminate 

electrons that were not of the desired energy, and finaily to detect the electrons surviving the 

energy selection process. These three goals were met by an electron detector buiit at the Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory, in Pasadena California, consisting of three main parts: the collection 

lens stack. the hemispherical energy analyser, and the detection lens stack. A schernatic of 

the detector is provided in figure 3.17. 

The operation of the detector can roughly be modeiled by thinking of the HRG in 

reverse. Electrons enter the collection stack if their trajectories f d  within the enuance 

veiwcone defined by an aperture in the detector's nosecone and the fist aperture in the 

collection stack. These electrons are then focussed to form a collùnated beam at the entrance 

of the  hemispherical andyser. The stack is designed to produce this beam at an energy of 2eV 

at the enuance of the monochromator. The analyser selects a slice of the elecuon energy 

distribution for entrance into the detection stack. The final stack of lens elernents then 

focuses the beam ont0 the surface of a Galileo 4039 chameltron@ electron multiplier. 

Detded discussion on the design of the detector can be found in a paper published by its 

designer, Chutjian [Chutjian 19791. 

AU of the lens elements in the detector were made of OFHC copper while the 

hemispherical surfaces were made of aluminum, ail of which were gold plated. The apertures 

as weii as the nosecone were made of molybdenum and were sooted. As with the electron 
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Figure 3.17: Structure of the electron detector. The locations of the window and pupil dong 

with their images are indicated for the collection lem stack. 



guns, the lens elements were rnounted on ceramic rods held in aluminum cradles. The cradles 

were mounted to the hernispheres with a brass rnounting plate using Macor washers for 

electricai isolation. One set of defiectors were located in the collection stack and were 

arrange as in the HRG. The hemispheres had imer and outer diameters of 4.50" and 5.50" 

rcspcctively while the viewcone of the detector was approximately 6.3". 

The power supply for the detector was aimost identical in form to the HRG supply 

and is. therefore, not shown in the Appendix. 

3.7 The Electron Spectrometer 

The electron spectrometer is the sum total of ail the componentsdiscussed so far. The 

electron gun produces a beam of given kinetic energy which intersects a beam of barium 

atorns from the metai vapour source. in the case of an optical pumping experiment, the laser 

beam iilurninates the intersection of the electron and barium bearns. This arrangement is ofien 

referred to as a crossed-beam experiment. M e r  scattering from the target atorns, electrons 

are coiiected, anaiysed, and counted by the electron detector. 

The kinetic energy, or impact energy, of the electrons produced by the gun is 

determined by the bias of the filament tip with respect to the interaction region. As rnentioned 

earlier, efforts were made to enclose ail the components of the experiment within the chamber 

with grounded metal casings, and to elirninate the presence of any electromagnetic fields in 

general. Therefore, one can conclude that the interaction region is at ground potential and 

the impact energy of the electrons is given by the absolute value of the negative bias applied 



to the filament. This cathode bias is produced by a Kepco HB4AM regulated DC power 

supply in senes with a Kepco SN 500- 122 programable digital to anaIog converter (DAC) and 

a Kepco NTC-200 operational amplifier. The combination of the DAC and op-arnp ailowed 

the cathode bias to be rnanipulated by the cornputer controiled data acquisition system, which 

will be discussed in the next section. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the instrument was used to study three types of processes 

which oan occur during the electron-atom collision: elastic, inelastic, or superelastic 

scattering. In the language of electron-atom spectroscopy, the scattered electron has a 

residual energy which is the dBerence between the impact energy and the energy loss. 

impact energy = resiûual energy + energy loss (3.17) 

Therefore, the sign of the energy loss determines which type of process one is looking at 

while the magnitude determines the specific atornic transition which is induced by the 

observed scattering event. It is the job of the detector to choose which type of process is to 

be investigated and then to resolve the various atornic transitions. 

The potentials on the lens elements of the detector are set with respect to the analyser 

cornrnon which is biassed with respect to ground with the sarne arrangement as the cathode 

bias. 1 t is the analyser bias which determines the residual energy that wiil pass through the 

analyser and subsequently which electrons will be detected. The detector was designed so 

that electrons of energy, -e V A .  wiil p a s  through the analyser when the analyser is biassed at 

the potential V ,  (< O). Therefore, a panicular atomic transition is exarnined. by adjusting the 

analyser bias to a negative potential equal in magnitude to the residual energy divided by the 



electron charge (Le. drop the e in eV). An equivaient way of looking at this is that the 

po tential dfierence between the analyser bias and the cathode bias determines which electrons 

are detected and, when rnultipbed by the electron charge, is simply the energy loss. Since one 

norrnally speaks of the energy between atomic levels, it is more convenient to think in terrns 

of energy loss rather than residual energy. Therefore, in the curent spectrometer, the 

analyser bias is rneasured with respect to the cathode bias which then relates directly to the 

energy loss, as opposed to the residual energy if rneasured with respect to gound. A 

schematic showing the biassing of the spectrorneter is seen in figure 3.18. 

With the DAC and op amps, the cathode and analyser biases could either be held 

constant or ramped continuously. This aliowed one to select a panicular spectral feature or 

to "rnap out" the spectrum of possible excitations over a range of energies. The spectrorneter 

also had the capabiiity to obtain three types of spectra. With the cathode b i s  fixed and the 

analyser bias ramped. one obtained an energy loss spectrum With the analyser bias fixed and 

the cathode ramped, a constant residuai energy spectrum was developed. Lf both biasses 

were ramped at the same rate, an impact energy spectrum could be O btained. 

An energy loss spectrum provides a good picture of the locations and relative 

suengths of spectral features. It rnaps out the spectral features over a range of energy loss 

with constant impact energy. A constant residual energy spectrum is useful if one wants to 

interpret a rneasured spectrum in terms of its tirne-inverse counterpart. In a tirne-inverse 

process, the residual energy plays the role of impact energy. Therefore, a constant residual 

energy spectrum is easily interpreted in terms of a tirne-inverse energy loss spectnirn Lmpact 

energy sweeps d o w  one to measure excitation functions which give the reIative excitation 
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probability of a spectral feature as a function of impact energy. Impact energy sweeps are 

used to measure quantities such as excitation thresholds. 

The DAC was programable by way of a 12 bit binary bus which divided its O to 10 V 

output into 4096 incrernents with a iinearity error o f f  '/Cr the least significant bit. The DAC 

had two separated charnels allowing both the analyser and cathode biases to share the sarne 

unit. The feedback loops of the op amps were routed through a switching box which aliowed 

for amplifications of 1, 2, 3,4,5, and 8 t i m e s  the DAC'S 0- 10V output. The op amps had a 

slewing rate of 1 V/us and a ripple of 0.05% or 50mV whichever was greater. 

3.8 The Data Acquisition System 

The data acquisition system aiiowed processing and recording of signak 6om the 

detector. computer control of the various motors in the optical system, and the prograrnmulg 

of the two ramp generators of the spectrorneter. The data acquisition system can be broken 

down into four main units. The first component comprises the signal processing electronics. 

The second component is the computer system which includes the UO card and multichamei 

s d e r  (MCS). The interface MM module containing ali the electronics associated with the 

optical system's rnotors as well as a circuit to control data flow to the computer makes up the 

third component. The fourth and final component is the control software used in the 

experirnent. A block diagramof how these cornponents interrelate is presented in figure 3.19. 

We wili begin our discussion with an expianation of the signal processing electronics. 

A diagram of the signal processing electronics is given in figure 3.20. When electrons suike 

the conical surface of the ChanneltronO, secondary electrons are produced which are 
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accelerated down the coii of the ChanneltronO by the DC high voltage applied to its back 

end. As the elecuons rnake their way do wn the coi., they coüide with the surfaces of the coil, 

producing more secondary electrons. In t h  way, the initial electron detection is turned into 

a rneasurable curent pulse. The high voltage is suppiied to the channeluon (positive with 

respect to the cone) by an Ortec 446 high voltage power supply through a high voltage 

vacuum feedthrough. The output end of the channeltron is connected to a filter circuit which 

filters out any AC component of the high voltage supply with a high pass filter to let the 

detection pulses through to the rest of the electronics. The sharp negative going pulses 

leaving the filter are sent through an Ortec 1 13 pre-amplifier and then on to an Ortec 572 

amplifier. The amplified signals are then passed uito an Ortec 55 1 timing SCA which shapes 

the pulses and acts as a discriminator. Upper and lower limits could be set on the size of the 

pulses which would be registered by SCA. Since the size of the arnplified data puises feu 

w i t b  a given range, one could eliminate much of the noise on the data line by setting the 

acceptance window appropriately. M e r  the SCA, the signal is split and sent through a gate 

in the interface NIM module to the MCS for data collection and to an Ortec 441 raterneter 

for monitoring by the operator. 

A DeU 486 P/25 personal computer was used to operate the MCS and [/O cards used 

in the data acquisition system, provide storage space for the data, and run the control 

software. The MCS is essentially a mans of counting pulses on the data line. Pulses are 

counted for a fmed amount of time with the final count king stored in a "cha~ei." The 

channels of the MCS are then filied, one after another, in this manner. The final product is 

a histogram of the number of counts as a function of channel number (tirne). The EG&G 



Ortec MCS used for data acquisition counted data pulses on its DATA iN input in up to 4096 

channels. The MCS had the capability of k ing  operated "manuaiiy" via keyboard input, or 

through TTL signals on its various inputs. In the current data acquisition system, the later 

was employed, and, so, discussion of the MCS's full range of capabilities will be teft to the 

operators manual. In order to take data, the MCS was first prepared by a high signal on the 

MCS START IN input. When a channel advance pulse was sent to the CHAN ADV iN 

terminal. the MCS began c o u n ~ g  in the fkst channel. A second CHAN ADV IN signal 

would then tell the MCS to save the channel one count in its buffer mernory and to start 

counting for the second charnel. This would then continue over the range of channels used. 

The rate at which channeis can be advanced is ümited by the 2ps required by the MCS to 

store data. However, this Limitation was at no tirne reaiized in the experiments. A timing 

diagram for the MCS card is shown in figure 3.2 1. As seen in the figure, there were a number 

of outputs produced by the MCS card available, although none were used. 

The signals which controlied the operation of the MCS came fiom an Advantech PCL- 

720 digital I/O and counter card. The i/O card was a very versatile tool for designing the data 

acquisition system. The card had 32 digital input and 32 digital output charnels. Each 

channel was TTL compatible and correspondecl to a certain bit of the i/O card port of the PC 

making it easily programabte. The card had three independent 16 bit counters which could 

be prograrnrned to operate in a variety of modes including programmable one-shot, rate 

generator, square wave generator, software triggered strobe, and hardware triggered strobe. 

In addition. a breadboard area was provided which made customising the card easy. 

A key requirernent in the design of the data acquisition system was to build in the 
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Figure 3.2 1: Timing diagram for the MCS with external start and dock signais 



versatility required to accommodate new experimental arrangements with straightforward 

software adjustments. The k s t  step in the design was to identw which components of the 

apparatus could be controlied by the computer. This list included the DAC, the MCS, two 

laser beam shutters, and two retardation plate rotators. The chamber had ports for two bearns 

to enter the chamber at once. The two bearn directions aiiow the excitation of al1 barium 

(...6s6p 'P,) sublevels. Conceivably, one couki employ the two possible laser beam in the 

s a m  rneasurernent in order to obtain information about all these sublevels out of a single 

experiment. So as not to discount the possibiiity of using two beams, the shutters and 

rotators were doubled up. A system was then designed to d o w  control of aii these 

components in any combination over the full range of their capabiiities. 

Control of the DAC was simply a matter of programrning a number ont0 its data bus 

through the I / 0  card. The MCS required a start pulse which again was prograrnmed via the 

i/O card. In addition, the MCS required a steady clock pulse to advance the channels with 

a fixed dweii time. The stepper motors used in the rotator assemblies also required a clock 

signal. These clock signals were generated by the counters on the VO card with some 

customised circuitry which dlowed fine control of the signals. The shutters also needed to 

be controiied. A circuit was built for each so that the shutter could aiternately switch the 

beam on and off via the computer. The shutter control circuits could also operate in a 

"mnual mode." In the rnanuai operation mode. a push button was used to set the shutter 

rotating into the next position. The circuit was set in either the computer or manual control 

modes via a toggle switch. 

AH the circuitry required to operate the shutters is found in the interface NIM module. 



A sc-hernatic of this circuit is provided in the Appendix. The circuit was designed so that a 

high level on the input ihe would reset a DQ ûip-flop into a high state. This would turn on 

an optoisoiator which, in turn, would turn on a Darlington pair. The Darlington pair then 

passed 12 V through shutter motor causing it to tum. When the shutter had changed state 

(from on to off or vice versa) a photoswitch would trigger a one-shot to send a dock puise 

into the flip-flop, changing its output to the "motor off' or iow state. An important point here 

was that the  starting position of the shutter was arbitrary, and, so, in order for any automatic 

sequential changing of the shutter States to work out, the shutter had to be positioned in the 

correct initial state manualiy. 

The intedace NIM module also contained the circuitry for the two stepper motors. 

These schematics are shown in the Appendix. The clock signal fkom the computer was 

boosted to 12 V from 5 V TTL through a Darlington pair. This boosted waveform then fed 

an S AA 1027 stepper motor diver chip. In this way, the stepper motors would take one step 

every time a pulse came in fiom the computer- The dock signal was ais0 monitored to 

produce an LCD display of the stepper frequency. Mounted on the rotators was a wheel with 

a notch cut into it. A photo-transistor was mounted about the wheel so that it would be 

triggered when the notch was rotated through it. This would then trigger a one shot to send 

a pulse to the computer for calibrating the angular position of the rotator. This pulse is 

referred to as the stepper motor stop pulse. The retardation plate rotator assembly is shown 

in figure 3.22. 

The third system in the NIM module was the data gate. A schematic is again shown 

in the Appendix. This was essentially a mple input OR gate which would inhibit the data 
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from reaching the computer if either shutter was moving or if a data inhibit signa1 was sent 

by the computer. 

In order to assert a fine control over the signals produced by the VO card, a 

custornising circuit was added to the provided bread board area. Due to the importance of t his 

circuit in the workings of the data acquisition system, the schematic has not been relegated 

to the Appendix and is shown in figure 3.23. In the figure, ail the components shown are 

additions to the I/O card with the exception of the two counters. These are the 16 bit 

counters provided by the card. AU the inputs and outputs to the addition circuit corne fiom 

the UO card outputs and inputs with the exception of the two stepper stop signais which are 

sent fiom the no tch/photo-transistor/one-shot assembly rnentioned previously. 

The addition works as foilows. The #O counter is prograrnrned to be a square wave 

gensrator with a base clock of 25 kHz set by a jumper on the card. The counter reads in a 

prograrnrned count which sets the number of base clock pulses for which the output is high 

and low allowing for variable kequency of the output square wave. The output square wave 

is sent to three outputs: the MCS advance, stepper motor #1, and stepper motor #2. The 

three outputs are identicai and are each gated by an on/off input from the 1/0 card which 

either inhibits the signai or lets it pass. A second counter (counter #1 on the card) is 

programrned in the one-shot mode and uses the square wave of the first counter as its base 

clock. The output of this counter is normally high, but when toggled bya prograrnrned signal, 

the counter goes low for a number of clock pulses equal to the programmed count. This 

output is gated with the three square wave outputs so that the pulse trains are inhibited when 

the counter is not counting. A further input is added to each of these gates which selects if 
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the counter acts as an inhibitor for that output, or if it is ignored and the wave train passes 

regardless. A uuth table for the custornizing circuitry is presented in table 3.2. 

The square wave generator is turned on and off via a DQ flip-flop with the Q output 

connected to the gate of the counter. As the gate goes fkom low to high, the wave generator 

is turned on. When the gate is low, the generator is off with a h e d  high output. The D input 

of t he tlip- flop is connected to the dock  on/off input and is programmed through the Il0 card. 

The flip-flop is clocked by a three input OR gate which links the two stepper motor stop 

signals and programmable dock toggle. Therefore, to start the generator, a high would be 

prograrnmed ont0 the clock foliowed by a prograrnmed clock toggle pulse. If one wanted to 

ignore the stop signals fkom the stepper motors, the clock on/off was left high. If the clock 

on/off was switched low, then either one of the motor stop signals or a prograrnmed clock 

toggle would stop the generator. 

The VO card additions enabled control of the MCS and stepper motors in any 

combination of constant pulse, counted pulse, or off modes simultaneously. To further aid 

in the programrning of the controi software, a nurnber of "check bits" were c o ~ e c t e d  fkom 

various points in the custornising circuitry of the !/O card. This ailowed the programs to 

monitor the states that various parts of the circuit were in. 

Control programs were written in Microsoft Quick Basic and are found in the 

Appendix. The program TUNE-LCKBAS was used to generated a spectrum by ramping 

the appropriate biasses for the purposes of tuning up the spectrorneter. The seven parameters 

which controUed the details of the spectrum were found in a data Ne, tune-lck-dat, which was 

created by running a program c d e d  T-SETUP.BAS. TUNE-LCK-BAS also had the 
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capability of locking the bias voltages to various spectral features by moving a cursor on the 

display to the "spectral peak" of interest. Ln addition, up to two locks could be recorded in 

the 5 field data me, lock-dat. This nle contained the analyser and cathode potentiak for both 

locks as weii as an indicator of which type of spectrum the locks had k e n  set in (Le. energy 

loss, constant residual energy, or impact energy sweep). 

The actual experirnents were controlied by the DATA-AQ-BAS program The 

program was wrinen to produce a sweep across the desired channels of the MCS. Each 

sweep could be any combination of coiiecting spectra, sitting on features, changing shutter 

positions. moving the stepper motors etc. The sweep could consist of a number of these 

different "states" of the spectrometer. A particular state was specified by a line of data in a 

14 parameter control file created by the operator. A sweep would then be built up by 

sequentially executing the states defined in each line of the control Ne. At the end of the 

control fiIe, the program would reset the MCS to the first chamel and reload the first line of 

the control Ne. Another sweep would then be executed. Ln this way the dBerent states are 

cyded through, coiiecting sweep after sweep until the operator decides to stop the 

experiment. 

Additional programs were written to ailow manipulation of the experiment outside the 

realrn of data taking. These included programs to rotate the stepper motors, reset the DAC 

output to zero, and to calibrate the stepper motors (Le. degrees per step). Other prograrns 

ailowed the data in the MCS buffer to be saved to the computers hard disk in both the MCS 

format and as ASCII data files. 



Chapter 4 

Measurements of Electron Impact Coherence Parameters for 

the (...6s2 'S,) to (...6s6p 'P,) Excitation in '=Ba 

4.1 Introduction 

In t his chapter. rneasurements of the EICP y. Pl* ,  and L ,' for the electron impact 

excitation of the (...6s6p 'Pl) state in "'Ba Born the (...6s2 'S,) ground state are presented. 

As seen in Chapter 2, these three EICP, along with the differential cross section, fuily 

çharacterize the 'S, to 'PI excitation if spin-tlip is negligible. in fact, if spin-flip is negligible 

the excitation is hiliy coherent and the Pl-  and L ,- parameters are redundant as the degree 

of polarization is equal to u ~ t y  ((P '12 = + (L -)2 = 1 ). Therefore, only two EICP. along 

with the DCS, are actuaily required to fuiiy characterise the excitation. 

The masurernents were carried out using the opticai pumping technique with the laser 

O rientrited rit 90 O with respect to the scattering plane. Superelastic scattering experirnents 

involving the  (...6s6p 'P,)  to (...6s2 'S,) transition were performed. The results were then 

interpreted in ternis of the time-inverse inelastic (...6s2 'S,) to (...6s6p 'Pl) excitations. The 

rneasurements were essentiaily an extension of the rneasurements made by Zetner, Li, and 

Trajmar [Zetner 19931 and Li and Zetner [Li 19941 into the low impact energy regime. The 

previously rneasured EICP were found for impact energies of 20, 37, and 50 eV. Over this 



energy range, the excitation was found to be W y  coherent. Theoreticai calculations 

predicted that the excitation should remain fully coherent at Lower impact energies. After 

m e a s u ~ g  the Pl-and Li parameters, the degree of polarization, P, was calculateci. The 

curent measurements were made at impact energies of 6, 8, 1 1, and 16 eV. Direct 

cornparison of the measured EICP is made with the convergent close-coupling (CCC) theory 

of D. V. Fwsa and 1. Bray [Fursa 1999; 1999b3. It should be noted that the DCS's for this 

transition were previously measured at the presently investigated impact energies by Wang 

er cil. [Wang 19941. Therefore, measurernents of the DCS were not carried out in the current 

work. 

4.2 Measurement Theory 

The work of Macek and Hertel in the theory of eIectron scattering by laser-excited 

atorrs was introduced in Chapter 2. As discussed, the scattering intensity from an optiçally 

prepared target can be given in terrns of the trace of the product of two density matrices; 

namely the density ma& of the laser-excited state, t ,  and the density r n a h  of the time- 

inverse coiiisionaiiy excited state. Macek and Hertel [Macek 19741 have shown that in an 

experiment involving unpolarized electrons and no spin detection, this scattering intensity is 

given by 

where C'  is a constant containing rnultipiicative factors such as detection soiid angle, 

detection efficiency, the population of the laser-excited level n.&. the incident elecnon flux, 



and the DCS for the fixed scattering angle and impact energy. The state vector 1 q,) is that 

of the state excited in the tirne-inverse related coiiisionally induced transition fkom the initiai 

state 1 n, J ,  M ,  ). This state can therefore be written as 

where f (...) is the scattering amplitude for electron impact excitation of the 1 a, J,  M,) excited 

statc f iom the 1 n, J ,  M ,  ) initial state. with k,, &, m,, and q representing the incoming and 

outgoing electron momenta and spin respectively. Here, the state pumped by the laser carries 

the subscript 2 while the initial state carries the subscript 1. 

In order to proceed, an appropriate kame must be chosen to describe the polarization 

state of the laser. The inehstic process exarnined by the superelastic experirnent is 

conveniently described in terms of the collision frarne. In the coiiision fiame, the f axis lies 

dong the direction of the incident electron momentum, k, (inelastic). The f axis is chosen 

so that the outgoing electron mornentum & (inelastic) is in the (f, -f) plane and so that the 

positive axis and k, are on sarne on the same side of %. A laser frame is then defined so 

that the fh' axis Lies dong the üne of the laser but in the opposite direction of photon travel 

[Macek 1974; Zetner 19901. The positive Pm axis is then located in the collision fkame by the 

po lu angles 8,. and 9,. The A?'" axis is çhosen to Lie in the (fh", f )  plane so thar the laser 

kame can be obtained by rotating the collision fiame through the Euler angles (O,, +,, 0). 
The relationship between the collision and laser tiames is seen in figure 4.1. The polarkition 

of the laser is determined by the relative orientation of the Glan-Taylor prism and the 

retardation plate, and can be characterized by two angles: the angle between the laser beam 
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Figure 4.1: The generai definitions of the collision (c) ,  laser (ph') ,  and photon (ph) 

coordinate systerns with respect to the laser light propagation (positive - f h  axk) and hear 

polarization directions, and the incorning and scattered electron momenta for the inelastic 

s c a t t e ~ g  process. 



electic field vector and the positive 2"" axis before uaversing the retardation plate, a. and the 

angle between the fast axis of the retardation plate and the positive i f h *  axis, P. 

Although it is not needed for the current discussion, it is, at this point, convenient to 

inuoduce a second frarne used to describe the laser polarization state. This fiame is known 

as thephotonfrome. In this fiame, the fh axiS lies dong the laser polarization vector. The 

iph axis is chosen to be dong the direction of the laser with f' king chosen to make the 

photon ûarne a nght handed coordinate systern This fiame is also depicted in figure 4.1 

showing its relationship with the collision and laser kames. 

When purely hea r  polarized light is passed through a retardation plate, a phase shifi 

6 is introduced and the light at the target is generaiiy eliipticaL Zetner et al. [Zetner 19901 

have derived an expression for the generai superelastic scattering intensity fYom a J = 1 state 

in terms of the EICP (A .  X .  A. e } ,  the polar angles €4, and +,, the angles a and P, and the 

phase shift 6. They showed that 

where 



and 

Note that the aforernentioned photon frarne was important in the derivation of the preceding 

expressions (see [Zetner 19901). 

The experimental arrangement in the present investigation has the detector 6xed and 

the low energy gun rotatable. Figure 4.2 shows a laboratory reference frarne attached to the 

apparatus so that " lies dong the detector mis. The (A?, f l  plane coincides with the 

scattering plane and the angle between electron gun axis (incorning electron mornentum k,) 

and the axis defines the "nominal" s c a t t e ~ g  angle. The y'* axis is perpendicular to the 

scattering plane and is coincident with the axis of rotation for the electron gun. For 

superelastic scattering to the right firom a target at the origin, the outgoing elecuon 

mornentum. k,, Lies along the negative i"b axis and the laboratory f i a m  is identicaliy 

equivaient to the collision fiame. The consequence of this quivalence is a simple translation 

of geometric pararneters between the superelastic event and the tirne-inverse related inelastic 

event. 

The current experirnental arrangement has the laser along the axis. Therefore. the 

polar angles (O,, 4,) are (7t/2, 4 2 )  and the superelastic scattering intensity can be written 



Figure 4.2: The definition of the lab frame (lab) in the superehstic experirnent 



as a simple expression in terrns of the natural fiame EICP [Zetner et al.]. 

From the above expression, it is ciear that for fixed a, the natural frame EICP can be 

extracted tiom rneasuremnts of the superelastic s c a t t e ~ g  intensity as a function of P. In 

order to exuact the EICP, two retardation plates were used, A half-wave retardation plate, 

with nominal phase shift 6 = K, was used to extract the P,' and y parameters whiie a quaner 

wave plate, with nominal phase shift 8 = 7V2, was used to extract L: . 

4.3 Experimental Details and Data Analysis 

The generaldescription of the apparatus used in the experirnent has already k e n  given 

in Chapter 3. In the current investigation, the low energy gun was rotatable with respect to 

the detector with the laser beam iiluminating the bariurn target from the bottom, perpendicular 

to the scattering plane. The oven was mounted so that the barium beam was iüurninated 

transversely by the laser. This is an important point, as it minirnizes the Doppler broadening 

of the absorption iinewidth caused by the relative motion of the barium atorns with respect 

to the laser beam. The current experimental arrangement is depicted in figure 4.3. 

In naturally occurring barium, isotopes with atomic masses of 138, 137. 136, 135, 
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the superelastic experirnental setup with the laser at 90" with 

respect the scattering plane. 



134, 132, and 130 atomic mass units are found with relative abundance of 7 1.66%, 1 1.32%. 

7.8 1 5%. 6.59%, 2.42%, O.Io%, and 0.10% respectively. Of these, the even isotopes have 

nuclem spin I = O  while the odd isotopes have I = 3/2. If isotopes other than '18Ba are 

excited in the optical pumping process, the result wïil be a depolanzation of the target 

population. Register et al, [Register 19831 have investigated the degree to which isotopes 

other than may contribute to an observation. They found that o d y  two significantly 

abundant. unwanted, isotopes had spectral features close enough the (...6s6p 'PI) 138Ba 

feature to be of concem. l3'E8a and ' " ~ a  have spectral features at 63 and 105 MHz away 

from the (.. .6s6p 'Pl) 13'Ba feature respectively. Since the dye laser linewidth was < 1 MHz. 

it is the absorption linewidth which determines if unwanted isotopes are excited. The 

absorption linewidth arises fkom a combination of Doppler, power, and naturd broadening 

mechanisms. An estirnate of  the barium absorption linewidth under experirnental conditions 

similar to those in the present work (narnely: 80 mW laser power, 10" a t~ms-crn-~  in the 

interaction region, and an atom beam divergence of fi0) has been published by Zetner et al. 

[Zetner 19971. They estimate an absorption width of 140 MHz (FWHM) arising fiom 

Doppler, power, and natural broadenings of 108 MHz, 84 MHz, and 19 MHz respectively. 

We. therefore. assume that we can isolate the ' " ~ a  isotope in the laser pumping process. 

This assumption is justified by the fact that only the "tails" of the unwanted absorption lines 

will see the laser radiation (tuned to the ' " ~ a  resonance). In addition, the relative abundance 

of the '18Ba isotope (7 1.664) compared to that of the other isotopes present (each s 1 1.32%) 

should prevent any significant excitation of unwanted isotopes. 



Table 4.1 provides a sumrnary of a l i  the energy levels of '"Ba below 3 eV (above the 

ground state). From the table, one can see that the state closest in energy to the pumped 'P, 
C 

srate is the (..Sd6p 'FJ state. This is 0.496 eV from the desired leveL Therefore, the laser 

does not excite additional levels when n i ~ e d  to the 'Pl resonance. 

if one optically pumps the 'Pl level, the excited a tom can conceivably decay via a 

number of paths (see table 4.1). They can either decay directly to the 'S, ground state, or 

thry con decay to either a (...6s6p 'P) series, a (...6sSd 'D) series or the (...6s5d [DJ level. 

Of these, only 3 paths are taken. Ail of these transitions involve one optical electron, Under 

these conditions, the electric-dipole selection rule for orbital angular rnornentum, Ali = I 1. 

pro hibits the decay to the 'P states. In addition, the spin selection rule for electric-dipole 

ernission. A S  = O .  rules out ail of the D levels, except the 'D, level. However, if the LS 

coupling scherne is not smctly applicable, total spin is no longer a good quantumnumber and 

the triplet states can not be ignored. One must then consider the selection rule for the total 

angular momenturn, hl = O. f 1 . which prevents the transition to the 'D, level. B i z z a r r i  and 

Hu ber [Bizzarri 19901 have investigated the transition probabilities from the (...6s6p 'pl) level 

in "'Ela in sorne detail. They report branching fractions fiom the (...6s6p 'P,) level to the 

(...6s2 's& (...6s5d 'Di), (...Md 'DJ, and (...6sSd 'DJ levels at 0.997. 2 . 6 ~   IO-^, 9 x 1 O-", 

and 2 . 0 6 ~  IO-' respectively. Therefore, the transition to the 'D, level can be ignored with 

70% of the D state transitions to the 'D, level and 306 to the 3 ~ ,  leveL 

The population of the D states presents a potentid problern in the pumping cycle. 

Transitions from the D states to the 'S, ground state are electric-dipole forbidden. Therefore. 



Table 4.1 : Barium energy levels below 3 eV. Level designations and energies are given by 
C. Moore [Moore 19581. 

Gro und state: ( 1 s?2s?2p63s'3p63d104sz4p64d105s'5p6)6s' S, 
Ionization energy: 5.21 eV 

Energy (eV) 

0.000 

1.120 

1.143 

1.190 

1.413 

1.521 

1 .S67 

1.676 

2.240 

2.736 

2.845 

2.946 

2.860 

2.86 1 

2.878 

2.91 1 

2.966 

2.999 



the D levels are metastable. This means that as atorns popuiate the D levels, they are 

effectively removed frorn the pumping cycle. Since the transition to the ground state is 332-3 

tirnes more iikely than to the D Ievels, most atorns are expected to rernain within the pumping 

cycle. A rate equation rnodelling of the optical pumping scherne has k e n  carried out and is 

described in the Appendix. The mode1 predicts that about 80% of the atorns within the 

interaction region will be in the 'S, state with 8% in the 'P, state and 12% in the D States (see 

figure 6.7). A diagram of the optical pumping process is shown in figure 4.4. 

A serious problem can arise if photons ernitted by atorns relaxing to the ground state 

are re-absorbed by other atoms in the collision region. This process in known as radiation 

rruppifg and leads to a depolarization of the excited 'P, state population. When a photon is 

çrnitted through spontaneous emission, it is emitted in a random direction. Therefore, if 

another atom absorbs such a photon, the resulting excited 'P, level will be randornly onented 

as weii. Obviously, if radiation trapping is occurring in significant arnounts, the atornic 

ensemble will be incoherently excited and the basic premise of the laser-excited scattering 

experirnent is Iost. 

The degree to which radiation trapping will affect EICP measurernents under the 

current experimental conditions has been examined (with the current apparatus) by Y. Li and 

P. W. Zetner. This investigation involved masuring EICP as a function of oven temperature 

(atom beam density) and set an upper lirnit of 5% on the amount of depolarization due to 

radiation trapping. 

The retardation plates used in the experiment were constmcted to produce phase 



Figure 1.1: Schernatic of the optical pumping cycle. nie 'Pl level is excited by laser Light 

tuned to the atornic transition (A = 553 nm). The atom can then decay via eiecuic-dipole 

aliowed transitions to the 'S, ground state. as weii as the 'D, and 'D, levels. If the first path 

is taken, the cycle can continue. However, the D to ' S ,  transitions are electric-dipole 

forbidden, and, so, the D states are metastable levels. Therefore, decay to the D states 

effectively removes atoms from the pumping cycle. 



shifts of x and x/2 at 555 run for the half-wave and quarter-wave plates respectively. Since 

the laser beam had a wavelength of 553.5 nm when tuned to the bariumresonance, the quoted 

phase shifts were only nominal values. Appropriate diagnostic experiments as discussed by 

Wedding er al. [Wdding 199 11 were carried out by Zetner and L i  It was detennined that 

the phase shifis were such that cos6 = -0.970I0.002 for the nominai half-wave plate and 

cos6 = - 0.37 IO-02 for the nominal quarter-wave plate- These investigations are describeci 

in detail in the doctoral thesis of Y. Li [Li 1996bI. It should also be noted that this work 

sho wed t hat the Glan-Taylor prism produced (near) perfect iinearly polarized light and that 

any birehgence of the viewport caused by the vacuum stress was negligible. 

A number of calibrations had to be made in order to proceed with the experirnents. 

Elecnon impact energy was calibrated against the known position of the He 2 ' S  elastic 

scattering resonance at 19.37 eV [Li 1996bI. A rather substantiai retuning of the gun had to 

be performed in order to operate at the lower impact energies investigated in this work. 

Therefore. a second caiibration using the (...5p56s2 'P3& Xe elastic resonance located at 7.9 

eV impact energy [Ester 19941 was also performed. Bot h mthods  gave comparable results. 

The impact energy calibration was estimated to be accurate to within M.5 eV. The scattering 

angle was calibrated by perforrning a series of rneasurernents at srnail angle intervals around 

the nominal zero {deterrnined by optical aiignment) and then making use of the symmetries 

Pl'( -8) = P,'(B), y ( - 0 )  = - y ( @ ,  and L ,-(-O) = -LI@). 

During these measurements, the spectrometer resolution was approximately 0.55 eV 

M M  with electron beam currents between 0.4 and 0.5 p A. The barium oven was operated 



rit temperatures around 760°C with an esthated bearn collimation of 10: 1 and density of 

7 x 1 0 - ' O  cm-' at the interaction region. Laser po wers were typicaily on the order of 80 mW 

with background pressures below 8 x  IO-^ torr. 

4.3.1 Measurement of y and P,+ 

In order to measure the y and P,' parameters, a half-wave plate was employed. With 

6 = n, equation 4.9 becornes 

(4. IO) 

where 1 t = A c / 3 .  This expression indicates that if the spectrometer is locked to the 

superelastic 'Pl to 'S, transition while we continuously rotate the A/2 plate, we wiü develop 

a sinusoidal curve with amplitude related to P,' and a phase related to y. This type of 

spectrum is referred to as a polarization modulation spectrum. 

Before the experiment began, the spectrometer was first tuned at impact energy 

E:= E, - AE, and then a lock was recorded for the position of the 'P, to 'S, superelastic 

transition ( AE = 2.24 eV). With the retardation plate rotator assembly initiaiiy at the stop 

notch, the laser iiluminating the target, and the spectrometer locked ont0 the transition, the 

experiment was begun. The experirnent itseif was made up of a series of MCS data sweeps 

wit h each sweep broken up h to  2 sections. The first section began with the MCS advancing 

in synchronization with the rotator's stepper rnotor. In this fashion, the MCS coiïected data 

in 380 channels whiie the stepper motor took 380 steps and thus rotated the retardation plate 

through 342". The shutter was then moved into position to block the laser beam and a 



second section of 380 MCS channek, with the same dweil tirne, accumulated background 

signal. At the end of the sweep, the rotator was rotated into the stop notch, the shutter was 

opened, and the process was repeated. Data was coiiected in this rnanner for four impact 

energies over a range of scattering angles. The superelastic impact energies (E: ) 3.76,5.76. 

8.76, and 13.76 eV were used to obtain information about the tirne-inverse inelastic processes 

with impact energies (E,) 6, 8, 11, and 16 eV. A characteristic polarkation modulation 

specmrn and its associated background spectnrm is shown in figure 4.5. This method of 

"simultaneous" collection of data and background signal had the inherent advantage of king 

un&ceptible to drifting in the scattering signal. It should be pointed out that the choice of 

a 342" rotation of the 1/2 plate was made to accommodate a fast "send to end" action of the 

rotation assembly before beginning the next sweep. The send to end action was required to 

prevent accumulative errors in the charmeUangular position calibration by beginning each 

sweep at the stop notch. The alternative would be to rotate a fidi 360°, followed by a full 

360" rotation to set the rotator at the stop notch. It was decided to work with the previously 

mentioned system in order to reduce the "dead time" of the experiment. 

Analysis of the data was carried out by fitting the superelastic polarization modulation 

spectra in the following way. The background was first integrated and then divided by the 

number of charnels in the background integration to give a value for the average background 

per channel. This value was then subtracted from each channel of its polarization modulation 

counterpart. Since the phase shift of the Al2 plate was not exactly YT, a "slow modulation" 

was present in the data due to the terrn in equation 4.9 Uivolvhg L i .  Specincafly, this was 



Figure 4.5: Example of the raw polarization modulation data. The fkst 380 MCS channeis 

are co Ueçted with the laser on and the 1/2 plate rotating "continuously." The second set o f  

380 MCS charnels are coliected with the laser off and constitute the background 

rneasurement. The sinusoidal curve plotted with the data was included to emphasise the 

pattern in the data. This curve does not represent the fitthg described in the text. 



because sin8 + O. Examination of equation 4.9 shows that the slow modulation is exactly half 

the frequency of the wanted modulation. Therefore, in order to remove the slow modulation 

component, a shified version of the spectrum was added to the original spectrum to form 

A two parameter (q, y)  non-linear lem squares fit was made to this artificial spectrum in 

which each channel was equaily weighted. From the fitting parameters, we obtained the 

aiignrnent angle. y. direçtly while the linear polarization parameter. P,', was extracted through 

the relation 

Pl-  = 2Tl (4.12) 
1 -cos6 -q (1 +cosS)cos(2a -2y) 

dong with the rneasured value of cos6 = -0.970and the value of u which was determhed to 

be 90" (fi0). ft should be noted that for a m e  AR plate. PT equals q. An additional 

advantage of the current "sumrned spectra" analysis is that it would also remove any 

modulation due to steering of the laser beam by the rotation of the k/2 plate. However. no 

evidence of such steering was observed. 

4.3.2 Measurement of L: 

In the measurement of L *. a 1/4 plate was ernployed. A perfect A/4 plate with a 

phase shift of 7t/2 would result in a superelastic scattering intensity @en by 



as seen from equation 4.9. In this case. L A  could be extracted by measurements of 1; for 

(p -cr)=t75/4. 

However, the situation is sornewhat more complicated due the deviation of the 

retardation plate £kom the perfect A/4 plate. In order to extract Li, the superelastic 

scattering intensity was rneasured for p - a = k x/4 and O to f o m  the ratio 

from which L - can be extracted via 

In order to perfonn the necessary measurernents, the orientation of the A/4 plate had 

to be known. This was accomplished in the foilowing manner. With the retardation plate 

absent, a second Glan-Taylor prism was aligned above the chamber so that the transmission 

axis of the two prisrns were at right angles by adjusting the second prism for minimum laser 

transmission,. The rotator assembly, which was between the two prisms, was then rotated 

into the s top  notch position, and the A/4 plate was added. By adjusting the A14 plate for 

minimum transmission we assured that the Light leaving the plate was linearly polarized. 



Therefore, the fast axis of the retardation plate was at an angle of zero radians with respect 

to the incident linear polarization vector ( P - a = O ). if the A/4 plate was ro tated 45 O from 

the stop notch, then p - ar = +x/4 and RHC light was produced. A further rotation of 90" 

produced LHC with P -a=3x /4 .  This stage is equivaient to the -n/4 situation as both 

produce LHC Light. If the A/4 plate was initially in the O position, then it would go through 

the +x/4 and 3x/4 positions with successive rotations of 45 O and 90" producing iinear, RHC, 

and LHC light. The fil -a = O  and x/2 position are redundant and indistinguishable. 

Therefore. there is an ambiguity as to whether the sequence is as above or if it goes 

p - a = ~ 1 2 .  3x/4, and then 5x/4, producing linear, LHC, and RHC iight respectively. This 

ambiguity in when the iight is RHC or LHC manifests itseifas a potential factor of - 1 in LA*. 

This issue was easily resolved with a test rneasurernent of L ,* at 20 eV impact energy and 

comparing the result with the previousiy measured values of Li and Zetner [Li 19943- 

Again, these experiments began with tuning the spectrorneter to the correct impact 

energy ( E:) and recording the lock position of the 'P, to 'S, superelastic transition. The 

measurernents themselves began with the shutter open and the rotator at the stop notch 

position (linear light). The spectrometer was then set to the locked position, and data was 

coiiected in three parts. First, 300 MCS charnels were coilected with al1 components in their 

start positions. The A/4 wave plate was then rotated 45" into the RHC position and a second 

set of 300 MCS channels were swept. This was foilowed by a second rotation of the A/4 

plate through 90" into the LHC position where a third set of 300 channels were med. At this 

point the shutter rotated into the closed position, blocking the laser beam, and 300 charnels 



of background were accumulateci. This process was then repeated untii acceptable statistics 

were achieved. An example of the raw measurement is shown in figure 4.6 

Details on the evaluation of statistical uncertainties are found in the Appendix. 

Results and Discussion 

The measured data are tabulated in tables 4.2 and 4.3 and 

lable theoretical caiculations in figures 4-7.4.8, and 4.9. AU of t 

are plotted dong with 

.he tabulations and plots 

of the data are found at the end of the chapter. The theoretical calculations available for 

cornparison were the convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations of Fursa and Bray [ Fursa 

1999; 1999b3. The CCC calculation is carried out in a non-relativistic approximation where 

the Ba target states are treated purely in terms of LS coupling. The close-coupling expansion 

involves 1 15 states which include positive energy states to ailow coupling to the ionization 

continuum CCC theory was available at three of the impact energies studied (6, 8. and 1 1 

eV). Results were also available at 15 eV impact energy, and are plotted for comparison with 

the 16 eV measurements. This is done with the acknowledgment that the cornparison is made 

to a calculation with a 6% impact energy discrepancy. 

Cornparison of the CCC theory has been made by Fursa and Bray [Fursa 19991 with 

the 138Ba ' S ,  to 'PI DCS measurements of Wang et al. [Wang 19941 within the impact energy 

regirne examined in the current work (5, 10, and 15 eV). In the comparison, the CCC 

approach showed excellent agreement with the measurements. 

It should be noted that the relationship between the EICP and the measured 
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E,, = 6 eV: 10" Scattering Angle 

0 300  1200 

MCS Channel Number 

Figure 4.6: Example of the L .* raw data. Data is coliected in groups of 300 MCS charnels 

correspondhg to hearly polarized, right hand cucular (RHC), and left hand circular (LHC) 

laser iight. A fourth group is colected with the laser off for background determination. 



superelastic scattering signal holds for the idealized case of a single atom scatterer with 

uniquely defined incident and scattered electron directions. In reality, the scattering signal is 

composed of scattering events taking place throughout an interaction volume of finite spatial 

extent defined by the overlap of the atomic. electron, and laser bearns dong with the 

viewcone of the detector. A detailed description of a numerical rnodelling caiculation used 

to determine the influence of this volume effect on rneasured ElCP is given by Zetner et al. 

[Zetner 19901. The modeiiing uses theoretical EICP as input and provides a "volume- 

distorted" version of the theory for cornparison with experirnent. In the previous '"Ba 's, 

to 'P, excitation studies of Zetner et al. [Zetner 19931 and Li and Zetner [Li 19941, such a 

coniparison was made which showed that the volume effect infiuenced the measurement of Pl' 

by significantly depressing the value at low s c a t t e ~ g  angles. At higher angles, the effect was 

shown to be negligible, as it was also shown to be negiigible for the y and L y parameters at 

al1 scattering angles. Modelling calculations of this sort were carried out in the present work 

using the CCC theory as input. The interaction volume was modelied as a cylindncal reg ion 

with a height and width subtending angles of 6" and 4" at the detector respectively using a 

6" detector viewcone. At 6 eV impact energy, a second modelling was performed assuming 

a volume with height and width subtending angles of 12"and 8" at the detector while 

incorporating a 12" detector viewcone. The resultant volume-distorted CCC theory showed 

that the volume effect was negligible for y and L: at 8. 11. and 16 eV while s igdcan t  for 

the Pl -  parameter at aii of the current energies. At 6 eV. a srna11 effect is observable for y 

and L I .  The volume-distoned CCC results are. therefore, only presented for cornparison 



with the plots of the Pl* data and for the plots of the 6 eV y and L -  data. 

Figure 4.7 shows the measured values of the alignment angle, y. The measurements 

show a smooth monotonie decrease in y as the scattering angle increases. Cornparison with 

the CCC theory shows the theoretical curves predicting a faster rotation of the charge cloud 

with increasing scattering angle than the experimental values indicate. The deviation between 

theory with experirnent grows in significance with increasing scattering angle as weli, At 

near-zero scattering angles ( l e s  than lQO), better agreement is seen. However, the first Born 

approximation, which has &O k e n  included in the plots, gives a nearly adequate description 

of this pararneter in the nea.  forward scattering regime. 

The measured values of the anisotropy pararneter, P,* , are shown in figure 4.8. At 

low scattering angles, this parameter displays Little variation which is in contrast to the rapid 

low angle variations that have been observed at higher impact energies [Zetner 19931. The P,* 

parameter shows significant depolarization at low scattering angles as did the previous higher 

energy results. However, unlike the higher energy results, the efTect tends to persist into 

hig her scat tering angles as seen in figure 4.8. Therefore, ail the currently measured values are 

affected to sorne extent by the finite volume effect. At 16 eV impact energy, the volume 

distorted CCC cdculation is in reasonably good agreement with experiment with the volume 

effect causing a depolarization on the order of 10% for angles greater than 10". At 1 1 eV, 

qualitative agreement is seen between the theory and the measured data. At 8 eV, there is 

close agreement with the CCC theory. Very poor agreement is displayed at 6 eV impact 

energy between rneasurement and theory at small scattering angles which suggests a more 

significant volume effect in this case. This prompted the additional volume effect rnodelling 
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using the 12" (height) by 8" (width) cylindncal interaction volume with a 12O detection 

viewcone. This represents a rather poor angular resolution but rnay apply in the case of such 

low elecuon energies. In the superelastic experiments carried out, the 6 eV measurements 

required electron energies of 3.76 eV which Lie in a regime where space-charge effects and 

electron-optical limitations can cause degradation in beam quality. The second. more 

rxtrerne, volume calculation is in agreement with the PI- measurements in the zero to 20" 

range. This more extrerne volume effect was still found to be negligible on the y and LI 

parameters. 

It  should be noted that, within statistical uncertainties, values of PI-equal to unity 

have been observed (at 8 and 16 eV in particular). This observation has implications 

regarding the presence of various systematic effects in ail of the measurements presented in 

the thesis. In particular, it validates the assumption that both radiation trapping and the 

degree to which isotopes other than 13'Ba are excited by the laser are negligible under the 

current experimental conditions. Both of these effects lead to a depolarization of the target 

population. Since a unity value of Pl* indicates a perfectly polarized P state population, the 

above observation indicates that no significant depolarizing effect is present in the 

rneasurc-ment. Unlike the volume effect. the effects of radiation trapping and unwanted 

isotope excitation are independent of impact energy and s c a t t e ~ g  angle. Therefore, a single 

observation of P,' = 1 indicates that these effects are insignificant in ail measurements taken 

with the sarne laser power and atom beamdensity. Every rneasurement presented in this work 

was carried out under similar, if not identical, experirnental conditions. Therefore, it is 

concluded that these effects are negligible in aii of the experiments presented in the thesis. 



Measured values of L - are plotted in figure 4.9. The measured values can be 

compared with a low angle trend evident at higher impact energies (20. 37, and 50 eV) 

determined by Li and Zetner [Li 19941. In the low angle regime, the higher energy values 

show a monotonic increase, with scattering angle, to a peak near unity. The location of this 

peak shifts to larger s c a t t e ~ g  angles with decreasing impact energy. Present rneasurernents 

at 6 e V  are consistent with this trend. Contrasting behaviour is seen at 1 1 eV where the data 

peak near 10 " at a value of approximately 0.18 and return to zero at approximately 30". The 

X eV data show similar behaviour with a less pronounced minimum near 20". At 16 eV, the 

high energy behaviour begins to assert itself with a peak of approximately 0.6 near 30" - The 

CCC theory does poorly at predicting the behaviour of L ,* at 6 eV. At 8 eV, theory shows 

qualitative sirnilarities with experiment but is seen to overestimate the parameter for scattering 

angles greater than 12". It should be noted that the theory shows a strong impact energy 

dependance in this regime. Theory at 7 eV (not sho wn) gives L: increasing alrnost iinearly 

fiom zero to 20" scattering angle. However, by 8 eV, theory has begun to bend down toward 

the measured curve (figure 4.9). It is then possible that a caiculation at the higher end of the 

uncertainty in the experimentai impact energy calibration (Le. 8.5 eV) could show even better 

agreement. Considerable irnprovement is made by the CCC calculations at higher impact 

energies. The CCC theory shows excellent agreement with experiment below 30" scattering 

angle at 1 1 eV impact energy, with reasonable agreement at higher angles. A sunilar situation 

exists at 16 eV impact energy where excellent agreement is seen below 15" with relatively 

good agreement at higher angles. 



The degree of pol;lrization, P. was calcuiated by combining the P,' and L * 

parameters. as described previously, and interpolating L ,' in angle when necessary. The 

values are tabuiated in table 4.4 and plotted in figure 4.10. Both the CCC and UDWA 

approaches predict P - = 1 for al1 scattering angles and impact energies studied. Since PI* 

is affected by the finite volume effect, the polarization parameter will be as weli. In figure 

4.10, the volume distorted CCC theory is shown. Measurernents show degrees of 

polarization at 6, 8, and 16 eV that are consistent with theoretical predictions of P ' = 1 .  

Higher energy observations at 20, 37, and 50 eV [Li 19941 also show unity degrees of 

polarization. However, the 1 leV data seem unique in that they show P ' deviating e o m  

unity. These deviations go beyond the predicted depolarization arising from the finite volume 

effect. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the motivation behind determination of the polarization 

parameter is to indicate the depree of coherence in the collision. For a 'S, to 'P, excitation 

in a purely LS coupled system (i-e. He), the collision is completely coherent and P ' = 1. For 

the  current investigations of 'S, to 'P, transitions in barium, coherence in the collision c m  be 

decreased by the presence of spin-orbit c o u p h g  of the continuum electron or through 

electron exchange processes. In the current investigations, we would expect such effects to 

be srnail. In order for spin-orbit coupling to occur, the projectile electron must penetrate deep 

into the target electron cloud and be accelerated to reiativistic speeds near the nucleus. At 

the low impact energies and relatively smail scattering angles investigated in the present work, 

this type of process should not be very probable. Exchange processes, on the other hand, are 



favoured at low energies. in the excitation of a pure singlet level, exchange processes are 

indistinguishable f?om direct processes, and, so, do not account for any loss of coherence in 

the collision. In order for exchange processes to be relevant, spin-flip would have to occur 

through excitation of a srnail triplet cornponent of the (nominal) singlet target level. 

However, a 6 1 configuration Hartree-Foch caiculation [Csanak 19993 has shown that the 

triplet admixture of the (...6s6p 'P,) level to be on the order of 0.5%. and so, the (...6s6p 'Pl) 

level in Ba is predorninantly LS coupled. Therefore, loss of coherence through exchange 

processes should be negligible. This does not, however, prevent the effect of spin-orbit 

coupling in the target states from rnanifesting itself in the scatteMg dynamics. Channel 

coupling to spin-orbit coupled intermediate states could also play a role. The CCC approach 

presented here is unequipped to describe such a process as it only considers channel coupling 

to LS coupled states. 

4.5 Conclusions 

A set of scattering parameters, including three of natural fiame EICP ( y, P l T .  L -  ) . 
have been rneasured and presented for the (...6s2 'SJ to (...6s6p 'PL) excitation in '"Ba. 

Measurements were made at 6, 8, 1 1. and 16 eV impact energies over a range of scattering 

angles. The anisotropy parameter, P,' , and the transferred angular momentum L'. were 

combined to form the degree of polarization P. Cornparison to the CCC computational 

approach was made along with a volume-distorted version of the CCC theory. 

The volume effect was found to be signincant over ali scattering angles in the case of 



P l - ,  while negligible in the detemination of y, andL ,- with the exception of the 6 e V  

measurernents. Although good agreement was seen between the CCC approach and 

measured Pl- and low scattering angle L ,* values at 11 and 16 e V  impact energy, theory 

requires further refinernent for reliable EICP prediction in the current kinematic regime. 

The degree of polarization was found to be consistent with the predicted value of 

unity at 6.8. and 16 e V  when the effect of a finite interaction volume was taken into account. 

At 1 1 eV, a discrepancy between the predicted value of unity was seen that went beyond the 

extent of the volume effect. The two processes which could lead to this depolarization, 

namely sph-orbit coupling of the continuumelectron and electron exchange with a spin-orbit 

coupIed target wavefunction, are not expected to be very prominent in the current 

measurements. One could speculated that channel coupiing to  spin-orbit coupled States is 

important at low impact energies. If this process is at work, why it occurs preferentiaiiy at 

1 1  e V  and is not in evidence at other impact energies rernains a mystery. Further 

investigations of the EICP in the current kinemtic regime are warranted. A precise 

measurement of the height parameter, h, for example, would be useful. The height parameter 

will deviate fiom zero in the presence of spin-orbit coupling and can provide a sensitive probe 

of such effects. 

Fiiaiiy, the observation of unity P,' values has lead to the conclusion that the effects 

of radiation trapping and unwanted isotope excitation are insignificant in the measurernents 

presented in this chapter, as weii as  in the remainder of the thesis (see discussion). 



Table 4.2: Measured values of the a l i g m n t  angle. y ,  and the anisotropy parameter. P,'. for 
the 'S, to 'Pl electron irrrpact excitation in I3'Ba The uncenainty in each rneasurement is 
shown in parenthesis. 

8 (degrees) 

8 (degrees) 

8 (degrees) 

0 (degrees) 

Eo = 16 eV 

Pl' 
0.79(0.07) 

0.88(0.05) 

0.90(0.07) 

0.89(0.07) 

0.78(0.07) 

0.88(0.08) 

0.85(0.09) 

0.7 1 (O. 10) 

0.8 l(0.12) 

0.95t0.14) 

1 .O l(0.29) 



Table 4.3: Measured values of the transferred angular momentum, L;.  for the 'S, to 'P, 
elecuon impact excitation in  a. The uncenainty in each measurement is shown in 
parenthesis. 

L 

0 (degrees) 

8 

1 L 

14 

16 

2 1 

26 

3 1 

36 

41 

5 1 

6 1 

7 1 
, 

E o = 8 e V  

0 (degrees) 
v 

4 

6 

8 

I I  

14 

16 

21 

26 

3 1 

8 (degrees) 

3 

4 

7 

10 

12 

17 

22 

27 

32 

37 

47 

57 

60 



Table 4.4: The degree of polarization. P *. for the 'S, to 'P, electron impact excitation in 
'"Ba cdçulated bom the experimentaily detemùned coherence parameters in table 4.2 and 
4.3. The uncertainty in each rneasurernent is shown in parenthesis. 

8 (degrees) 

8 (degrees) 

0 (degrees) 

8 (degrees) 
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Figure 4.7: The measured and calculated values of the alignrnent angle, y,  for the 'S, to 'P, 

excitation in '?'Ba at impact energies: (a) 6 eV, (b) 8 eV, (c)  1 1  eV, and (d) 16 eV. The 

convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999; 1999bl are 

shown as soiid curves. The dash-dot curve shows a calcuiation carried out in the first Born 

approximation. The dotted c w e s  show finite volume effect calculations carried out using 

the CCC EICP (see text). 
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Figure 4.76 
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Figure 4.8a 

Figure 4.8: The rneasured and calculated values of the anisotropy parameter. Pl* ,  for the 'S, 

to 'P, excitation in "'Ba at impact energies: (a) 6 eV, (b) 8 eV, (c)  1 1  eV, and (d) 16 eV. 

The convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999; 1999bl 

are shown as soiid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume effect caiculations camed 

out using the CCC ElCP (see text). 
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Figure 4.9: The rneasured and cdculculated values of the La* parameter for the 'S ,  to 'P, 

excitation in If8Ba at impact energies: (a) 6 eV, (b) 8 eV. (c) 1 I eV, and (d) 16 eV. The 

convergent close-roupling (CCC) calculations of  Fursa and Bray [ Fursa 1999; 199961 are 

shown as solid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume effect caicutations carried out 

using the CCC EICP (see text). 
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Figure 410a 

Figure 3.10: The degree of polarization. P'. for the 'S, to 'PI excitation in '"Ba at impact 

energies: (a) 6 eV, (b) 8 eV, (c) 1 1 eV,  and (d) 16 eV. The convergent close-coupfing (CCC) 

caiculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999; 1999b3 are shown as a solid curves (P = 1 ) .  The 

dotted curves show finite volume effect cdculations carried out using the CCC EICP (see 

text). 
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Chapter 5 

Measurements of Electron Impact Coherence Parameters for 

the (...6sSd ID,) to (...6s6p 'Pl) Excitation in '"~a  

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, measurements of the complete set of EICP (L,, y, P,', h }  and the 

DCS for the (...6s5d ID3 to (..-6s6p 'Pl) excitation in "'Ba are presented. During the 

experiments presented in this chapter, the high resolution gun was used. The gun was again 

mounted on the tumtable so that it could rotate with respect to the fixed detector. Two 

different laser/oven geornetries were used. The geometry described in the previous chapter 

with the laser perpendicular to the scattering plane and the barium oven mounted verticaiiy 

was again emplo yed. A second geornetry had the laser making an angle of incidence of 45 O 

with respect to the scattering plane n o d  while the projection of the laser bearn on the 

scattering plane made a 90" angle with respect to the forward scattering direction. The oven 

was mounted at a 45" angle with respect to the scattering plane so that the barium beam was 

illurninated transversely. Transverse illumination was important to rninimized Doppler 

broadening of the absorption line, therebyailowing the selection of the zero nuclear spin "'Ba 

isotope for optical excitation. A schernatic diagram of the 45" geometry is presented in figure 

5.1 (see figure 4.1 for the 90" geometry). With these two arrangements, direct measurements 
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Figure 5.1: Experimental apparatus in the (O,, 4,) = (90°, 45") iaser geometry. 



of the DCS and the scattering parameters {P,, P,, P,, A 1 could be made. These parameters 

could then be converted into the natural €rame EICP (L,, y, PT, h ) .  Measurernents were 

taken over a range a scattering angles for impact energies of 10 and 40 eV. Li and Zetner 

have previously made sirnilar rneasurements at 20 eV impact energy [Li 1995, 19961. New 

rneasurernents of the A parameter and DCS were made with an impact energy of 20 eV at 5" 

scattering angle in order to extend the angular range of the previous 20 eV rneasurernents of 

Li and Zetner. 

5.2 Measurement Theory 

As discussed in the Chapter 4, the CW dye laser employed in these experiments is 

capable of selectively exciting the (...6s6p 'Pl) level of  a. a. Achieving this, we are Ieft with 

a relatively simple excitation scherne in which there are no complications due to nuclear spin 

induced hyperfine structure. This leads to the optical preparation of a quantum mechanicaily 

pure state. or. in other words, a coherent superposition of 'Pl magnetic sublevels 1 J,  M )  

( J = i and M = - 1 ,O, + 1 ). The relative composition of this coherent state is dependent on 

which coordinate system is used to describe it. A convenient choice to describe excitations 

with iinearly polarized iight is the photon frame introduced in the previous chapter (see 

[Hertel 19771 and [Zetner 19901). Here the quantization axis lies dong the electric field 

vrctor of the Iinearly polarized iight. In this fiame, the excited state is purely the 1 1,O)  

sublevel. In the case of circularly polarized light, the laser frame is an appropriate choice 

where the sublevels 1 1 , l )  and 1 1, - 1 ) are excited by RHC and LHC pola.rized iight 

respectively. These pure excited States can then be rotated into any other convenient 



reference fiame using the standard rotation matrix algebra [Brink 19751 to produce a coherent 

superposition of magnetic basis states referenced to the quantization axis of the fiame in 

question. We c m  h t e  this general state as 

where 1 J. p ) are the basis states in the new fkarne with superposition amplitudes a,. These 

amplitudes are functions of the polar angles 0, and +, which define the laser beam incidence 

direction with respect to the new quantization a&. in the case of linearly polarized iight, an 

angle Y defining the direction of the polarization plane with respect to the quantization axis 

is also present. Y is defined in such a way that the plane definecf by the wavevector and the 

electric field vector of the linearly polarized photon contains the reference fkame quantization 

axis when Y = O. Further details can be found in [Zetner 19901. 

If the coUision fiame, as defineci in Chapters 2 and 4, is used to describe the collision, 

a spin averaged "partial" dBerentiai cross section (PDCS) [Li 19963 can be defined for the 

excitation of a level with bais  states I f  ' ,m)  out of the coherent superposition state as 

1 kout 
PDCS = -x - I ( J  n t r n , k o , , , l ~ l ~ ~ p , k i , , ) ( 2 .  

2 P k, , 
In this expression. ( ~ ' m m , k ~ , , , ~  P ~ J N ~ , ~ , )  is the collision kame scattering amplitude 

expressed as a rnatrix elernent of the transition operator, f. and gives the amplitude for 

excitation of the 1 J',m ) state from the laser-excited coherent superposition state 1 J . N ) .  The 

incident and outgoing electron momenta are represented by ki,, and k,, with associated spins 

u and 4 respectively. By combining equations 5.1 and 5.2, we can write an expression for 



the PDCS in t e m  of the laser geometry and polarkation state, the observables p; defmed 

as 

and the DCS for an electron impact induced transition from a J = 1 level to a J' level defined 

DCS = - 
The parenthesis {... } in the above two expressions represent an average over initial electron 

spins and a sum over final electron spins. 

For hearly polarked Light. the PDCS is a function of  the polar angles (O,, @,) and the 

po larization angle Y. For reasons that will becorne clear, the curent investigations involve 

ueometnes with (O,, +,) = (90°, 90) and (90°, 45") for which it can be shown that z 

and 



For circularly polarised light, the PDCS is a function of the polar angles (O,, @,) as 

weii as the handedness of the light. Again for reasons soon to be made clear, the current 

investigations rnake use of a the laser geometry with (eV, @,) = @O0, 90°) when utilizing 

circularly potarized iight. In this instance, it can be shown that 

The scattering intensity for some electron scattering process fkom the laser-excited 

I .J ,N)  target state is proportional to the PDCS. For iînearly polarized iight we have 

while the intensity for circularly polarized light is given by 

where the constant of proportionality, K. contains factors such as incident elecuon flux, 

detection efficiency, detection solid angle, and target density of laser-excited species within 

the interaction volume. 

Equations 5.5 through 5.9 show that the s c a t t e ~ g  intensities are dependant on the 

laser beam geometry (O,, +,), laser beam polarization, the scattering parameters: pl,, , 

~ e [ ~ i , ] .  Im[p:,], and the DCS. As discussed earlier, the parameters pi c m  be interpreted 

as the density matrix elements for a P level, excite. by an electron impact process related by 



tirnereversal to the measured process [Macek 19741. In the current investigations, we 

measure supereiastic scattering signai arising fiom the CO herent de-excitation of the ' P, state 

to the ID2 state in order to investigate the density matrix elements of the ID, to 'P, excitation. 

A key point to keep in rnind is that in this instance, the de-excitation process wiil generaiiy 

result in an anisotropic population distribution among the magnetic sublevels of the ID2 state. 

However, iri the current investigation, the anisotropy of the D state is not resolved. The 

measurernent then s u m  over this information, rnaking the relevant tirne-inverse process, 

penaining to the density matrix elernents, an inelastic excitation to the 'P, state fkom an 

iso tropic ID, state. This consequence is made M e s t  in the summation over rn in equation 

5.2. 

As discussed in the Chapter 2, a consequence of the sum over D state magnetic 

sublevels is that the inelastic excitation of the P state described by the ma& elements p; is 

in some respects no different fiom the S to P scenario. In the isotropie D to P excitation, 

there are five real (observable) independent scattering parameters that describe the excitation. 

These include the inelastic density ma& elements p k ,  p:, , , ~ e [ & , ] ,  and ~ r n [ ~ : , ]  dong 

with the DCS. These parameters can be extracmi by masuring the s c a t t e ~ g  htensities and 

therefore the PDCS's defined in equations 5.5 - 5.7. However, it is much more convenient 

to measure a different yet equivalent set of parameters. The current experimentai 

arrangement allows easy access to the Stokes parameters, P,, P,, and P,, as well as the A 

parameter (see Chapter 2 and [Andersen 19881). These parameters, dong with the DCS, can 

be deterrnined by the following combinations of PDCS's. 



(S. 13) 

and 

It should be emphasised that the DCS dehed above is the superelastic DCS for the 

de-excitation of an isotropic 'Pl to an isotropic ID2 level while the parameters (Pl, P,, P,, A )  

describe the inelastic isonopic ID2 to coherent 'Pl excitation. The A parameter is altematively 

defuied as the quantity p&, [Emhyan 1973. 1974; de Paix20 19801 and gives the ratio of the 

PDCS for excitation of the pc = O rnagnetic basis state of the P level to the DCS for the 

excitation of the  P leveL A final emphasis should be put on the fact that the theory developed 

above is not specinc to the superelastic 'Pl to ID2 rneasurernent. It equally describes inelastic 

processes hom the laser-excited 'P, level to higher lying States. This concept wiU be left for 

further development in the next chapter. 

The Stokes and A parameters can clearly be detemiined by CO mbuiing the appropriate 

superelastic scattering intensities as dexribed in equations 5.10 - 5.13 (Le. substitute I for 

PDCS, and the factors K {equations 5.8 and 5 . 9 )  cancel out). However, a complication 
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arises in the determination of the DCS by the combination of appropriate scattering 

intensities. Unlike equations 5.10 to 5.13, equation 5.14 does not contain a ratio, and, so, the 

CO nstant of proportionality co~ect ing the rneasured scattering intensities and their associated 

PDCS's does not cancel out. Therefore, combining intensities according to equation 5.14 

does not provide a determination of the DCS on an absolute scale but merely a weighted 

average of rneasured scattering intensities. 

In order to put the DCS measurernents on an absolutes scale, we must s a l e  the 

measured values to a known "reference" cross section. The reference DCS available is that 

for the inelastic 'S, to 'P, excitation previously measured by Jensen er al. [Jensen 19781 and 

Wang et al. [Wang 19941. The procedure used was 6rst presented and described in detail by 

Li and Zetner [Li 19961. In order to make use of this reference DCS, we make an additional 

measurernent to obtain the 'Pl to 'S ,  weighted average intensity. This will aUow for the 

determination of the absolute DCS for the inelastic isotropie 'D2 to 'P, excitation. 

The relationship between DCS values of time-inverse inelastic and superelastic 

processes is given by the prirrciple of derailed balance [McDaniel 1989; Taylor 19721 which 

states 

EoigiDCSa(Eoi = EofgfDcS'(Eof (5.15) 

w here the su bscripts i and f refer to the initial and final levels of the inelastic collision, gi and 

gf are the respective level degeneracies, E,, is the incident electron kinetic energy for the 

inelastic collision, and Ewis the impact energy for the corresponding time-inverse superelastic 

collision. 



If we adopt the level designations of Register et al. [Register 19781 for observed 

energy loss features in electron scattering fiom barium, we can continue with a 

straightforward and simple notation. The relevant level designations are: 

Feature #l : (...6s6p 'P,) to (...6s2 'SJ superelastic 

Feature #4: (...6s6p 'Pl) to (...6s5d 'DJ superelastic 

Feature #27: ( A s 2  'S,) to (...6s6p 'PI) inelastic 

Feature #13: (...6s5d 'D3 to (...6s6p 'P,) inelastic. 

With these designations, we can write the two necessary applications of the principle of 

detailed balance as 

E,DC&,(Ed = 3 (E,  - 2.24eV) DCS, (E,  - 2.24eV) 

and 

where the superelastic impact energies are given in terms of inelastic impact energies, E,, and 

the threshold excitation energies, AE ( Eof= Eo - AE) ,  which are taken to be 0.83 eV for 

feature #13 and 2.24 eV for feature #27. 

If we denote the weighted average superelastic s c a t t e ~ g  signal in terrns of the 

measured scattering intensities, I ,  as 1" , then we can write 



I U V  = q1(90° -45" ,O0) +21(90° ,45" .90°)) 
3 

(see equation 5.14). The two measured weighted averages are then given by 

I ~ ( E ~ )  = K,DCS,(E~) 

and 

where E: is the superelastic impact energy. The quantities K, and K, are present to allow 

for the possibility of some change in experimental parameters, such as detection efficiency and 

incident electron beamflux, when the spectrorneter is tuned to measure scattering signal fiom 

the  two features (#1 and #4). In order to measure the scattering signals fkom these two 

features, the spectrorneter operates in the so caiied "constant residual energy" mode. This 

means that the residual energy of the scattered eiectrons that are dowed to pass the energy 

analyser of the detector is held constant at E, while the impact energy is adjusted to aUow 

detection of the desired features (see section 3.7 for details on the spectrorneter biassing). 

This has the inherent benefit that detection efficiency plays no role in comparing the two 

measurements. However. the changine of the electron impact energy can eEect the incident 

electron flux through chromatic effects in the electron gun optics. The specuometer can be 

tuned to rninirnize this variation in flux over the range of impact energies required to capture 

the two features, and the variation can be measured on the Faraday cup. We therefore 

assume that the ratio of quantities K can be rneasured by the ratio of the electron beam 

currents at the two required impact energies. in doing so, we are also assuming that the 



overlap volume of the electron and barium bearns remains constant despite the changes in 

elecuon flux. Test rneasurements of the angular distribution of the elecuon beam as a 

function of impact energy have shown this to be a reasonable assumption. 

By combinùig equations 5.16 and 5.17 with 5.19 and 5.20, we find 

DCS,,(Eo) - 1 ( E, - 0.83 eV K, I ~ ' ( E ,  - 0.83 eV) - - I - 

which gives the desired inelastic cross section, DCS,,(E,), in terms of the reference cross 

section, DCS2,(E,), and the weighted average superelastic scattering intensities measuted at 

S S incident electron energies E, = E, - 0.83 e V  and Eo = E, - 2.24eV. 

As in Chapter 4, care must be taken when assigning the collision fiame axes to the 

apparatus. In these experirnents we measure a superelastic process in order to obtain 

information about the inelastic process. The collision fiame quantization axis appropriate to 

the inelastic process, therefore, lies antipardel with the outgoing superelastic electron 

momenturn The angles describing the laser beam, O,, +, and Y, are rneasured from this axis 

(see the  discussion in section 4.3 for more details). 

In the end, we converted the measured parameters (P , ,  P,, P,, h ) into the naturai 

fiame EICP (L-, y, PT, h ) .  The relationships between these parameters are given by 

Andersen er al. [Andersen 19883 to be 



and 

5.3 Experimental Details and Data Analysis 

In the experiments discussed in this chapter, the spectrometer was outfitted with the 

HRG and was operated with system resolutions on the order of 170 rneV which was sufficient 

to resolve the 'Pl to ID2 superelastic eneyy loss feature (AE = -0.83 eV) fiom the tail of the 

elastic peak. The gun operated with typical ernission currents of 100 nA. The oven was 

heated to an operating temperature of about 760°C with a bearn collirnation of about 10: 1. 

During the experiments, the background pressure in the vacuum chamber was less than 

1 x 10-htorr. 

The perpendicular Laser/oven geometry, (a,, 4,) = @O0, 90"). in conjunction with 

linear poiarized light permitteci the determination of the Stokes parameters Pl and P, by way 

of equations 5.10 and 5.1 1. With the same geornetry, circularly polarized light allowed the 

measurernent of the P, Stokes parameter as prescribed by equation 5.12. With the laser beam 

and oven in the (O,, 4,) = (90'. 45') arrangement, the A parameter and the DCS coukl be 

deterrnined through equations 5.13,s. 18, and 5.2 1. AU of these quantities, with the exception 

of the DCS, were found solely through ratios of PDCS's. Under stable experimental 
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conditions, these can be found by simply taking the appropriated ratios of scattering 

intensities. The DCS was deterrnined, in a somewhat more complicated rnanner, €rom 

measured s c a t t e ~ g  intensities and beam currents as described in detail earlier. 

In the rneasurements involving linearly polarized light, a A/2 plate was used to 

manipulate the orientation of the polarization vector (angle m. In order to keep track of the 

laser's polarization, a reference orientation had to be set with the rotator assembly in the stop 

notch position. The 6rst step in accomplishing this was to tune the laser to the barium 

resonance transition. Light passing through the Glan-Taylor prism and the A/2 plate is hear  

and so excites the 1 1.0 ) magnetic bais state in the photon fiame. This is a dumbbeii shaped 

orbital aligned dong the electric field vector of the laser light. Therefore, the subsequent 

fluorescence was maximai in the direction transverse to the laser polarization and minimal in 

the direction of laser polarization. With the gun rotated into the forward scattering direction 

(determined pnor to pumping down the experiment though an opticai alignment procedure), 

the barium fluorescence was viewed through the exit stack alignrnent hole in the outer 

hernisphere of the HRG's energy rnonochrornator. The rotator was then put in the stop notch 

position, and the A/2 plate was adjusted to give minimum barium fluorescence. The A12 plate 

was then locked in position. This ensured that the laser polarization vector was in the 

forward scattering direction when the rotator was at the stop notch position, Le. Y = O 0 .  This 

procedure was used to mount the A/2 plate in both geometrical arrangements. The effect of 

the A/2 plate on incident iinearly polarized Light is to rotate the polarization vector by an angle 

qua1 to twice the angle between the fast axis and the incident electric field vector. Thus, in 



order to obtain the desired linear polarizations corresponding to 9' =O0,  45"- 90". and 135", 

the h/2 pIate was sirnply rotated through 3 successive increments of 22.5". Again this was 

the same in both geornetries. 

For the case of circularly polarized light, a A/4 plate was used and was set up in the 

same rnanner as described in Chapter 4. This resulted in the stop notch position 

corresponding to iinearly polarized îight at the target. After rotations of 45 O and 3 15 O (the 

-35 " position). the Light at the target had W C  and LHC pohzat ion  respectively. As 

discussed in Chapter 4, an arnbiguity regarding the presented sequence of polarization 

handedness was present. The result of this ambiguity was an uncertainty in the sign of P, 

parameter. This was easiiy resolved by making a test rneasurement of P ,  for the 'S, to 'PI 

excitation and comparing the result with the previously rneasured P, values of Li and Zetner 

[Li 19941. 

Before proceeding with a measurernent, several caiibrations had to be made. The 

impact energy was calibrated to the known location of the He 2 'S resonance (at 19.37 eV). 

The s c a t t e ~ g  angle was determined by arranging the k r  tight at the target to be linearly 

polarized dong the axis of the detector. The superelastic scattering signai was monitored for 

scattering to the left and to the right of the nominal zero scattering angle. The symmetry of 

the excited P-state (dumbbeii oriented dong the detector axis) provideci a syrnrnetry in the 

superelastic scattering signai: Is(0) =I ' ( - 0 ) .  This syrnrnetry then allowed for calibration of 

the scattering angle. 

AU the five observable quantities were determined by measurine eight superelastic 



scattering intensities (see equation 5.10 - 5.13 and 5.21) and al but the DCS were formed by 

ratios involving two of these intensities. With exception of the DCS, this was possible as long 

ris both intensities used to form a single parameter were found under the sarne experirnental 

conditions. Practically speaking this meant that the two intensities were measured in the same 

experiment. Each experiment began with the spectrometer tuned and locked to the 'P, to ID, 

superelastic transition with the appropriate superelastic impact energy, iaser/oven georneuy, 

and retardation plate for the parameter to be measured. With the laser on and the rotator 

assemb1y rotated to the stop position for reference, the experiment began by rotating the 

rotator ta the first required angle The MCS then coUected data in a set number of channels 

(typicaily 500) at which point the retardation plate was rotated to the second required angle. 

and a second grouping of MCS chameh would coliect data. After collecting the second 

MCS group, the laser would be blocked by the shutter and background signal would be 

collected in a third group of MCS channels. The shutter would then open, the rotator would 

be sent to the stop notch, and the process would loop through until stopped by the operator. 

Examples of the raw data are not shown since they look essentially the sarne as those shown 

in figure 4.6. 

In the case of the Pl  and 5 rneasurements, al1 the required scattering intensities were 

available by simply rotating the A/2 plate through different angles. This allowed simuItaneous 

measurernent of theses two parameters as long as signal rates were high (low scattering 

angles). The experiment was run in the same rnanner as described above, with two more 

rotator positions and their related MCS groups. However, this lengthened the tirne needed 



to complete one MCS sweep, and, so, high signals were necessary to ensure that sufficient 

statistics were achieved within a reasonable amount of time (Le. constant experirnental 

conditions). 

To obtain the DCS on an absolute scale was sornewhat more complicated. As 

indicated earlier, the procedure required the sirnultaneous measurement of the 'P, to 'D2 and 

'Pl to 'S, superelastic scattering intensities required to form the associateci weighted average 

scattering intensities according to equation 5.18. The weighted averages could then be scaled 

with previously rneasured absolute 's, to 'P, inelastic DCS as outlined in equation 5.21. The 

normalization procedure has previously been described in section 5.2. The net effect on the 

measurement procedure was that at each laser polarization state in the A/DCS measurernent, 

the spectrometer had to jump, in the constant residual energy mode, to the previously locked 

position of the IP, to ' S ,  superelastic feature and collect a group of channels in the MCS. 

This resulted in a MCS sweep containing four data groups and one background group. In 

addition, the electron beam current was measured on the Faraday cup at the two appropriate 

impact energies. 

The calculation of the three Stokes parameters, and the À. parameter was straight 

forward. The MCS groups were integrated and divided by the number of channels collected 

in the group to give an average count per channel. The average background count per 

channel was then subtracted off the average intensities. The average intensities were then 

combined in the appropriate way to produce the scattering parameters. These parameters 

were then converteci into the natural fÏarne parameters as described in the previous section. 



The scattering intensities used to constnict the weighted average intensities, required 

for the DCS determination, were analysed in the same way as the Stokes and A parameters. 

The absolute DCS values were then determuid in the marner previously described. 

Measurernents of the (P,. P,, P,, A ) parameters and the DCS were made over a range 

of scattering angles at inelastic impact energies of 10 and 40 eV. In addition, a masuremnt 

of the DCS and Â. parameter at 20 eV impact energy was made at a scattering angle of 5" to 

supplement the previousty rneasured 20 eV data of Li and Zetner [Li 19961. 

Details on the evaluation of statistical uncertainties are given in the Appendix. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

Figures 5.2 - 5.6 show the results of the {P, ,  P,, P,, A )  parameter rneasurements 

along with the DCS rneasurernents. The results are presented dong with the 55 state close- 

coupling (CC(55)) and convergent close-coupling (CCC(I15)) calculations of Fursa and Bray 

[Johnson 19991. Detaiis of the calculations for electron scattering by aikali-earth atorns are 

found in [Fursa 19975. Results are presented at the rneasured impact energies of 10 eV and 

40 eV along with the 20 eV rneasurements of Li and Zetner [Li 1995, 19961 which are 

included to help illustrate impact energy associated trends. Shown in conjunction with the 

measurernents of Li and Zetner are the new 20 eV impact energy A and DCS values rneasured 

in this work. Along with the CC(55) and CCC(115) calcuhtions rnentioned above, the 20 eV 

A and DCS data are shown with the unitarized distorted wave approximation (UDWA) 

calculations of Clark and Csanak [Clark 19951 (see also [Clark 19891). As in Chapter 4, the 



finite volume effect was modeiled using the CCC(115) theory as input. The mode1 showed 

a negligible effect on the theoretical pararneters. Therefore, the results of the rnodebg have 

not been included in the plots. 

It is important to note that the current experirnentai procedure does not account for 

deviations in the phase shifts of the retardation plates fkom their nominal values (see Chapters 

3 and 4). These deviations result in light k i n g  transmitted by the ;1/2 plate that is not be 

purely hear  and light being uansmitted by the ;1/4 plate that is not be purely circular. In 

~eneral, the light passing through a retardation plate will be eiiiptical. The fact that elliptical 
C 

iight, of sorne degree, is illuminating the barium atorns in the experirnent, irnplies that the 

niuusrir-ed Stokes pararneters are actuaiiy combinations of the rru4 Stokes pararneters which 

would be rneasured if the phase shifts introduced by the retardation plates did not deviate 

from theu nominal values. In equations 4.3 to 4.8, an expression for the general scattering 

intensity from an opticaily pumped J=l target was given in ternis of the Blum-da Paix20 

EICP, the relative angle between the Glan-Taylor transmission axis and the fast axis of the 

retardation plate, the polar angles describing the laser direction, and the phase shift of the 

retardation plate. Using these expressions, dong with the definitions of the Stokes 

pararneters, one can write expressions for the measured Stokes pararneters, Pxm (phase shift 

deviation present). in t e m  of the true values. Px (x = 1 ,t,3) (no phase shift deviation). These 

expressions are found to be 



where the phase shift, 6, is that of the nominal A/2 plate in equations 5.26 and 5. 27 and that 

of the A/4 plate in equation 5.28. These equations assume that linearly polarized Light, 

orientated perpendicular to the forward scattering direction, is incident on the appropriate 

retardation plate. This is consistent with the experïmntal situation. 

A m o d e h g  caiculation was then camed out wtiich used the CCC(ll5) theory as 

input representing the true Stokes parameter values. The results gave the "rneasured" values 

predicted by theory for a measurement ernploying the current retardation plates. When 

cornpared with the original predictions, the effect caused by the phase shift deviations was 

seen to be negligible. Based on the Stokes parameter results, the effect of the phase shift 

deviation on the measured A and DCS values are assurned to be small and have k e n  

neglected. In particular, the effect should be insignificant in the DCS rneasurernents because 

we make use of a geometry and combination of intensities which will minimize (Le. nullifv) 

the impact of deviations fkom the nominal laser poiarizations. 

The measured Stokes parameters, P, ,  P ,  and P, are presented in figures 5 2 - 5 3 ,  and 

18 1 



5.4 respectively. Both of the close-coupling schemes show qualitative agreement with the 

rneasured values. 

Figure 5.5 shows the results of the A parameter measurements. The A parameter gives 

the partial difftxential cross section for excitation of the 'P,(m = O) sublevel (in the collision 

fiame) relative to the DCS (di levels). The agreement between the CCC(115) caiculation and 

the experimental values is quite good. Table 5.1 lists the measured {P l ,  P,, P,, A )  parameter 

values. 

Figure 5.6 shows the norrnaiized DCS results. The results show the forward peaked 

behaviour expected for dipole dowed excitations with an increase in the fonvard peaking 

trend with increasing impact energy. The close-coupling caiculations display the sarne 

forward peaked trend with good quantitative agreement at low scattering angles. Table 5.2 

..ives the measured relative DCS (with respect CO the 'S, to 'P, DCS) as weli as the 2 

normaluled DCS values shown in figure 5.6. The relative DCS results shown in table 5.2 

show that the ID2 to 'Pl DCS is significantly smaller than the 'S, to 'Pl DCS. This is 

consistent with the branching ratio between 'P, to ID2 and 'Pl to 'S0 radiative decays [Bizzarri 

1 W O J .  

The ( P , ,  P,, P,, A }  and DCS measurements constitue the raw measurements. 

Ho wever, better însight into the collision dynamics is given by converting the results into the 

natural kame parameters (LA,  y, PT, h J of Andersen et al. [Andersen 19881. As discussed 

in Chapter 2, the L - parameter gives the expectation value for the collisionaliy transferred 

orbital angular rnornentum rneasured with respect to the natural fiame quantization axis. y 



and P,' describe the component of the charge cloud exhibithg positive reflection symrneuy 

with respect to the s c a t t e ~ g  plane. The alignrnent angle, y, gives the direction of the 

maximum in the charge cloud density with respect to the forward scattering direction. The 

differençe between the length and width of the charge cloud, or, alternatively, the maximum 

and minimum charge cloud densities (in the scattering plane), is measured by the anisotropy 

pararneter. P,'. The height pararneter, h, provides the relative cross section of a P state 

orbital aligned with the natural ~ a m e  quantization axis (perpendicular to the scattering plane; 

i.e. the negative reflection symmetry component). 

As indicated in Chapter 2, a parameter L ,- was also introduced by Andersen et al. 

[Andersen 19881 which gives the expectation value of the transferred angular momentum 

associated with the excitation of the positive reflection symmeay component of the charge 

d o  ud. This parameter is directly related to the P, parameter by LI = - P, . The behaviour of LI 

can t herefore be easily seen in figure 5.4. The two angular momntum parameters are related 

by Li = Li (1  - h) . Therefore, the value of L ,  - is always diminished by excitation of the 

negative reflection symrnetry component of the charge cloud. 

The natural fiame parameters were obtained from the raw measurernents according 

to equations 5.22 - 5.25 and are tabulated in table 5.3 and plotted in figures 5.7 - 5.10. Figure 

5.7 shows the plots of the L - parameter. The CCC(115) caiculation shows good agreement 

with the data at 10 eV impact energy whereas the theory is not as satisfactory at 20 and 40 

eV. It is interesting to note the similarities between the current paranieters and the previously 

measured L i  values for the 'S, to  'PI excitation discussed in the previous chapter (6, 8, 1 1. 



and 16 eV) as well as those rneaswed by Li and Zetner (20,37, and 50 eV) [Li 19941 which 

roughly cover the same range in impact energy. In these measurements, the L , parameters - 

start rit a value of zero at O0 scattering angle which is a condition of angular momentum 

conservation. The values proceed to go positive with increasing s c a t t e ~ g  angle. The higher 

energy rneasurements [Li 19941 then forma broad peak with some maximum value, retuniing 

to zero at some angle dependent on impact energy. These observations were consistent with 

the "generiç" 'S, to 'Pl behaviour discussed by Lin et of. [Lin 19891. In the current ID2 to 

I P, measurements, the 10 eV data tend to show an "inverted" behaviour. The data f o m  a 

broad dip with a minimum of about -0.5 with the CCC(115) calculation in close agreement. 

At impact energies of 20 and 40 eV, the data show a similar tendency whiie the close- 

couphg  c.alculations show oscillatory behaviour at low scattering angles with a significant 

positive peak for low scattering angles in the 40 eV caicuiation. 

It is tempting to suggest a propensity rule based on the above observations Linkuig the 

sign of L with the change in orbital angular momentum during the collision. For S to P 
A 

excitations AL = 1 while AL. = - 1 for D to P excitations. Andersen et al. [Andersen 19881 

have mentioned such propensity rules in their anaiysis of the Na(3d-3p) superelastic 

experiments of Hermann [Hermann 19791 but pointed out that such rules for low energy 

electron scattering are questionable. Consideration of propensity rules and semi-classical 

models for the behaviour of L , are discussed in further detail by Lin et al. [Lin 19891, - 

Madison et al. [Madison 19861, Kohmoto and Fano [Kohrnoto 198 11, and Hermann and 

Hertel [Hermann 19803. 



The measured values of the alignrnent angle, y, are plotted in figure 5.8 dong with 

the close-coupling calculation as weiî as a e s t  Born approximation (FE3 A) prediction. Good 

agreement is seen between the measured values and CCC(Il5) caiculation at 10 eV impact 

energy and at 40 eV impact energy below 16" scattering angle. However, the CC(55) 

caiculation does better at 20 and 40 eV, The FBA is known to describe the behaviour of the 

alignrnent angle for srnail scattering angles. Andersen et al. [Andersen 19883 provide 

examples of this for S to P excitations in H, He, and Na. A comparison of rneasured 

alignment angles for 'S, to 'P, transitions in Ba and FBA results is given by Zetner [Zetner 

l993]. In the FBA, the excited P state charge cloud is required to show symmetry about the 

angular momentum transfer vector. Therefore, the alignment angle predicted by the FBA is 

given by the angular deviation between the angular momentum transfer vector and the 
C 

incident electron momentum vector. In the current studies of 'D2 to IP, excitations, the 

rneasured alignrnent angles show a very rapid deviation from the FBA at s m d  scattering 

angles in comparison to 'S, to 'PI excitations. 

As seen in the figure, the close-couphg calculations show a rapid variation in y at 

low scattering angles which is not verified by experiment. Such low angle measurements are 

difficult to achieve, especially at 10 w impact energies, due to increased background of elastic 

signal. in addition, the ability of the apparatus to measure signals at small scattering angles 

is hindered by the finite angular resolution of the spectrometer as weii as from the effects of 

a finite scattering volume which increase as scattering angles are decreased. Effects of a £hite 

interaction volume on the rneasurernent of the DCS and EICP's are discussed in detail by 



Brinkrnan and Trajrnar [Brinkman 198 11 and Zetner et al. [Zetner 19901 respectively. 

Figure 5.9 shows the measured and calçuiated values of the charge cioud anisotropy 

P,'. The close-coupling theories show difficulty in reproducing the experirnental trends, even 

in a qualitative sense, at all measured impact energies. This seerns odd if one considers that 

the theory did rather well in predicting the behaviour of y. Sirnilar disparity between the 

pred ictive po wer of y versus P,' has previo usly k e n  O bserved by Martus et al. [Martus ! 99 1 ] 

and Zcttner ër al. [Zetner 19931 in cornparison between fZrst order perturbative theories and 

their measurements of S to P excitations in noble gases and 'S, to 'PI excitations in Ba 

respectively. 

Figure 5.1 O shows the calculated and experimentaiiy determïned values of the height 

parameter, h. The height parameter gives the relative excitation cross section of the negative 

reflection symrneû-y component of the charge cloud. In the case of 'S, to 'Pl excitations, the 

h parameter takes on the special significance of indicating the presence of spin dependent 

forces in the collision. In the absence of such forces, the excitation is described in a pure LS 

co upling scherne and the reflection symmetry about the scattering plane is conserved. S ince 

the 'S, state shows positive reflection symmetry, only positive reflection syrnrnetry P state 

orbitals çan be excited and the h parameter is required to be zero. Therefore, a nonzero h 

parameter indicates the presence of spin dependant forces. In the case of isotropie ID2 to 'PI 

excitations. the initial target state is of mixed reflection symmetry. Therefore, the negative 

reflection symmetry component of the 'P, state can be excited by reflection symmetry 

çonserving excitations fkom the negative reflection symmetry components of the '4 state. 



Thus. the h pararneter does not provide any information about spin effeçts during the collision 

but merely the relative cross section of the P state orbital aligned perpendicularly to the 

scattering plane. 

The degree of polarization, P', is shown in figure 5.1 I . The degree of polarization 

is given by 

and ranges between O and 1. Although P is not independent of the EICP { L I ,  y, P,', h }, it 

does, however, provide a rneasure of the coherence properties of the excitation. In the case 

of a ' S ,  to 'Pl excitation in purely LS coupled systerns, the electron spins play 

indistinguishable roles and the process is cornpletely coherent (F = 1). If spin flip processes 

can occur, then the indistinguishability is lost, dong with complete coherence. and P' is 

gznerally less than one. In the case of the current 'D2 to 'Pl excitations, incoherence is 

introduced by the summation over unresolved 'D, state rnagnetic sublevels. One would then 

expect that degree of polarization, or the level of coherence, would rernain low. However, 

figure 5.1 1 shows that P' attains values on the order of 0.5 for ail rneasured impact energies. 

In fact, the measureâ P' values reach a peak of 0.8 at 25" scattering angle for the 10 eV case 

which is in agreement with the CCC( 1 15) calculation. Although no significance regarding 

spin effects is associated with the P' pararneter for the '4 to 'P, excitation. the large values 

of P' indicate that certain amplitudes are dominant in the excitation process under the 

appropridte kinematic conditions. Figure 5.1 1 shows that the close-couphg calculations 



predict a larger value of PC at 20 and 40 eV than what was observed experimentdy. 

Sorne comments can be made regarding the behaviour of the EICP in the zero 

scattering angle Limit. It can be dernonstrated that the calculateci results presented here foilow 

the notion that electron impact excitation becornes equivalent to optical excitation in the 

forward scattering limit. if the scattering angle is zero. angular momentum conservation 

implies that the magnetic quantum nurnber, m. of the target can not change duMg the 

coliision, Le. Anr = O. In t h  Iimit, only ID2(& to 'P,(rn) excitations are possible for rn = O 

and rn = + I  where we chose m to represent the collision fiame magnetic quantum nurnber. 

Optical selection rules with Am = O (Le. the case of x-polarized iight) imply that the relative 

excitation probabilities of the 'P,(m = 0) and the 'P,(m = f 1) substates are 4/10 and 3/10 

respectively. Thus, we can write the excitation probabilities for p orbitals (p,, p, pd aligned 

dong the coilision came axes (xc, y", zc) as (3/10,3/10,4/10). Since the pararneters ic and 

h represent relative excitation cross section for the pz and p, orbitals respectively, we can give 

these pararneters in the forward scattering M t  to be A = 4/10 and h = 3/10. As seen in 

figures 5.5 and 5.10, the close-coupling calculations (and UDWA theory at 20 eV) do weii 

in predicting these limiting values, especiaiiy at 20 and 40 eV. 

Op tical selection d e s  can also provide limiting behaviour of the alignment angle, y, 

and the anisotropy parameter, PT. As discussed above, optical selection rules give the 

relative excitation probabilities of the p, and pz orbitals to be 3/10 and 4/10 respectively in the 

forward scattering ümit. This, therefore, impîies a charge cloud aligneci dong the collision 

kame quantization axis and thus y = O". Equations 5.23 and 5.24 then give the Stokes 



parameter P, - = O  and thus P,* = P ,  . And so. by rearranging equation 5.25 to get Pl in temis 

of A and h. we obtain P l - =  ln. This LiMt was demonstrated by the close-couphg 

calculations in figure 5.9. In contrast. the Iuniting behaviour for 'S, to 'P, excitations in LS 

coupled systems is cornpletely specified by angular momentum conservation. Specificaüy 

A = 1 which implies y = O 0 ,  P,' =Pl  = 1 and P, =O. Note that the limiting behaviour of L a  A 

is determined solely by angular momentum conservation in both instances. 

Li and Zetner [Li 19951 have made the suggestion that y = 90°as  opposed to O" in 

the forward scattering M t  for ID, to 'Pl excitations. The suggestion was based on a 

cornparison of their 20 eV impact energy data with FBA predictions for y taking y = W0 for 

the forward scattering value. Both y = O" and y = 9 0 "  satisfy the FBA requirement that the 

charge cloud be symrneaic about the momentum transfer vector. Their low angle 

rneasurements were consistent with the y = 90" version of the FBA calculation. However, 

the current measurernents can not rule out the possibility of rapid variations fiom the y = 0 O 

FBA predictions. In fact, the close-coupling calculations demonstrate such rapid variations 

fkom the y = O"  FBA predictions. This is aiso in agreement with the prediction of optical 

selection rules. 

5.5 Conclusions 

A set of scattering parameters including the DCS and the four natural £kame EICP 

have ken rneasured and presented for the (...6sSd 'DJ to (...6s6p 'Pl) excitation in '"Ba. 

The magnetic sublevel structure of the ID2 state was not resolved and so a total of five 



measured parameters completely spccified the excitation out of an isotopicaiiy populated ID2 

state. Cornpiete sets of measurernents were made at impact energies of 10 and 40 eV. A 

measurement of the DCS and A pararneter were made at 5" scattering angle and 20 eV impact 

energy to supplement the 20 eV parameters measured by Li and Zetner [Li 19961. These 

measurernents represent a significant extension of previous studies, which have predorninantty 

involved S to P excitations, into the regirne of excited state to excited state transitions. 

The measured DCS values are considerably srnalier than t hose previously rneasured 

for excitations of the (...6s6p 'Pl) level €rom the ground state. The rneasured coherence 

parameters show marked deviation in behaviour fiom previously rneasured excitations out of 

the ground state. Good agreement between measurement and the close-coupling theory is 

seen in some cases, especially the A pararneter (at aii impact energies) and ai l  the coherence 

parameters at 10 eV impact energy. However, calculation of these pararneters seems to be 

somewhat problematic in general The behaviour of the measured coherence pararneters in 

the forward scattering M t  are consistent with optical selection d e s  for Am = O transitions. 



Table 5.1 : Measured coherence parameters for the 'D, to 'Pl electron impact excitation in 
1 3 1  Ba. The uncenainty in each measurement is shown in parenthesis. 

Tabulated data for Eo = 20 e V  is £kom Li and Zetner [Li 19961 with the exception of the 
measurement identiflai by the syrnbol (t). 



Table 5.1 (continued): Measured coherence parameters for the 'D2 to 'PI electron Uiipact 
excitation in "8Ba. The uncenaùity in each rneasurernent is shown in parenthesis. 



Table 5.2: Measured relative and absolute differential cross sections for the ID2 to 'P, 
çlectron impact excitation in '"Ba The uncenainty in each measurement is shown in 
parenthesis. 

0 (degees) 1 E, = 10 eV 1 E,=20 eV' 1 E,=40eV 

Relative DBerential Cross Sections 

Absolute Differential Cross Sections ( 1 x 10 -16 cm2 sr -') 

Tabulated data for E, = 20 eV is fkom Li and Zetner [Li 19961 with the exception of the 
measurement identifid by the symbol (t). 



Table 5.3: The natural fiame coherence parameters for the '4 to 'P, electron impact 
excitation in "'Ba derived fYom the measured coherence parameters in table 5.1. The 
uncertainty in each rneasurernent is shown in parenthesis. 

0 (degrees) 1 L 1 y (degrees) 1 PI* 1 h 1 P * 

E, = 20 eV' 

Tabulated data for E, = 20 eV is fiom Li and Zetner [Li 1995, 19961. Data points rnarked 
with the symbol (t) are taken from Li and Zetner [Li 19951 but have k e n  corrected for a 90" 
error in their published values. 



Table 5.3 (continued): The natural fiame coherence parameters for the 'D, to 'P, electron 
impact excitation in ' " ~ a  denved firom the measured coherence parameters in table 5.1. The 
uncertaint y in each rneasurement is shown in parenthesis. 
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Figure 5.2: Measured and calculated values o f  the P l  Stokes parameter for the ID, to 'Pl 

excitation in 'l'Ba ai impact energies: (a) Eo = 10 eV, (b) E, = 20 eV. and (c) Eo = 40 eV. 

The convergent close-coupling (CCC( 1 1 5)) and 55 state close-coupling (CC(55)) calculatio ns 

of Fursa and Bray [Johnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. 

Present measurernents are displayed as solid circles with error bars. The measurernents of Li 

and Zetner [Li 19961 are shown as open circles with error bars. 
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Figure 5.3: Measured and calculated values of the Pz Stokes parameter for the 'DL to 'PI 

excitation in 13'Ba at impact energies: (a) Eo = 10 eV, (b) E,, = 20 eV. and (c) Eo = 40 eV. 

The convergent close-coupling (CCC( 1 15)) and 55 stateclose-couphg (CC(55)) calculations 

of Fursa and Bray [Johnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. 

Present measurements are displayed as solid circles with error bars. The rneasurements of Li 

and Zetner [Li 19961 are shown as open circles with error bars. 
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Figure 5.4: Measured and calculated values of the P,  Stokes parameter for the 'D2 to 'P, 

excitation in " ' ~ a  at impact energies: (a) Eo = 10 eV. (b) Eo = 20 eV. and (c) Eo = 40 eV. 

The convergent close-couphg (CCC( 1 15)) and 55 stateclose-coupling (CC(55)) calculations 

of Fursa and Bray [Johnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. 

Present measurements are displayed as solid circles with error bars. The measurements of Li 

and Zetner [Li 19961 are shown as open circles with error bars. 
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Figure 5.5: Measured and calculated values of the 1 parameter for the ID, to 'P, excitation 

in ""Ba at impact energies: (a) E, = 10 eV, (b) E, = 20 eV, and (ç) E, = 40 eV. The 

convergent close-couphg (CCC(115)) and 55 state close-coupling (CC(55)) calculations of 

Fursa and Bray [Johnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. 

Present measurements are displayed as solid circles with error bars. The rneasurernents of Li 

and Zetner [Li 19961 are shown as open circles with error bars. At 20 eV impact energy, the 

results of a unitarized distorted wave calculation carried out by Clark and Csanak [Clark 

19951 are shown as a dashed c w e .  
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Figure 5.6: Measured and calculated differential cross sections for the ID2 to 'P, excitation 

in "%a at impact energies: (a) E, = 10 eV. (b) E, = 20 eV. and (c) E, = 40 eV. The 

convergent close-coupling (CCC(l15)) and 55 state close-coupling (CC(55)) caiculations of 

Fursa and Bray [Johnson 19993 are plotted as soiid curves and dotted curves respectively. 

Present measurements are displayed as solid circles with error bars. T h e  measurements of Li 

and Zetner [Li 19961 are shown as open circles with error bars. At 20 eV impact energy. the 

results of a unitarized distoned wave calculation carried out by Clark and Csanak [Clark 

19951 are shown as a dashed curve. 
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Figure 5.7: The L ,  - parameter for the ID, to 'P, excitation in '%Ba at irrtpact energies: (a) 

E,, = 10 eV. (b) E, = 20 eV. and (c) E, = 40 eV. The results of the convergent close-coupling 

(CCC(115)) and 55 state close-coupling (CC(55)) calculations of Fursa and Bray [Johnson 

1 9991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. Results derived fiom the 

present measurements (açcording to equation 5.22) are displayed as solid circles with error 

bars. The results derived fiom the measurements of Li and Zetner [Li 1995; 19961 are shown 

as open circles with error bars. 
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Figure 5.8: The alignment angle. y. for the 'D, to 'PI excitation in ' " ~ a  at impact energies: 

(a) E,, = 10 eV, (b) E, = 20 eV, and (c) E, = 40 eV. The results of the convergent ciose- 

coupling (CCC(115)) and 55 state close-coupling (CC(55)) calculations of Fursa and Bray 

[JO hnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. Results derived 

from the present measurements (according to equation 5.24) are displayed as solid circles 

with error bars. The results derived fiom the measurernents of Li and Zetner [Li 19951 are 

shown as open circles with error bars. A calculation in the 6rst bom approximation is 

presented as a dashed curve. 
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Figure 5.9: The anisotropy parameter. P,'. for the IDZ to 'PI excitation in "'Ba at impact 

energies: (a) E, = IO eV, (b) E, = 20 eV, and ( c )  E, = 40 eV. The results of the convergent 

close-couphg (CCC( 1 15)) and 55 state close-couphg (CC(55)) calculations of Fursa and 

Bray [Johnson 19991 are piotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. Results 

derived from the present rneasurements (according to equation 5.23) are disptayed as solid 

circles with error bars. The resuits derived from the rneasurements of Li and Zetner [Li 19951 

are shown as open cirçles with error bars. 
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Figure 5.10: The height parameter, h, for the 'D2 to 'P, excitation in '%a at impact energies: 

( a )  E,, = 10 eV. (b) E, = 20 eV, and (c) E, = 40 eV. The results of the convergent close- 

c o u p h g  (CCC(I15)) and 55 state close-coupling (CC(55)) calculations of Fursa and Bray 

[Johnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. Results derived 

ti-om the present measuremnts (according to equation 5.22) are displayed as solid circles 

with error bars. The results derived from the measurements of Li and Zetner [Li 1995; 19961 

are shown as open circles with error bars. 
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Figure 5.1 1: The polarization parameter. P *. for the ID2 to 'Pi excitation in 13'Ba at impact 

energies: (a) E, = 10 eV. (b) Eo = 20 eV. and (c)  Eo = 40 eV. The results of the convergent 

close-coupling (CCC( 1 15)) and 55 state close-couphg (CC(55)) caiculations of Fursa and 

Bray [Johnson 19991 are plotted as solid curves and dotted curves respectively. Results 

derived £rom the present measurernents (according to equation 5.26) are displayed as solid 

circles with error bars. The results derived korn the rneasurements of Li and Zetner [Li 19951 

are shown as open circles with error bars. 
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Chapter 6 

Measurements of Electron Impact Coherence Parameters for 

Superelastic De-Excitations to the (...6s6p 'P,) level frorn 

Higher Lying States in 13'Ba 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a series of rneasurements, significantly different f5om those discussed 

in the previous two chapters, are presented. Once again, the experiments involve scattering 

electrons frorn barium atoms opticaily prepared in the (...6s6p 'P,) state. However. the 

current experiments were performed in the inelastic region of the energy loss spectrum and, 

as such. provided information about superelastic processes ending on the (...6s6p 'P,) state. 

Furthermore, the experirnents involved developing specua over a range of energy loss which 

contained a number of inelastic features. 

This contrasts sharply with the rneasurements presented earlier in which scattering 

signal was coliected for individual superelastic features. In the case of the superelastic 

spectnim, spectral features are few and far between. Thus. one can lock the specaometer to 

a desired feature, knowing that other features are not conmbuting to the measured scattering 

signal. Background noise is the only source of unwanted signals and is easily determined by 



blocking the laser ba rn  

In the present case, the density of spectral features in the inelastic spectrum, arising 

from target atoms in aii the States populated during the pumphg cycle, necessitated the 

accumulation of a senes of spectra over a range of energy loss. The utilization of a spectrum 

unfolding procedure then aliowed for the removal of signals orïginating on leveb other than 

the (...6s6p 'Pl) leveL 

One advantage of this type of measurement is that information about more than one 

transition can be O btain in a single experiment. The made off cornes in the forrn of increased 

experimentai and analytical di£iïculty. The O bvious experirnental drawbacks include the 

increased data taking time required to develop spectra as weii as an increased demand on the 

energy resolution of the spectrorneter. 

Analyticaiiy, the current scherne is much more involved than that employed in the 

previous two chapters. The comptication arises due to the optical pumping scherne which 

produces target atorns in the (...6s5d 'DJ, (...6sSd ' ~ 3 ,  and the (...6s6p 'Pl) levels in addition 

to the ground state (...6s2 'S,) atorns. Since we are currently interested in the inelastic 

features originating on the laser-excited (...6s6p 'Pl) level, a scherne had to be developed in 

order to subtract the contributions to the scattering signals originating from the (.. .6s2 'S,). 

(..-6s5d 'Dc), and (...6s5d 'D3 levels. The details for i s o l a ~ g  the inelastic features arising 

from the laser-excited (...6s6p 'Pl) level will k discussed in detail later in the chapter. 

Ultimately, the goai was to determine the fuil set of naturai fiame EICP's for as many 

superelastic processes from higher lying levels to the (...6s6p 'P,) level as possible (within the 

rneasured range of energy loss). This was accomplished by collecting spectra as a function 



of laser geornetry and polarization at 20 eV impact energy and i s o i a ~ g  the inelastic features 

arising fiom the laser-excited (...6s6p 'P,) leveL By integrating the spectral features, 

scattering intensities were found and then combined to form the Stokes and A parameters for 

the tirne- inverse superelastic processes. These parameters were then converted into the 

natural fkarne EICP's in an analogous way to that discussed in Chapter 5. 

It should be noted that, previously, measurernents of inelastic differential cross 

sections for various transitions originating on the (...6s6p 'P,) level of '"Ba have been 

rneasured in a similar experirnent by Zetner et al. [Zetner 19971. 

6.2 Measurement Theory 

As mentioned in the introduction, much of the masurement theory is the same as in 

Chapter 5. Measurernents were made with the same combinations of laser geornemes and 

po larizations. Therefore, given that scattering intensities for various inelastic features could 

be obtainea, their tirne-inverse related Stokes and ri parameters could be consmcted through 

equations 5.10-13. Natural fiame EICP's could then be obtained via equations 5.22-25. 

Obviously, if one wants to obtain inelastic spectra originating on the laser-excited 

(...bs6p 'Pl) level, one must perform the experirnent with the laser centred on the interaction 

region. However, in this situation, the optical pumping of the barium atoms provides 

significant populations in the (...6sSd 'DJ, (...6sM 'D3, and (...6s6p 'Pl) levels as weii as the 

ground state (...6s2 'S,,) level (referred to as the D, P and S levels throughout this chapter; D 

representing both D levels). This introduced the biggest difficulty in the curent experirnents; 

narnely, the elimination of contributions to the scattering signal fkom atoms in the S and D 



States. A summary of ' 3 8 ~ a  energy levels relevant to this study is given in table 6.1 while iists 

of rivailable transitions f?om the D and P states (within the relevant energy loss range) are 

found in tables 6.2 and 6.3. 

The isolation of P state spectra was accomplished by an "unfolding" procedure in 

which three types of spectra for each laser poiarization and geometry were measured and 

suitably cornbined. The first type of spectrum taken was referred to as a "laser-centre" 

spectrum. This is, as its name implies, one in which the laser was c e n t d  on the interaction 

region and contained features originating fÎom the S, D, and P levels. The scattered electron 

intensity as a function of energy loss (Le. the spectrum) for the laser-centre case is denoted 

1 ' - (AE).  

The sec0 nd class of spectrum, the "laser-Io w" specmm, contained features originating 

on the S and D levels and is denoted I L ( ~ ~ ) .  A laser-low spectrum was taken by directing 

the laser beam upstream of the interaction region in the bariurn atom beam By doing so, one 

aiiowed the laser-excited atorns to spontaneously relax to the S and D states by the time the 

ato rns drifted into the interaction region. 

The third type of spectnim was the "laser-off' spectnim.. As one would expect, this 

was a spectrum taken with the laser blocked by the shutter and only contains features 

originating from the S state. These spectra were taken in conjunction with the laser-centre 

and laser-low spectra and are denoted 130 and I ~ A E )  respectively. 

Figure 6.1 shows the possible inelastic transitions for each of the three types of spectra 

while figure 6.2 shows the relationship between the atom beam laser beam, and interaction 

centre for the three types of spectra 



Table 6.1 : Survey of energy levels in '"Ba relevant to the present study. Level assignments 
and excitation energies given by Moore [Moore 19581. 

ppppp 

Assignment Energy (eV) 

6s' 'S, 0.000 

6s5d 'D, 1.142 

6s6p 'P, 1.675 

6s5d 'D, 1.413 

6s6p 'Pl 2.239 

6p5d 'F2 2.736 

6p5d 'D, 2.86 1 

6p5d 'F3 2.845 

5d2 ID2 2.859 

5dZ 'P, 2.9 1 1 

5dZ 'Pz 2.966 

6p5d 'Dl 2.999 

6p5d 'D, 3.041 

6p5d 'D, 3.097 

6p5d 'P, 3.187 

6p5d 'P, 3.2 18 

6s7s 'SI 3.243 

6p5d IF3 3.325 

Assignrnent Energy (eV) 

6s7s 'S, 3.500 

6p5d 'Pl 3.540 

6s7p 'Po 3.8 12 

6s7p 'Pl 3.82 1 

6s7p 'Pz 3.842 

6s6d 'D, 3.806 

6s6d '& 3.8 13 

6s6d 'D, 3.82 1 

6s6d 'D, 3.749 

6pz 'Po 4.277 

6p2 'Pl 4.3 17 

6s8s 'S, 4.204 

6s7p 'Pl 4.035 

6p2 'D, 4.382 

6s7d 'D, 4.64 1 

6s9p 'P, 4.683 

6s8d ID, 4.780 



Table 6.2: Summary of excitations from the initial (...6sSd 'Dz) and (...6s5d 'Da levels in 
"'Ba relevant to the present study [Zetner 19971. 

Initial State Assignrnent AE (eV) 
- - - 

Initial State Assignrnent AE (eV) 



Table 6.3: Summary of excitations onginating on the (...6s6p 'P,) level in "'Ba relevant to 
the present study. 

Assignrnent Energy (eV) Assignment Energy (eV) 

6s6d 3D, 1.567 

6s7p 'P, 1.573 

6s6d 'D, 1.574 

6s6d ID, 1,582 

6s7p 'P, 1.582 

6s7p 'Pz 1.603 

6s7p 'Pl 1.796 

6s8s 'SI 1,965 

6pZ 'Po 2.038 

6p2 'Pl 2,078 



Figure 6.1 : Possible inelastic transitions in the three types of spectra taken. 
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Figure 6.2: The relationship between the Ba and laser beams with respect to the interaction 

centre in the three types of spectra taken. 



By scaling the spectra appropriately, one could fist subtract the appropriate laser-off 

spec tra kom the laser40 w and laser-centre spectra leaving proc-essed spectra contauiing 

feritures fiom the D state. I,(AE), and spectra containing features from the D and P States. 

A . With a hirther scalùig, the ID(A E) spectra could be subtracted from the IDp(A E)  

spectra yielding processed laser-centre spectra containuig oniy excitations out of the P state, 

Ip (AE) .  This enabled the integraion of P to higher state features, denoted X, which gave the 

scattering intensities related to these transitions as a function of laser poiarization and 

geornetry. Therefore, the EICP's for the related X to P superelastic transitions could be 

determined by combining the appropnate s c a t t e ~ g  intensities according to the recipe 

outlined in Chapter 5. 

6.3 Experimental Details and Data Analysis 

Throughout the course of the current measurements, the specuorneter was outfitted 

with the high resolution gun and was operated with system resolutions on the order of 80 to 

Y 0  meV. The gun operated with typical ernission currents of 75 nA. The oven was heated 

to a typical operating temperature of 760" C with a barn collimation of about 10: 1. During 

the measurernents, the background pressure in the charnber was less than 1 x 1 0 - ~  torr. 

Essentialiy, the setup of the apparatus for the current experiments was identical to that 

for the  IDZ to P excitation measurements of Chapter 5. This includes such things as 

instaliatio n of the retardation plates, laser geometries, calibrations etc.. Again, the 

perpendicular laser/oven geornetry was used to determine the Stokes pararneters, while the 

45" geometry was used to determine the A pararneters. The fundamental dBerence in the 



actual data taking was that instead of locking the spectrometer on a spectral feature through 

the course of a measurernent, the analyser bias was ramped to produce energy loss spectra. 

Each masurement began by rneasuring laser-centre spectra at a particular s c a t t e ~ g  

angle. The oven and laser beam were set up in the appropnate geomtry with the appropriate 

retardation plate to rneasure the desired parameter. After tuning the spectrorneter, care was 

taken to ensure that the Iaser was centred on the interaction region by maximithg the P to 

S superelastic scattering signai. The spectrorneter was then set up to rarnp the analyser bias 

in such a way as to collect an energy loss spectrum which encompassed the elastic peak, the 

S to P inelastic featwe, and aU the features in between (-0.5 eV r AE 5 2.5 eV). 

As in Chapter 5, each rneasured parameter (the Stokes and A parameters) required 

s c a t t e ~ g  intensities rehted to two laser polarizations. The masurement began by rotating 

the retardation plate into the first required position and then coilecting an energy loss 

spectrum in a given number of MCS chameh (chosen so the energy resolution of the MCS 

was much finer than the system resolution). The retardation plate was then rotated into the 

second required position. A second energy loss spectrum was then colîected for the second 

laser po larization. Finally, the shutter blocked the laser beam and a laser-off spectrum was 

taken. This sequence constituted one MCS sweep and was repeated until a spectnim of 

suitable quality was produced. 

As wüi be discussed later in this chapter, Our unfolding procedure required a 

superelastic energy loss spectrum containhg the P to 'D, and P to S features, measured under 

the same experimentai conditions as the laser-centre spectra. This aiiowed for the 

determination of relative P and D state populations in the target atoms which was required 



for relative scaling of the spectra These spectra were taken by periodically pausing the laser- 

centre rneasurement and taking a superelastic spectrum at low scattering angle (for faster 

accumulation times; typically 5 " )  for both laser polarizations. The various superelastic 

spectra could later be compared to ascertain whether drifting in the spectromter tuning had 

ocourred. Since this was not in evidence, the various superelastic spectra were combined to 

form a single spectrum for each laser polarization. In this way, each laser-centre 

masurement contained inelastic spectra at two laser potarizations, one with the laser off, 

dong with low angle superelastic spectra at each laser polarization. 

Laser-low spectra were then taken immediately after the iaser-centre spectra. This 

meünt that the two measurernents were made under the same experimental conditions (Le. 

spectrorneter tuning). The laser-low laser position was found by Iocking the spectrorneter 

onto the P to S superelastic feature in the laser-centre position. The mirror directing the laser 

beam was then adjusted so that the laser was iilurninating the Ba beam upstream of the 

interaction region. By monitoring the P to S superelastic signal on a raterneter, it could be 

detemiined how far upstream the laser had to be in order to ensure a negligible P state 

population at the interaction region. At this point the P to S superelastic signal went to zero. 

The sarne procedure used for rneasuring the laser-centre spectrum was then foilowed (with 

the omission of the superelastic spectra). We, therefore, obtained inelastic laser-Iow spectra 

at the same two laser polarizations as the laser-centre spectra, dong with an associated laser- 

off spectnirn It was important to coilect laser-low spectra at both laser polarizations in case 

the population of the D state sublevels was dependent on the laser poiarization. 

Measurements of this kind were carrïeù out at 7", IO0,  and 13" scattering angle at 



an impact energy of 20 eV. For each angle, four sets of measurernents with a given laser 

geornetry and two b e r  polarizations relating to P,, P,, P,, and Â were taken. Each set 

included laser-centre spectra at each of the two appropriate iaser poiarizations with their 

corresponding laser-off and superelastic spectra, plus laser-low spectra at each laser 

po larization with t heir corresponding laser-off spectrum. 

A couple of exceptions to the above procedure should be noted. The first exception 

was in the case of the P, and Pz measurernents. As dkussed in the previous chapter, both 

P, and P ,  are determined using the A/2 retardation plate at four difXerent orientations. in  the 

case of 7 O and 10" scattering angle, the scattering signal was sufficient to coiiect spectra at 

ai.1 four positions (laser polarizations) necessary to determine both P, and PL, plus a laser-off 

spectrum in one measurement. This sirnply meant that there were two more spectra per MCS 

sweep. Also, for the sarne cases, the superelastic spectra were taken at the s m  time as the 

inelastic spectra. This was done by rarnping the energy loss fiom about -2.5 eV to +2.5 eV. 

M e r  the spectra were taken, the MCS sweeps were broken up to separate the 

individual energy loss spectra. It was then necessary to calibrated the MCS channel numbers 

to give the appropriate energy loss values (x-axis). This calibration was accomplished by 

determinhg the locations of the two strongest peaks: the elastic peak and the S to P inetastic 

feature. The locations in energy loss of these two peaks are known to be 0 . 0  eV (by 

definition) for the elastic pedc and 2.239 eV [Moore 19581 for the S to P feature which made 

this calibration a straight forward matter. Examples of the four "classes" of raw spectra 

(laser-centre, laser-low, laser-off, superelastic) are shown in figure 6.3. 

In addition to the desired s c a t t e ~ g  signals, the various inelastic spectra contained a 
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Figure 6.3: Exarnples of the four types of raw spectra required to isolate a 'P, to X specnum; 

narnely (a) Iriser-centre, (b) laser40 w, (c) laser-off, and (d) superelastic. The examples 

presented were rneasured with an impact energy of 20 eV. at 10" scattering angle, and the 

laser in the perpendicular geornetry with polarization at 90" with respect to forward 

scattering. The features relevant to the determination of the various scaling factors are 

indicated on the plots. In the superelastic plot, the 'P, to ID, feature is ais0 noted due to its 

importance in the previous chapter. 
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certain amount of background noise. Furthermore, due to the relative size of the elastic peak, 

a non-negligible contribution to the spectra came from its taiL In order to subtract the 

background and elastic t d  contributions, the laser-off spectra were analysed. In these 

spectra. the only possible/visible contributions above the background, other than the S to P 

transition (2.239 eV). lay on and between leV and 1.75 eV (Le the ground state (...6s2 'S,) 

to (...6s5d 'D,,,), (...6s5d 'D3. and (...6s6p 'P,.,.J features). Therefore. in order to 

quantitatively assess the background contribution, signal-deleted versions of the laser-off 

spectra were created by deleting the signals between 1 .O and 1.75 eV and above 1.9 eV. This 

procedure left pure background spectra without any contributions kom ground state features. 

Furthermore, the signals associated with the "peak" of the elastic feature were removed by 

deleting those below 0.2 eV. 

It was found that a double exponential decay of the form 

represented the background spectra very weiL Therefore, the above function was fit to ail 

of the signal-deleted laser off spectra, using a commerciaiiy available software package, giving 

an analytical expression for the background, including contributions fiom the elastic tail. An 

example of a background fit is shown in figure 6.4. 

The background was then subtracted fkom the laser-off spectra. Each laser-off 

spectrum was associated with two laser-on spectra (laser-centre or laser-low; four in the case 

of the 7" and 10" P, and P2 rneasurements). Since the laser-off spectra were taken under 

identical experimental conditions as the associated laser-on spectra (the oniy difference k i n g  
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Figure 6.4: An example of a double-exponentiai fit to the background signai plus elastic ta& 

The fit is made to the laser-off data for which the regions less than 0.2 eV, between 1 eV and 

1.75 eV, and greater than 1.9 eV have been deleted. The particular data set shown is the 

laser-off spectrum taken with the laser-centre spectra at 10" scattering angle during the P ,  

and P, rneaswernents. 



t he  lack of laser Light), the above background determination also applied to the latter. Thus, 

the background function was subtracted fiom the laser-off spectrum as well as the related 

Iriser-on spectra. In this way, background and elastic taii contributions were removed from 

d l  laser-centre, laser-low, and laser-off spectra. 

The background signal was also remved fÎom the superelastic spectra. Background 

signal was determined by integrating the superelastic spectra between the P to S and the 'D2 

to S features and on the negative side of the P to S feature where no evidence of structure 

was seen. This result was divided by the number of MCS channek in the integration to give 

the average background per channel under the assumption ofconstant background (borne out 

by inspection) . This number was then subtracted fiom each channel in the spectra. 

Our next task was to remove al1 ground state contributions from the laser-centre and 

laser-Io w spectra, foiIo wed by the removal of t he D state CO ntributions in the processed laser- 

centre spectra. In order to do this, a number a scaling factors had to be utilized. We now 

discuss our unfolding procedure for isolating spectra originating £tom the P state. It wili be 

shown that ail of the necessary scaling factors can be determuled from the data coilected. 

We begin by discussing the laser-low spectra. First, we define the fÎactiona1 

populations of atoms in the S and D States 

where the populations, N, for the individual levels are specified by the subscripts S and D (D 

representing both of the '4 and 'D, levels) while no subscript indicates the total population. 



The above ratios must, of course, saris@ the constraint CL + A ~ =  1. With these definitions, 

expressions for the laser-low spectra in t e m  of the total population, p. the partial 

differential cross sections of the S state. PDCS ,(Al?), and the D states, PDCS D(AE)- The 

population of the D state is, in generai, dependent on the laser polarkation state. Therefore, 

wt: make use of the partial difEerential cross section which gives the dii3erenti.d cross section 

for a particular population distribution arnong the of basis states present (See [Li 19961 and 

Chapter 5). The Laser-low spectra can be expressed as 

and 

where the CL represents aii other multiplicative factors such as elecnon beam intensity, 

dstector efficiency, etc.. From the above two expressions, it is clear that one can isolate a 

spectrurn originating from the  D state by subtracting the associated laser-off spectrurn after 

scaling by the ratio ZL. We wrïte this expïcitly as 

L  L  L L L  ID(AE) = 1 '(AB - Z IoB(AE) = C N A PDCS ,(AE). (6.5) 

A similar analysis is now undertaken to remove the S state contributions to the laser- 

centre spectra. Fractionai populations of the S, D, and P states can be de6ned in terms of the 

populations, N, of these levels (indicated by the appropriate subscripts) and the total atomic 

target population, fl, as 



These ratios must satisfy the constraint ZC +bC + = I . Expressions for the laser-centre 

scattering intensities can be written in terrns of the total population and the partial differential 

cross sections of each of the levels present in the target population as 

I ~ A E )  = c C~~~~ ,(AE) 

and 

From the above two equations, it is clear that a specsum of only D and P state contributions 

can be O btained by subtracting the laser-off spectra fiom the laser-on spectra after scaling by 

the ratio zC. This can be written as 

Finaiiy, we need to rernove the D state contribution !?om the above expression. In 

order to accomplish this, we define the quantity 

By rnultiplying the expression for / , (AE) by q, we obtain 

C ~ L  PDCS 

Now, if we rearrange the expression for /DP(AE) to look iike 



it is easy to see that a specuurn originating on the P state cm be obtained by combining 

equations 6.1 1 and 6.12 in the following way. 

In order to proceed, the various scaling factors in the above equation must be 

determined. This is accomplished by making a number of assumptions. The first assumption 

to be made k that the S to P inelastic peak intensity is large enough that one can ignore 

contributions to the scattering signal from any other underlying transitions. This is done in 

both laser-centre and laser-low cases. The consequence of this assumption is that one can 

determine relative ground state populations from the S to P feature intensities in the laser-on 

and laser-off spectra. In the laser-low spectra, our assurnption gives PDCS *(2.24eV) =O and 

~ U O W S  one to write 

In the laser-centre case, our assunrption is that PDCS .(2.24eV) = O and PDCS ,(2.24eV) = O 

which gives 

The quantity q is also determined by ratios of S to P intensities. However, in this 



case. no approximation is necessary. By exarnining the equations 6.3,6.7, and 6.10, it is clear 

that q can be determined by the ratio of laser-off S to P feature intensities fkom the laser- 

centre, and laser-low rneasurements. Specifïcally, we can write 

Having determined zL. one can detemine AL. Recaii the constraint on the relative 

laxr-lo w S and D populations ( Z L  + AL = 1 ). By rearranging this expression we obtain 

which is determined by equation 6.14. 

Determination of AC is somewhat more difficult. As with  the^^ case. we begh by 

rearranging the constraint on the relative S. D, and P level populations ( zC +AC + $'= 1 ) to 

give 

(6.18) 

where 

Therefore. the problem of determining A ~ .  is that of h d h g  the relative P to D level 

populations Ui the laser-centre spectra. 

The relative P and D populations are determined via the measured superelastic feature 



intensities for the P to S and 'D, to S transitions. Indicating superelastic transitions with a 

superscript "super", we write 

Here. ~ f l  represents the effective scattering volume [Brinkman 198 11 and PDCS gives the 

partial differential cross section of the transition indicated by the subscripts f Li 19961. 

At this point, two assumptions are made. Fist, it is assumed that the excited state 

spatial distributions of the P and D atorns are the same, Le. v;' = ~ g .  As will be seen later 

in the chapter, this is not a panicularly good assurnption and, as such, represents a weakness 

in the current analytical scheme. Secondly, it is assumed that there is no alignment or 

orientation of the D state atorns in laser-centre spectra. This results in replacing the PDCS 

with the DCS for the ' D ~  to S transition. This assumption is based on unpublished attempts 

to measure alignrnent and orientation for this transition (in the laser centre arrangement) 

which gave no indication of such behaviour. Further support for this assumption is shown 

in figure 6.5. The figure shows a typical example of a difference spectnim forrned by 

su buacting two raw laser-low spectra which were taken with different laser polarizations (in 

the sarne measurement; i.e. for the two poiarizations required for a given parameter). S ince 

the two spectra were taken in the same rneasurement, the subuaction automaticdy eluninates 

background and ground state contributions, leaving ody differences due to polarization 

dependent D state transitions. if there was any D state polarization dependence, one would 

see positive or negative going peaks were the polarization dependent features lay. In the 
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Figure 6.5: An example of a dserence spectrum between raw laser-low spectra taken for the 

P, measurement at I O 0  scattering angle. Since the specua were taken in the sarne 

measurement. the ground state and background signal are automatically taken care of in the 

subtraction. If no polarization of the D state features is present. the difference spectra will 

scatter about zero with an average value of zero (whkh occurs to within a good 

approximation). 



event of no polarization dependance, one expects to see a scatter about zero which averages 

to zero. This test was performed on al1 laser-low spectra indicating, to a reasonable 

approximation, no polarization dependence in the D state transitions in ail instances. 

A discussion of the polarization independence of the D state populations in the laser- 

centre and Iaser-low arrangements can be found in Zetner et al. [Zetner 19991. They argue 

that although relaxation of laser-excited P state atoms will, in generai, produce an Lnitialiy 

anisotropic D state population, this population is depolarized by radiation trapping effects. 

Although the laser pumping region is weii defined by the overlap of the laser and atornic 

bearns, scattered resonance radiation is visible dong the length of the barium beam The 

intensity of this scattered radiation is low, but the effective interaction length for re-absorption 

is long ( O S " ,  €rom oven to interaction region). Therefore, successive absorptions and re- 

ernissions will produce randomly oriented P state atoms which, through spontaneous 

srnission, will lead to an isotropic D state population drifting into the interaction region. 

S ince we observe strong evidence of this depolarkation in the laser-low spectra, we assume 

that the same rnechanism is at work in the laser-centre spectra as well. 

The PDCS for the P to S transition can be written in accordance with the discussion 

laid out in Chapter 5 as 

PDCS,, = 3 K DCS,-, (6.2 1 ) 

where the K factor is defined by equations 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7 (see [Li 19961) and is expressed 

in ternis of laser geometry and polarization as weii as collision frame density rnatrix elements. 



These values were calculateci based on the known laser beam georneny and polarkation state 

along with available experirnental superelastic data for the P to S transition at 20 eV impact 

energy [Zetner 1993; Li 19941. 

Equation 6.20 can now be written as 

The principle of detailed balance, which was introduced in Chapter 5, can be used to related 

the supereiastic differential cross sections in the above expression to those for the reiated 

inelastic processes. Application of this principle yields 

and 

where the g's represent the degeneracies of the levels indicated by the subscripts. Putting the 

appropriate values into these equations we can define 

If one rnakes the approximation 



then the quantity, a, can be determined using the data of Jensen et al. [Jensen 19783 which 

contains the needed DCS's at 20 eV impact energy (interpolated in scattering angle when 

necessary). Therefore, 

N =  super 

'4 - -  I I ~ - ~  
- 3Kcil- 

N,' 1 : -  

with K and a known. 

The above expression gives the relative ID, to P level populations. In order to 

subtract the  D state features, we require knowledge of the relative D to P level populations. 

Recall that there are two D levels present in the purnping cycle. As discussed in Chapter 4, 

70% of the total D population is in the ID, level while 30% is in the 'D, level (Le. 

N ,' = 0.7 NE and N: = 0.3 N: ). Therefore, equation 6.27 k easiiy adjusted to give the 
4 D? 

relative D to P populations by replacing N: by 0.7~:, i-e. 
0 2  

super 

3 ' ID , -S*  - - K a  
N,' 0.7 1 ; ~  

At this point al the information necessary to isolate inelastic spectra from the 

experiment çan be found within the rneasurements taken. However, a couple of 

improvernents can be made. Recaii that for each rneasured parameter, spectra were taken for 

two laser polarizations, and also that we have assumed no aügnment or  orientation of the 



cascade populated D levels. This assumption can be used to rnake a rehement in the 

determination of the D and P relative populations. in the case of the P, and P, rneasurernents 

at 7 " and 10 O scattering angle, the superelastic spectra were taken at the two polarizations 

needed for the parameter in question in the same masurement. in this instance, the 

appropriate superelastic scatterhg intensities can be added together to give 

3 u I , " p e r ( ~ )  + r ;;;(~r . 
- - - -  (K(qJ> +miCr 3 )  

D2-S 

Np 0.7 2 super super  ip-s (go +ips (q -1 

This is desirable on two levels. Fust, the ID, to S intensity is weak, and so the improved 

statistics of adding spectra is advantageous. Secondly, assuming that the sum of 

i i"J(~) + I ,;::($3 is polarization independent is a better assumption than assuming no 

alignment and orientation at alL 

A sirnilar refinernent for the other rneasurernents can also be made. In these 

measurernents the superelastic spectra were taken at the two polarizations independently. 

Therefore, they must be norrnalized before combining them The normaiization makes use 

of the P to S feature intensities at each polarization, i.e. 

The normlization factor can then be defined as 

with the relative D to P population as 



super G - 3 a - - - -  
I ;;(JI) + el  Io ,(q 3 

+ u q  3) 2 

NP= 0.7 2 
super super 

1p-S (JI) +EIp.S ($3  

The Stokes parameters are defined for the P to S transition as 

whcre PK = P , .  Pz, Pz. for (JI.Jrr) = (0°.900). (-4S0,4S0). (RHC,LHC). Therefore the 

normrtlization factor for the Stokes pararneter measurements can be written as 

f 1 - P x .  
<Px = - 

super 
IfLS ($7 1 +Px 

The Ir. pararneter is defined as 

( (q, $ ') = (O0? 90°) ; 45 O geornetry) giving the normalkation 

super 
IP-s (q) 1 - A -  

4* = - 
[;y797 2A 

Another refinernent can be made using the assumption that the D state features are 

polarization independent. With this assumption, the laser-low spectra taken at the two 

polarizations, denoted Jr and JI'. required for a given parameter can be summed topther. 

This has the advantage of improving the counting statistics of the laser-low spectra. 

However, this artificially ùicreases the laser-low count rates. Therefore, care must be taken 

to add factors of 1.4 (% in 7 O and 10" P, and P, measurements) into the isolation procedure 
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in order to account for the addition, 

Before proceeding. sorne discussion on how the various intensities required for scaiing 

were arrived at is warranted. In aii, eight feature intensities were required to give the scaling 

factors necessary for isolation of a single P state specuurn These included intensities of the 

S to P inelastic features for the laser-centre, iaser-low, and each of the two corresponding 

laser-off spectra. In addition, the P to S and 'D, to S superelastic feature intensities at two 

different laser polarizations were required. These intensities were found by fitting the features 

to a double Gaussian distribution of the fonn 

using a comrcia l iy  rivailable software package. in this fitting, the pararneter xc marked the 

location of the feature and was held constant at the known Location of the feature in question. 

The pararneter A scaled the size of the feature, while all other parameters determined the 

lineshape. After fitting, the intensity/area was given by A (1 +R) . In the case of the inelastic 

fits, the laser-off S to P feature was weii isolated fkom other features and was fit fist. The 

corresponding laser-on features were then fit using the same lineshape by IeaMng di 

parameters fixed at the laser-off values except A which aiiowed the height (area/intensity) of 

the feature to be scaled. 

In the case of the superelastic fits, the P to S was by far the strongest feature. 

Therefore, the P to S feature was fit first, with all parameters except xc king varied. The 

corresponding ID, to S feature was then fit with its location fked at the correct energy loss 



with the rernaining parameters ûxed at the P to S values with the exception of A. Again this 

aiiowed scaling of the fixed lineshape d e t e r h e d  by the P to S fit. 

With ail the necessary information available, the unfolding procedure outlined above 

was irnplernented to produce spectra containhg only inelastic excitations out of the P state. 

It should be noted that subuaction of spectra was carried out on a point by point bais. 

Figure 6.6 shows the evolution of a typical spectrum kom its background subtracted laser- 

centre and laser-low beginnings to the final P state specuurn In aN of the P state spectra, 

t hree features strong eno ug h for anaiysis were O bserved. These features were seen at 0.62 1 

eV,  1-26 1 eV, and 1.5 10 eV correspondhg to the excitation of the (...5d2 'Da and (...6pSd 

' DJ levels, the (. . .6s7s 'S,) level, and the (...6s6d 'Da level respectively (the first two king 

blended together; located at 0.620 eV and 0.622 eV respectively). 

One aspect that has thus far been overlooked is the issue of lineshapes in the different 

spectra. Inherent in equation 6.13 is the assumption that the Lineshapes in the different spectra 

are the sarne. Two factors which can contribute to the lineshape are the spectrometer tuning 

and the spatial distribution of target species. The latter factor can be understood in t e m  of 

the focal properties of the hemispherical analyser of tne detector. The analyser functions by 

taking the e n t e ~ g  electron energy distribution and focussing it in a spatial distribution across 

the exit plane. In dohg so, oniy a slice of the original energy distribution makes it through 

the analyser without hitting the electrodes. Electrons, entering at different angles, are 

focussed differently and, t herefore, experience a sornewhat different energy selection. 

Different target spatialdistributions w i l  result in electrons entering the detector fkom different 



Figure 6.6a 

Figure 6.6: A step by step development of a P state inelastic spectrum from its background 

subtracted (a) laser-centre and (b) laser-low constituents. The appropriately scaled laser-off 

spectra are subtracted from the laser-centre and laser- low spectra, removing the ground state 

conuibutions, to produce a spectnim containing (c) D state features and one containing (d) 

D and P state features. Spectrum (c) is then scaled and subtracted fkom spectrum (d) to give 

(e) the P state spectrum The exarnple shown corresponds to the 90' laser polarization 

required for the rneasurernent of P, at 10" scattering angle. The vertical axes give the number 

of counts per channel. 
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angles and, as such, will be analysed differently. This ultimately will affect the Iineshapes 

measured by the spectrometer. 

The first factor only cornes into play between the laser-centre and laser-low spectra, 

as they were taken consecutively over a long penod of tirne. This left the possibility of 

spectrorneter dnfting over the course of the measwernent- However, no obvious evidence 

of spectrorneter drifting was noticed throughout the experiments as monitored by observing 

signai rates on the ratemeter. This was not a problem for the subtraction of laser-off spectra 

since they were taken in the same measurernent as their parent laser-on spectra. It is 

concluded that spectrorneter drifting was not likely a substantial cause of lineshape 

discrepancies among associated spectra. 

The second factor cornes into play if the spatialdistributions of the target species were 

different in the measurement of associated spectra. in a laser-off specuum, the S state is 

uniforrnly populated across the interaction region. In a laser-low specbvm the atoms are 

expected to be in a homogeneous spatial distribution of D and S state atoms. This is due to 

the metastable nature of the D states. M e r  Ieaving the laser beam, the P state population 

quickly disappears by cascading to the D and S states. There is then no favoured mechanisrn 

for changing the population distribution, and, therefore, the populations are homogeneous 

t hroughout the laser-low scattering volume. 

In laser-centre spectra, things are somewhat more complicated. In order understand 

the relative population distributions within the laser-centre geometry, a rate equation 

modelling calculation was canied out. The mode1 incorporateci a 2 mm diameter laser beam 



with a total power of 100 mW spread over a Gaussian profile. The atoms were taken to be 

at 7 60 O C. travelling at thermal velocities. in a parailel bundle, perpendicular to the laser beam 

The model used the 332.3: 1 branching ratio between S and D States suggested by Bizzarri and 

Huber [Bizzarri 19901. The mode1 placexi the laser beam axis at the zero position with the 

atorns travelling fiom negative positions (no laser, 100% ground state) to positive positions 

do w nstream of the laser. The rate equations were solved numericaily, using an Euler method, 

over a thin volume surrounding the plane defined by the laser and atomic beam axes. The 

width of this volume was equal to twice the step size used in the numericd solution (taken 

in the atomic beam direction) and was srnaJi enough that the laser power could be assumed 

constant within. In this manner, the mode1 determined the population distributions near the 

centre of the atom beam The results of the modelling are shown in figure 6.7. The reader 

is referred to the Appendix where a more detailed description of the model is provided. 

As examination of the figure shows, the S state population suffers a steady decline 

after entering the iaser beam with a slight rebound as it leaves the beam The P state 

population distribution is roughly Gaussian shaped, peakuig sightly upstream of the laser 

beam axis. The D state population grows steadily as atoms pass through the laser. This is 

quite different than the uniform distributions of the laser-off spectra (a - 1.5 mm in figure 6.7) 

and of the laser-low spectra (2 1.5 mm in figure 6.7). These results indicate that there is a 

po tential for lineshape discrepancies due to differing spatial distributions of target species in 

the laser-centre to those of the laser-low and laser-off spectra present in the current 

rneasurement scherne. This resuit also has implications regarding the validity of the 



Figure 6.7: Population fiaction of the ground state (...6s2 'SI), the metastable (...6s5d 'Dz) 

and( ... 6s5d 'DL) levels, and the laser excited (...6s6p 'P,) level in n 8 ~ a  as a function of 

position in the laser beam The laser beam is taken to be 2 mm in diameter with a Gaussian 

power distribution (TEM,) centred at position zero with a total power of 100 mW. The 

figure gives the relative populations dong a thin volume surroundhg the plane defined by the 

Iaser and atomic beam axes. This volume contains the atorns which are illuminated for the 

longest period of tirne. See the Appendix for further details. 



determination of relative P to D state populations required in the scaling of processeci laser- 

low spectra. It shouid be kept in mind that there is, in reality, further spatial population 

variation when one considers atorns that are not located within the modelied volume. 

Examination of the various P state spectra seems to indicate that a problem of 

mtching line shapes between composite spectra was present. in virtualiy al1 cases, the region 

at approximately 1.4 eV in the energy loss spectra displays odd behaviour. in some cases, as 

in figure 6.6, it appears that too much has k e n  subaacted while in others, not enough. This 

mnifests itself in deformities on the Io w energy side of the (...6s6d 'DJ peak. Pro blems with 

the scaling factors were ruled out by adjusting the factors and exarnining the results. It was 

no t possible to correct for the over/under subtraction without causing large spurious features 

(positive or negative) to appear at the location of the ground state S to P feature (2.24 eV). 

It  was, therefore, concluded that the problem did not aise fkom the scaling factors, but 

instead from misrnatched lineshapes between the spectra involveci in the unfolding procedure. 

With this in mind, one could imagine that when subtracting the S to ID2 feature ( 1.413 eV), 

a rnismatch between the two lineshapes on the lower energy loss shoulder of the feature 

caused the pro blem O bserved at 1.4 eV. This type of pro blem will be more predominant when 

subtracting strong features and is more likely to be in evidence when subtracting laser-off 

spectra than when subtracting D state spectra due to the relative intensities of the S and D 

state features. 

A test of iineshape rnisrnatching was performed by subtracting synthetic lineshapes for 

the S to P inelastic features found in the laser-centre and laser-off specaa The synthetic 



heshapes were found by independently fitting a double Gaussian (as described earlier) to the 

S to P features in the background subtracted laser-centre and laser-off spectra. The synthetic 

laser-off heshape was then scaled appropriately (Le. xCC) and subtracted f?om the synthetic 

laser-cenue lineshape. In such a dBerence spectmm, a lineshape rnisrnatch would be 

indicated by a non-zero intensity. An example difference spectrum is shown in figure 6.8 for 

the 90" polarization laser-centre masurement and its associated laser-off spectra taken at 10 O 

scattering angle. The figure shows a clear indication of a lineshape mismatch, particularly on 

the low energy side of the feature. This behaviour was found to be typical in the current 

rneasurements. This test assumes that there are negiigible conmbutions to the scattering 

signal from the D and P levels beneath the laser-centre S to P feature. This assurnption has 

already ken made in the analysis. 

Since there was some question about feature lineshapes, the analysis did not proceed 

by fitting the P state specua. In order to minimize problems arising from misrnatched 

subtractions at the shoulders of the features, the spectra were anaiysed by integrating under 

the features within a FWHM on either side of the nominal feature Locations. in the case of 

the Stokes parameter rneasurements, where the lineshape rnatching pro blem was most 

cvident. the (...6p6d 'DJ feature (1.5 10 eV) was integrated fiom half a M M  on the low 

energy side of the feature location to a FWHM on the high energy side. The FWHM used 

in t his integration scherne were determhed by the S to P features in the associated laser-off 

spectra (taken with the laser-centre). Ultimately, the £ha1 results were not particularly 

sensitive to the exact size of the integration. The Stokes parameters were calculated using 



Figure 6.8: Example of a dserence spectmm formed by the subtraction of synthetic (...6s2 

'S,) to (...6s6p 'P,) lineshapescorresponding to the 90°polarkation laser-centre spectrurnand 

its associated laser-off spectmm, taken at 10" scattering angle. The composite synthetic 

lineshapes were found by independently fitting double Gaussians to the rneasured features as 

describe in the text. The dotted vertical line indicates the position (in energy 1 0 s )  of the 

(.. .6s2 'S,) to (...6s6p 'Pl) feature. 



the above intensities, as weii as intensities integrated over half the region in above scheme. 

Both methods produced equivaient results. The larger integration region was chosen to 

provide better statistics. 

For the final analysis, aii of the raw spectra were integrated according to the above 

recipe a10 ng wit h the fitted background curves. The intensities associated with each feature 

were combined in accordance with equation 6.13 (with the added operation of background 

subtrxtion &om the raw speçna) to anive at the intensities. Ip- , ,  of the three available 

inelastic features out of the P state for aU combinations of laser orientation/polarization and 

scattering angle. 

With the spectra integrated, the Stokes and A parameters could be deterrnined for the 

three X to P transitions in the rnanner described in Chapter 5, Le. 

and 

where x. q, and q' are as defined earlier in the chapter. These then gave a set of EICP which 

described the tirne-inverse superelastic de-excitations ending on the P leveL 

Calculation of each parameter required 32 quantities including 28 measured intensities. 

Obviously, propagation of enors was of sorne concern. In order to reduce the propagation 

of errors in the Stokes parameter determinations, a modification was made to the method of 
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calculation.. 

The nurnerator of equation 6.38 represents the difference between P to X feature 

intensities at two different laser polarizations. This can be arrived at in a much more direct 

C. ru w manner. Since the raw laser-centre spectra, 1,-, , which gave rise to the two P to X 

intensities were rneasured in the same experiment, one can sirnply subtract the two laser- 

centre in tensities to arrive at the same result. This procedure automaticaily rernoves the S and 

D state contributions if no D state poiarization dependence is assumeci. Therefore, the Stokes 

parameters were calculated according to the relation 

Unfortunately. no such simplification was possible in the denominator, or in the A. 

determination. 

Details of the error anaiysis are found in the Appendix. It should be no ted, ho wever, 

that error bars associated with the measured parameters represent statistical uncertainties 

O nly. 

6.4 Results and Discussion 

The rneasured values of the Stokes and A. parameters are tabuiated in table 6.4 and are 

plotted with available theoretical calcuiations in figures 6.9 - 6.12. The 1 15 state convergent 

c Io sec0  up ling (CCC) t heory of Fur sa and Bray [Fur sa 1 999c) was available for cornparison 

with the (...6s6d 'Dz) and (...6s7s 'S,) to (As6p  'Pl) transitions. In addition to the CCC 



theory, a finite volume distorted version of the theory (see Chapter 4) was calculated and 

included for comparison. 

Throughout the foliowing discussion, the levels invoived in the investigated transitions 

have been given short-hand designations. For the remainder of the chapter, the blended 

(...5d2 ID3 / (...6pSd 'DJ, the (...6s7s 's,). and the (...6s6d 'DJ levels will be referred to as 

the blended Dl. S' and D' levels. As before, the (...6s2 'S,) and (...6s6p 'P,) levels are referred 

ro as the S and P levels. The D level designation wiii fromnow on belong to the (...6s5d ID3 

Ievel exclusively. 

Before rnaking a detailed comparison with theory, a few remarks should be made 

regarding the interpretation of the measurements. The reader is reminded that the 

uncertainties quoted in the rneasurements represent statistical errors only. They in no way 

reflect any systernatic errors attributed to the isolation scheme employed in the analysis. 

Therefore, one must bear in mind the previous discussion regarding problerns due to 

mismtched lineshapes . attributed to the varying spatial population distributions found in the 

various spectra. Other possible systernatic effects include retardation plate rnisalignment, the 

deviation in the phase shift of the retardation plates fkom their nominal values, the possibility 

that blended P to X features were analysed, a level of anisotropy in D state populations, and 

the  possibility that laser excited features lay beneath the S to P features. 

The effect of the deviation in phase shift of the retardation plates from their nominal 

values was investigated in the sarne rnanner as describecl in Chapter 5. The results of the 

investigation showed that this deviation had a minimal affect on the rneasurements. 



Although 20 eV electrons were used in the experiment, one must adjust the energies 

when interprcting the inelastic experiments in terms of their time-inverse superelastic 

processes. Therefore, for each feature studied. the impact energy studied was different. The 

impact energies were 19.379 eV, 18.739 eV, and 18.490 eV for the blended D', S', and D' 

features respectively. Note that the blended D' feature is quoted at 19.379 eV which is the 

average of the energies appropriate for the composite features(i.e. 19.380 eV and 19.378 eV 

for the (...5d2 'DJ and (...6p5d 'Di) leveis). 

Finally, one must note the iimited angular range over whkh data was coliected. 

Unfortunately, this range was imposed by the limitations of the experiment. Attempts to 

coilect specua at lower scattering angles ran into reductions of the signal to noise ratio caused 

by rapidly increasing background and elastic tail signals. Measurements at higher angles 

proved to be diflicult due to low signai rates and the long accumulation times associated with 

them These longer times proved to be too large for reiiably stable spectrometer operation. 

Figures 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11 show the measured P,, Pz, and P, Stokes parameters 

respectively for each of the examined transitions. Very little polarization is in evidence for 

the blended D' to P transition. This is not unexpected as the feature consists of two 

unreso lved independent components. The CCC t heory shows qualitative agreement with the 

rneasured S' to P values with the exception of the 13"point of the P, data set. The volume 

effect tends to pull the theory toward the data in the case of P, and P, while worsening the 

asreernent with the rneasured P, values. In the case of the D' to P transition, the theory 

shows qualitative agreement with the P, and P, parameters while little resemblance is seen 



between theory and rneasurement in the case of P,. The volume effect tends to degrade the 

agreement in P, yet irnproves the P ,  agreement. 

The A parameter is plotted in figure 6.12. The blended D' feature shows faïrly 

constant vaIues near 0.35. This is near the value of 1/3 which is indicative of an unpolarized 

process. In both the S' and D' features, reasonable agreement is seen with the CCC theory 

which irnproves slightly when the volume effect is taken into account. 

As in Chapter 5, the P, ,  P,, P,, and A parameter rneasurernents constitute the raw 

measurernents. Again, these parameters were converted into the natural kame EICP in order 

to provide better insight into the collision dynamics. These parameters have been described 

previously and the reader is referred to the discussion in Chapter 2 for details. The natural 

frame EICP were determined fiom the raw rneasurernents according to equations 5.22 - 5.25 

and are tabulated in table 6.5. The results of the conversion are also plotted in figures 6.13 - 

6.16. The avaiiable CCC theoretical determinations of the natural kame parameters are 

plotted with the data dong with their volume distoned counterparts. Ln the case of the 

aiignrnent angle, y, calculations in the first Born approximation (FBA) are also shown. In the 

pIot of y for the blended D' feature, the FBA, which is a function of the impact energy, was 

calculated at 1 9.379 eV. This is the average of the energies appropriate for the two features 

invo lved. 

As expected fkom the raw rneasurernents, the blended D' feature shows values near 

zero for L and P,'. Therefore, the natural frarne m = f 1 sublevels of the P state are 
A 

essentiaily king populated with equal amplitudes. The alignrnent angle shows large 



variations fkom the FBA. Despite the blended nature of the feature, this is not necessarily 

obvious. The FBA determination of y is strictly a function of the scattering angle. the impact 

energ y, and the energy loss. Since the two composite features only dBer in energy by 0.002 

eV, the FBA would predict essentially the sarne resdts for both. The measured data show 

y with siightly positive values for the two lower angle points. However, the 13" point jumps 

k l o w  -30". One rnight point out that the alignrnent angle has a somewhat diminished 

relevance when the charge çloud is isotropie in the scattering plane ( P l -  = O ) .  The height 

parameter, is relatively constant at a value of 1/3 which is consistent with A = 1/3. With 

L = O,  this implies that the three amplitudes ending on the P state rnagnetic sublevels are 

approximately equaL 

The rernaining two features provide an interesting comparison with the other two 

experiments presented in this work. The S' and D' features in the current measurements 

provide information about superelastic transitions ending on the ( A s 6 p  'Pl) level which 

originated on the ( .ARS 'S,) and (...6s6d 'DJ levels respectively. In contrast, the last two 

chapters dealt with EICP for inelastic transitions ending on the (...6s6p 'P,) level and 

originating on the (...6s2 'S, )  and (...6s5d 'D-) levels. Therefore. each of the features in the 

current experiments has a inelastic cousin in the previous chapters with similar electronic 

configurations. In other words, the four transitions c m  be split into superelastic and inelastic 

pairs originating on States with the sarne anguiar momenturn description ( ""Li) and simiiar 

electron configurations. ln the rneasurements of Chapter 4 and 5, the studied impact energies 

are not in the correct range to be contpared with the current measurements. However, the 



same parameters have been previously measured at 20 eV impact energy for the inelastic 

(...6s5d ID3 to (...6s6p 'Pl) transition by Li and Zetner [Li 19951 and for the (...6s2 'S,) to 

(. As6p  'Pl)  transition by Zetner et al. [Zetner 1993) dong with Li and Zetner [Li 19941. A 

more meaningful cornparison can, therefore, be made with the behaviour of these 

measurernents. 

The behaviour of L * is easily seen €rom plots of P,  in figure 6.11 since L ,* = - P 3 .  

Recali that the two angular mornentum parameters are related by L ,  = L (1 - h )  so that L - - - 

is always diminished by the excitation of the negative reflection symrnetry component of the 

charge cloud. The measured values for the S' to P feature are negative. The CCC theory 

shows a sharper plunge into negative values with a minimum near negative unity at 

approximately 18" scattering angle. This conaasts with the behaviour of the inelastic S to 

P transition. The 20 eV S to P measurernents show L increasing in a positive sense from 

zero to a peak near unity at about 30" scattering angle. 

The behaviour of the transferred orbital angular rnomentum L A , , is plo tted in figure 

6.1 3. The measured D' to P transitions show srnai l  positive values. The L rneasurernents 

for the inelastic D to P case of Li and Zetner [Li 19951 show negative values. 

In 1986, Andersen and Hertel [Andersen 19861 suggested a propensity rule linking 

the sign of L - in 1ow angle scattering to the direction of energy transfer in the collision. The 

proposed nile predicts that changing the direction of energy transfer should change the sign 

of L A . Recently, this propensity rule has corne under both experimental [S hurgalùi 19981 and 

theoretical [Bartschat 19991 scnitiny in regards to the 3s-3p and 4s-3p transitions Ui Na. 



These efforts support the validity of such a propensity rule. The current investigations in Ba 

confirm the expected Luik between in the sign of L, - and the direction of energy transfer in 

bot h the S - P/S1- P and D- PD'- P cases. 

The aiignment angle measurements are seen in figure 6.14. The S' to P feature has 

values that agree reasonably with b t h  the CCC and FBA predictions. The predictions give 

a increase in y with scattering angle with the CCC calculation peaking at around 14". The 

inelastic S to P measurements of Zetner et al. [Li 1 9931 show a rnonotonic decrease in y over 

a comparable angular range (zero to negative values). 

The rneasured D' to P alignment angle values are sornewhat scattered. However, the 

7 O and 13 " points iine up well with the CCC calculation. The CCC theory predicts negative 

values over the current range in s c a t t e ~ g  angle. This is in stark contrast with the FBA which 

gives positive values for superelastic processes. The 20 eV D to P data of Li and Zetner [Li 

19951 show positive values of the alignment angle at scattering angles larger than 5" .  

The rneasured values of the anisotrop y pararneter, Pl7 ,  are displayed in figure 6.1 5. 

For the S' to P transition, the CCC theory predicts an anisotropy pararneter near unity out to 

about 10" scattering angle and then falis to a minimum of about 0.4 at 17" scattering. This 

level of anisotropy is not match by the experirnent. The discrepancy is beyond the effect of 

the volume modeliing. However, the volume effect does pull the theory toward the data. The 

volume adjusted theory is puiled down fÎom unity in the forward scattering regirne, grows to 

near unity and then f a k  off. This bears a strong resemblançe with the 20 eV inelastic S to 

P data of Zetner et al. [Zetner 19931. 



Poor agreement is seen between the experirnentai P,*vaiues and the CCC calculations 

for the D' to P transition. No obvious correlation between the inelastic D to P rneasurements 

of Li and Zetner [Li 1 9951 are O bserved. 

The rneasured values of the height parameter, h, are plotted in figure 6.16. The S' to 

P measurements show non-zero values of h. Theory predicts that the height pararneter will 

be zero for aii scattering angles. The volume effect tends to puii the values up bom zero but 

not enough to overlap the quoted uncertainties. However, recalling that the quoted 

uncertainties represent statistical errors only, it is impossible to rule out the possibiiity of zero 

h values. Recall kom Chapters 2 and 4 that for the case of 'S, to 'PI transitions, h is a 

measure of spin efiects during the collision (h = O rneans no spin effects). Li and Zetner [Li 

19941 showed that the height pararneter for the inelastic S to P case is zero at 20 eV impact 

energy. However. at 1 1 eV impact energy, investigated in Chapter 4, a non-zero h could not 

be ruled out. 

The D' to P values of the h pararneter are in reasonable agreement with the CCC 

theory. The CCC theory for the 20 eV D to P transition [Johnson 19991 (see Chapter 5) 

shows simiiar qualitative behaviour with the current D' to P calculations in the 0" to 20" 

range. However, the D' to P curve is shifted down to lower vdues than its inelastic relative. 

The degree of polarization. P ', was caiculated from the raw Stokes parameter 

measurernents via equation 5.26 and plotted in figure 6.17. The plot of the blended D feature 

data shows values which are aii less than 0.2. This is expected. The degree of pohization, 

as discussed earlier, gives a rneasure of the level of coherence in the collision process. The 



low P ' values indicate a low degree of coherence. Since these measurernents averaged over 

two initial 'D2 levels, each with a five fold degeneracy, the transition must be thought of as 

originating on 10 isotropicaliy and incoherently populated rnagnetic sublevels. Therefore, one 

would expect a very Low value for P '. 

The S' to P feature has P * values in the range of 0.6 to 0.7. The CCC theory 

predicts a fully coherent value of unity. The disagreement is beyond the effects of the finite 

scattering volume as calculated in the modeL This coincides with the non-zero value of h and 

is an indication that either spin-orbit interactions or exchange process are present in the 

collision (see Chapters 2 and 4). Li and Zetner [Li 19941 found that the S to P transition was 

fuUy coherent at 20 eV impact energy. 

The rneasuremnts of D' to P degree of polarization are not in agreement with the 

CCC calculation. The volume modelling improves things at 10" and i 3 " but does not improve 

t h e  agreement at 7". The rneasured values of P ' are ali below 0.4. This is consistent with 

the inco herent average of D' state magnetic sublevels inherent in the measurement. The 

inelastic D to P measurernents of Li and Zetner [Li 19951 show sornewhat higher values of P ' 

but are aii below 0.5. 

The question arises,*Why are the S' to P and S to P (likewise, the D' to P and D to 

P) results so different when their level configurations are so sirnilar?". Although answering 

this question is a task left to theorists, sorne suggestions can be made. It is possible that 

there is an inherent difference in the nature of superelastic and inelastic processes. Perhaps 

charnel couphg effets more important in superelastic transitions than in inelastic transitions. 



The level wavefunctions of the 6s7s (S? and 6s6d (D') States could be much more 

configuration mixed than the 6s' (S) and 6s5d (D) levels. in other words, the ievel 

configurations may not be as similar as their nominal designations indicate. 

A comment can be made regarding the impact energies involved in the comparison of 

the related transitions. Consider the comparison of the S to P transition at 20 eV impact 

energy with the S' to P transition at 18.739 eV impact energy. The excitation thresholds for 

the P state out of the initial levels are 2.239 and 0.978 eV respectively. Therefore, the S to 

P transition is occwing at an impact energy that is 8.93 tirnes threshold while the S' to P 

transitions is occurring at 19.16 tirnes threshold. The relationship between the excitation 

threshold and the impact energy is quite dBerent between the two. A shdar situation occurs 

in the case of the D to P and Di to P comparison. If this relationship plays a significant role 

in the coiiision dynamics, it may help explain the differences between the compareci processes. 

Sorne comrnents can be made about the negative aspects of the current experimental 

technique for rneasuring EICP describing superelastic transitions ending on the P state. 

lnherent with the technique are technical difnculties associated with operating the 

spectrorneter reliably, at high resolution, over the tirne necessary to develop spectra with 

reasonable counting statistics. On top of this. a rather convoluted analysis is neçessary to 

extract the signals originating on the laser-excited P state. The k a 1  and unanticipated 

problem with the technique was the mismatchhg of lineshapes between the laser-centre, and 

the laser-low/off spectra. 

With regards to the iineshape mismatching, it was concluded that the problem was 



most iikely caused by the different spatial distributions of the level populations in the Iaser- 

centre specua compared to the laser-low and laser-off spectra. Unfortunately, this is a 

difficult problem to avoid. The laser-low and laser-off spectra will always have hornogeneous 

population distributions while the laser-cenue spectra never wiiL The best one could do is 

to try and focus the laser-centre rneasurernents on a srnaller volume of the iliuminated barium 

beam In the region near the centre of the laser beam, the population distributions experience 

slower variations (see figure 6.7). In particular, this is true for the S populations which seem 

to be related to the observed problerns. if one could limit themselves to this region of the 

scattering volume, one would see a population distribution which more closely resembles the 

flat distributions of the other spectra and, therefore, reduce lineshape discrepancies. 

In the future, this proposal could be irnplernented by reducing the acceptance angle 

of the detector and trying to better collimate the incident electron beam by tuning the gun 

wit h reduced output currents. Unfortunately, these rneasures would decrease the already Io w 

signal rates which could severely Limit the feasibility of the experiment. 

A further irnprovement could be made by splitting the laser into two beams. Bydouig 

so. one could arrange one beam in the laser-centre configuration whiie the remaining beam 

co uid be directed into the laser-low configuration. Therefore, by blocking the beams in the 

correct sequence, one could automate the collection of laser-centre, laser-10 w, and laser-off 

spectra in a single measurement. This would elirninate any effects due to spectrometer 

drifting such as lineshape variations between spectra. 



6.5 Conclusions 

A set of scattering pararneters constituting the four naturai frarne EICP have been 

ineasured and presented for three superelastic de-excitations to the (...6s6p 'Pl) state in "'Ba 

The pararneters were determined by rneasuring inelastic scattering signal as 20 eV electrons 

were scattered i?om the opticdy pumped (...6s6p 'Pl) state. The EICP were determined for 

the blended (...5dZ 'D3 1 (...6p5d 'D& to (...6s6p 'Pl), the (...6s7s 'S,) to (...6s6p 'Pl), and 

the (...hs6d LD2) to (.--6s6p 'Pi) transitions at impact energies of 19.379 eV, 18.739 eV, and 

18.490 eV respectively. In the case of the last two transitions, cornparison was made with 

the CCC theory of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999~1 dong with a volume-distorted version of 

the theory. 

Overd agreement between the rneasured data and the theory was qualitatively 

reasonable. In some instances, the consideration of the finite volume effect improved 

agreement while worsening it in others rnaking definitive conclusions regarding its importance 

impossible. 

Evidence of spin effects in the (...6s7s 'S,) to (...6~6p 'PI) collision process was fo und 

in the non-zero value of the height parameter. However, when one considered that errors of 

a non-statistical nature were not incorporated in the quoted uncertainties, the experiment 

could not rule out the possibility of a zero value- height parameter. 

Cornparisons were made between the currently rneasured EICP for the superelastic 

(...6s7s 'S,) to (...6s6p 'Pl) and (...6s6d 'Da to (...6s6p 'Pl) transitions with the previously 

measured inelastic (..AsZ 'S,) to (...6~6p 'PI) and (...6sSd 'DJ to (...6s6p 'Pl) transitions 



[Zetner 1993; Li 1994, 19951. The justitication for the comparison came fkom rnatching of 

superelastic and inelastic 'S, to 'Pl and ID, to 'P, type transitions. Despite the sirnilarities in 

electron configurations of the initiai States, few simüarities were found between the compared 

processes. However, the comparison does support the validity of the propensity rule Linkuig 

the sign of L A and the direction of energy transfer in both the 'S, to 'Pl and ID, to 'pl cases. 

A suggestion is put fonvard to reduce the lineshape rnismatching due to differing 

population distributions between the masured spectra. By further coilirnating the detector 

viewcone, as weii and the incident electron beam, one could focus on a scattering volume 

with a slower varying spatial population distribution in the laser-centre spectra. This would 

better coincide with the homogeneous level populations found in the laser-low and laser-off 

spectra. 

A further irnprovement is suggested by way of passing the laser through a beam 

splitter. This would d o w  for automated collection of laser-centre, laser-low, and laser-off 

spectra in the same measurernent. Such a scheme would rnake the measurernent less 

susceptibIe to problerns which could arise due to driftiing of the spectrorneter tuning. 



Table 6.4: Measured coherence parameters for X to (...6s6p 'P,) elecnon impact de- 
excitations in '38Ba. The uncertainty in each rneasurement is shown in parenthesis. 

0 (degrees) 1 pi 1 pz 1 p3 1 A I 

X = (...5d2 'D3 and (...6p5d 'DJ (blended) 

1 X = (...6s7s 'S,) 1 



Table 6.5: The naturai fi-arne coherence parameters for X to (6s6p 'P,) electron impact 
excitation in 'laBa denved from the measured coherence parameters in table 6.4. The 
u ncertainty in each measurement is shown in parenthesis. 

X = (...6s7s 'S,) 

. 
0 (degrees) 1 L 1 y (degrees) 1 pi* 1 h 1 P' 

1 

X = (. ..5d2 'Dd and (...6p5d 'Dd (blended) 
L 

7 

10 

13 

0.07(.0 1 ) 

0.07(.02) 

0.02(.02) 

- 

9(7) 

SO(14) 

-34(24) 

O. 14(.02) 

O. 13(.03) 

0.05(.03) 

0.09(.02) 

0.07(.03) 

0.04(.02) 

0.32(.03) 

0.33(.03) 

0.25(.04) 
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Figure 6.9: Measured and calculated values of the P, Stokes parameter for the superelastic 

de-excitation to the (...6s6p 'PI) level in "'Ba frorn: (a) the (...5d2 'DJ and (...6s5d 'DJ 

levels (blended), (b) the (...6s7s 'P,) level. and (c) the (...6s6d 'DJ level at impact energies 

1 9.379 eV. 1 8.739 eV, and 1 8 -490 eV respectively. The convergent close-coupling (CCC) 

calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999~1 were avaiiable at 20 eV impact energy for the 

latter two transitions, and are shown as solid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume 

effect calculations carried out using the CCC EICP. 
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calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999cj were avaiiable at 20 eV impact energy for the 
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effect calculations carried out using the CCC EICP. 
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Figure 6.1 1 : Measured and calculated values of the P, Stokes parameter for the superelastic 

de-excitation to the (...6s6p 'PL) level in 138Ba f?om: (a) the (...5d2 'DJ and (...6sSd 'DJ 

Levels (blended). (b) the (...6s7s 'P,) level, and (c) the (...6s6d ID3 level at impact energies 

1 9.379 eV, 1 8 -739 eV, and 1 8.490 eV respectively. The convergent clcse-coupling (CCC) 

calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999cJ were avaiiable at 20 eV impact energy for the 

latter two transitions, and are shown as soiid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume 

effect calculations carried out using the CCC EICP. 
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Figure 6.12: Measured and calculated values of the A parameter for the superelastic de- 

excitation to the (...6s6p 'Pl) level in '"Ba fiom: (a) the (...5d2 'DJ and (...6sM 'DJ leveis 

(blended), (b) the (...6s7s 'Pl) level, and (c) the (...6s6d 'DJ level at impact energies 19.379 

eV. 18.739 eV. and 18.490 e V  respectively. The convergent close-coupiing (CCC) 

calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 1999~1 were available at 20 eV impact energy for the 

latter two transitions, and are shown as solid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume 

effect calculations carried out using the CCC EICP. 
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Figure 6.13: The L pararneter for the superelastic de-excitation to the (...6s6p 'P,) level in - 

';'Ba hom: (a) the (...5d2 'DJ and (...6s5d ID3 leveis (blended), (b) the (...6s7s 'P,) levei, 

and ( c )  the  (...6s6d 'DJ level at impact energies 19.379 eV. 18.739 eV, and 18.490 eV 

respectivdy. The convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 

1999~1 were available at 20 eV impact energy for the latter two transitions, and are shown 

as soiid curves. The dotted curves show h i t e  volume effect calculations carried out using 

the  CCC EICP. 
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1999~1 were available at 20 eV impact energy for the latter two transitions, and are shown 

as solid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume effect calculations carried out using 

t he  CCC EICP. The dash-dot curves show calcubtions carrieci out in the first Born 

approximation. 
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Figure 6.15: The anisotropy parameter. P l - .  for the superelastic de-excitation to the (...6s6p 

'Pl)  level in "%a fiom: (a) the (...5d2 'DL) and (...6s5d ID3 levels (blended), (b) the (...6s7s 

'P,) level, and (c) the  (...6s6d 'DJ level at impact energies 19.379 eV, 18.739 eV. and 18.490 

e V  respectively. The convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations of Fursa and Bray [Fursa 

19Yc)c] were available at 20 eV impact energy for the latter two transitions, and are shown 

as solid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume effect calculations camed out using 

the CCC EICP. 
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Figure 6.16: The height parameter. h. for the supereiastic de-excitation to the (...6s6p 'P,) 
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as soiid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume effect calculations carried out using 

the CCC EICP. 
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Figure 6.17: The degree of polarization, P ', for the superelastic de-excitation to the (...6s6p 

'P,) level in I3'Ba fiom: (a) the (...5d2 'DJ and (...6s5d 'Dz) levels (blended), (b) the (...6s7s 

'P, ) level, and (c) the (...6s6d 'DJ level at impact energies 19.379 eV. 18.739 eV, and 18.490 

eV respectively. The convergent close-coupling (CCC) calculations of Fursa and Bray [ Fursa 

1999~1 were available at 20 e V  impact energy for the latter two transitions, and are shown 

as solid curves. The dotted curves show finite volume effect calculations carried out using 

the CCC EICP. 
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Chapter 7 

Summary 

Throughout this work, a series of experiments have been described which have 

involved the detection of electrons scattered nom the optically pumped (...6s6p 'P,) sfate in 

"'Ba. A review of the theoretical background has been presented which allows the results 

to be interpreted in terms of processes related to the rneasured processes through time 

reversai. An extensive description of the apparatus used to perfonn the measurements was 

also provided. 

Al1 of the experïments measured scattered electron intensity as a function of electron 

impact energ y, scattered electron momentum, as weU as laser bearn direction and polarization. 

By performing a number of such measurernents and combining the results appropriately, the 

electron impact coherence parameters (EICP) were determined. The EICP are set of 

independent pararneters which characterize the collisionaily induced atornic transitions under 

scru tiny. 

In Chapter 4, the (...6s2 'S,)  to (...6s6p 'Pt) transition was investigated in the low 

impact energy regime. The alignment angle, y, and the anisotropy parameter, P,+.  and the 

transferred orbital angular mornentum, L I .  were rneasured by means of a superelastic 

scattering experiment involving the de-excitation of the optically purnped (...6s6p 'P,) level 

to the (...6s2 'S,) ground state. These parameters were determined for the impact energies 



6. 8, LI. and 16 eV. 

Chapter 5 discussed a series of superelastic scattering experiments which examinecl 

the de-excitation of the ber-excited (...6s6p 'P,) to the metastable (...6s5d 'DJ leveL By 

perforrning measurernents with the laser in two different directions, and a number of 

polarizations, the  Stokes pararneters (P,, P,, P,), the A parameter, and the DCS were 

determined for the tirne-inverse (...6sSd 'Dz) to (...6s6p 'Pl) transition at impact energies of 

1 O and 30 eV, These pararneters were then combined to form the complete set of naturai 

kame EiCP ( L  . y, P,*,  h ) .  

The inelastic region of the barium energy loss spectrum was then investigated in 

Chapter 6 in an attempt to characterize superelastic collisions ending on the (...6s6p 'P,) IeveL 

In order to arrive at ttiis information, a series of inelastic spectra in the laser-centre, laser-low, 

and laser-off configurations at an impact energy of 20 eV were coilected. By cornbining the 

spectra appropriately, inelastic signals originating on the (. . -6s6p 'P,) level could be isolated. 

The intensities of the remaihg features as a function of laser direction and polarkation 

aUo wed for the d e t e d a t i o n  of the Stokes and A parameters for the blended (...5d2 'DJ 

/(6p5d 'DJ. the (6s7s 'SJ, and the (...6s6d 'DJ to (...6s6p 'Pl) features. Again these 

parameters were combined to form the natural fiame EICP. 

Throughout the thesis, cornparisons between the rnerisured data and the convergent 

close-coupling theory of D. V. Fursa and 1. Bray have been made. Unfortunately, drawing 

generd conclusions about the performance of the CCC theory is difficult. The theory's ability 

to mode1 a collision process is very transition dependent. Each transition requires the 

accurate calcuiation of different wavefdnctions, polarizabilities, etc.. Therefore, the level of 



accord between t heory and experiment must be, and has ken,  examined on a transition by 

transition basis. 

As a consequence of the present work, two future experiments are suggested. The 

discrepancy between the rneaswed degree of polarization and the anticipated value of unity, 

found in the 1 1 eV (...6sZ 'S,)  to (...6s6p 'P,) measurements, indicate a possible non-zero 

value for the height parameter, h. Therefore, it would be of interest to masure the height 

parameter directly for this transition in the present kinernatic regime. Secondly, a repetition 

of the experiments of Chapter 6, with the improvements outlined in the discussion could yield 

more reiiable results. If a narrower detection viewcone and electron beam are employed, 

coupled with an autornated and simultaneous coilection of al l  the necessary spectra, one 

should be able to reduce any effects atmbuted to lineshape mismatches arnong the various 

spectra. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1: Rate Equation Modelling of the Optical Pumping Scheme 

In order to provide a basic understanding of the spatial disuibution of the relevant 

level populations within the opticaily pumped atomic volume, a modeiling of the pumping 

scherne based on the appropriate rate equations was carried out. Before contiming, a quick 

no te on the applicabiiity of the rate equations to the current situation sho uld be made. Strictly 

speaking, the rate equations are valid only when either the bandwidth of the incident iight is 

much larger than the absorption linewidth or in the regirne of large collision broadening, 

neither of which applies to the cwrent situation. When these conditions fail, one must make 

use of a more sophisticated description of the situation, such as the one provided by the 

oprical Bloch equarionr (see [Loudon 19831) which incorporates a hi iy  quantum mechanical 

description of the atom However, the simpkity of the rate equations makes them appeaiing 

when looking for a rough determination of spatial population dismbutions within the 

illurninated b ~ u m  beam Therefore, the rate equations have k e n  used with the knowledge 

of their questionable applicability. Ho wever, the argument that effects predicted by the Bloch 

equations take place on much smaüer time scales than the illumination tirne of the barium 

atoms in the experiment (ns compared to ps) is provided as justification. 

We begin by lumping the two relevant metastable ID2 and 3D2 States into a single sink 

labelled as the D state. Referring back to the diagram of the optical pumping scheme 



presented in figure 4.4, we can easily write the set of three coupled differential equations 

which make up the rate equation description as 

and 

In these expressions, the A's and B's are the Einstein A and B coefficients which describe the 

spontaneous and stimulated emission rates, as weii as the pumping rate, between the States 

indicated by the subscripts. The populations, N, of each levels, specitied by the subscxipts, 

are present as weL The h a 1  quantity found in the rate equations is the energy density per 

hertz. i j ( v ) .  which is determined by properties of the laser. 

In thermal equiiibnum, the vaiues of the Einstein coefficients corresponding to the S 

and P stares are related by the foiiowing [Loudon 19831: 

(AI -4) 

and 

~ S B S P  = g,B,  (AJ.3 

where the degeneracies, g, of the S and P levels are 1 and 3 respectively, and v is the resonant 

S to P frequency. Furthermore, we can relate ApD to Aps by making use of the appropnate 

branching ratio [Bizzarri 19901, Le. 



Therefore, given that A, = 1.15 x 10's-' [Dickie 19701 for the P to S transition in barium, it 

is easy to determine ail of the necessary coefficients. 

In order to determine P(v), sorne specifics of the modelling must be laid out. The 

mode1 rnimics the experirnental situation with a laser beam of diarneter 2R = 2 mm with a total 

power, P,, of 100 mW. The laser bearn is taken to have a Gaussian power distribution with 

width 2 a = 0.75 mm which gives approximately 99% of the laser's power within a 2 mm 

diarneter [Saleh 199 11. The laser beam is taken to Lie centred on the z-axis of a coordinate 

system with atorns travelling parailel to the x-axis. In order to simplify the calculations, only 

a thin rectangular volume of atoms, centred about the x-r plane, was considered. The width, 

6 y ,  of the volume was taken to be 0.5 pm (in the y-direction). This ailowed for the 

assumption of constant laser power Ïn the y-direction over the  investigated region, 

The 100 mW po wer chosen for the mode1 was typical of laser powers used during the 

experiments. This energy was pumped into a volume per unit time of ZR ' c .  The laser 

b e a n  of hewidth 10 kHz, then illurninated the absorption hewidth, Av, of the S to P 

transition in bax-ium which was estimated to be 100 MHz. Therefore, with an exponentid 

profile in the x-direction only (constant in y over the considered volume), the energy density 

per hertz is given by 

where the ratio in brackets is the ratio of the cross sectional area of the considered volume 
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to that of the laser beam This ratio scaled down the total energy to that which was pumped 

into the considered volume. 

The rate equations were solved numericaliy by employing an Euler method. In the 

caiculation. the atoms were assumed to be travelling at a thermal velocity of -250 rds 

( ;X.T ': T = 76U°C), in a parailel bundle. perpendicular to the x-axis. At these veloçities. the - 
a tom cross the laser bearn in approximately 8 ps, and, so, the calculation proceeded with step 

sizes of 1 ns. This corresponded to atoms travelling a distance equal to 6y/2 in each step. 

Since the atoms were considered to be rnoving through the laser beam, there was a direct 

rnapping between time and position within the beam Therefore, one was fkee to interpret the 

resultant populations as functions of time in the presence of a tirne dependant Laser power, 

or as functions of position with respect to the laser beam axis. The latter was chosen to 

provide the desired spatial population distributions. 

The calcuiation began with 100% of the atorns in the S state at position x = -2 mm. 

Therefore, the initial conditions on the rate equations were 

It then proceeded to step across the laser beam and out to the x = +2 mm position. in this 

way, atoms began outside the laser's influence and traveiied through the laser beam to where 

the laser, once again, had a negligible inauence. The results are displayed in figure 6.7. 

The reader should note that this calculation is rneant only to provide a feel for the 

spatial population distributions and is not rneant to be an exact description. One must also 

keep in minci that the distribution is only given as a function of x dong the y = O plane. 



Appendix II: Analysis of Experirnental Uncertaiaties 

Throughout the thesis, plots (and tables) of final experimental results have been 

d isp layed wit h error bars representing statistical uncertainties. Fundarnentaily these 

uncenainties arise due the 0 statistical uncertainty that is associated with any counting 

experirnent [Bevington 19691. In addition to statistical errors, the experiments were subject 

to various calibration uncertainties and systernatic effects. This appendix is, therefore. 

intended to assure the reader that experimentd uncertainties were dealt with correctly and 

thoroughly. 

The two quantities associated with ail the measurernents that required calibration were 

the impact energy and the scattering angle. The methods for caiibrating these quantities are 

described in the text of the thesis. The impact energy calibration is estimated to be accurate 

to within + 0.5 eV. This e s t h t e  was reached by comparing consecutively performed 

calibrations. Similarly, consecutive scattering angle calibrations (using the symrnetry 

I '(0) = I '( -0 )  : see Chapter 5) have shown that the "zero" scattering angle was detemiined 

to within + 1 O .  This is somewhat better than expected given that the angular resolution of 

the spectrorneter was estimated to be about 5" (based on the of the estimated divergence of 

the electron beam and the angular spread of the detector viewcone). 

Throughout the text of the thesis, various systematic effects have been discussed. In 

ail of the measurernents, the effeçt of scattering fkom a f i t e  volume has been rnodelled and 

acçounted for. Deviations of the retardation plates fkom thei. nominal phase shifis have been 

explicitly accounted for in Chapter 4, whiie modehg calculations have been carried out 



which show that these deviations had a minimai effect in the experirnents of Chapters 5 and 

6 .  The depolarizing effects of radiation trapping and excitation of isotopes other than '%Ba 

have also been shown to be negligible (see Chapter 4). Other systernatic effects arising from 

stray rnagnetic fields in the interaction region and laser beam misalignrnents have been 

investigated thoroughiy by Register et al. [Register 19831. They show that fields as high as 

15 mG and laser beam misalignments of as much as 0.7" have no noticeable effect on 

measurernents of this kind in L38Ba, These restrictions are believed to have been met in the 

current apparatus. Therefore, these effects are also assumed to have k e n  negligible. It 

should be noted that the only Gaussmeter available in the laboratory was unable to rneasure 

fields less than 25 mG. Therefore, we were only able to determine an upper lirnit of 25 mG 

on the residual rnagnetic field. 

The treatrnent of statisticaf errors in the thesis can be broken up according to the 

three "classes'' of experiments conducted. The first category of experirnent involved sitting 

on the P to S superelastic feature and coliecting signal whiie continuously rotating the AR 

retardation plate (y and P,' in Chapter 4). As described in Chapter 4, the background was 

su btracted fkom a raw polarizatio n modulation spectrum, and the "shifted" spectrum 

descnbed by equation 4.11 was then formed. The parameters q and y were extracted by 

performing a two piffameter non-hear least squares fit to the data. This method consisted 

of determinhg the values of the parameters q and y which yielded a minimum for the function 

x2 w hic h. in general, is defined as 



where 6, are the uncertainties in the data points, y,, and y(.q) is the function king fit to the 

data. The minimum is found by searching the parameter space and approximating the region 

near the minimum as parabolic. The error in each pararneter is deterrnined by the amount of 

change in the pararneter required to increase the value of x2 by one (see [Bevington 19691 for 

iùrther detaiis). The uncenainties in the data points, 81,. required for the evaluation of zZ 

were determined by adding the error in the average background count/channel 8IB = 6, in 

quadrature with the uncertainty in each channei's raw count. OIR,i =&, Le 

Having determined q and y. the pararneter P,- could be found through equation 4.12 

with an uncenainty given by the standard formula for error propagation, Le. 

whcre 6 P  ü t he  uncertainty in the quantity P = P(x,,  ..., xi, .... xn) and 8xi is the uncenainty in 

the variable .r,. 

The second class of experiments involved sitting the spectrometer on a particular 

superelastic feature and rneasuring scattering intensity while rotating the appropriate 

retardation plate in discrete steps ( L ,  A in Chapter 4 and ail of Chapter 5). The error 

propagation of the background subtraction was similar to that described above, except that 

it was not done on a chamel by channel bais. Here. a raw average count/cha~ei,  I R ,  was 

determined for each polarization from which the average background/channel was subtracted 



to give the measured intensity, 1. The error in the final intensity was then given by 

where = 6 and 61, = 6. 
After the background was subtracted, the various s c a t t e ~ g  intensities, 1. were 

combined to form the desired parameters. In some cases, the origindy determined 

parameters were rnanipulated a second tirne to form an additionai set of parameters. 

Throughout aii of these manipulations, uncenainties onginating in the scattering intensities 

were combined according to the standard formula for error propagation (equation ALI.3). 

The third class of experiments consisted of those canied out in the inelastic region of 

the energy loss spectrum (Chapter 6). These measurements involved a rather complicated 

scheme to unfold the measured specrra and arrive at values for the desired parameters. In 

order to avoid the difficulties involved in developing explicit analytical expressions to track 

the propagation of statisticalerrors through the anaiysis, a somewhat less traditionalapproach 

was developed and irnplemented. Each measured S cokes pararneter required the combination 

of 28 rneasured intensities determined through integration and heshape fitting of the various 

spectra (see Chapter 6 for detaiis). Al1 of these raw intensities were assigned a error, 

including the fitted intensities. A prograrn was then written which calculateci the vaiue, P, of 

the parameter in question. The parameter was then recalculated 28 thes ,  each time with one 

intensity Ii replaced by Ii +fi giving 28 values, Pi. The error in the paramter was then 

oalculated according to the foiiowing relation, 



This relation was used to approximate the standard equation for combination o f  errors given 

in equation A.iI.3. Specificaiiy, the derivative in equation AiI.3 was approximated as 

Once the Stokes parameters were determined with their associated statistical uncertainties. 

then equation AiI.3 could be used to track the propagation of errors throughout the 

. . 
remammg manipulations. 



Appeodix III: Circuit Diagrams 

List of Diagrams 

1. High Resolution Gun (HRG) Power Supply 

1 a. HRG Power Supply 

I b. HRG Power Supply (cont.) 

1 c. HRG Power Supply Voltage Measure S witch 

Id. HRG Power S upply Current Measure Switch 

2. Voltage Regulator Circuit (used in HRG, LEC. and Detector Supplies) 

3. Laser Beam S hutter Circuit 

4. Stepper Motor Driver 

4a. Stepper Motor Driver Control Circuit 

4b. Stepper Motor Driver Circuit 

5 .  Data Gate 
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Appendix III(2): Voltage Regulator Circuit (used in HRG, LEG, and Detector Supplies) 
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Appendix III(3): Laser Beam Shutter Circuit 
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Appendix iII(4a): Stepper Motor Driver Control Circuit 



Appendix m(4b): Stepper Motor Driver Circuit 
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A ppendix IV: Data Acquisition Programs 

Program List: 
1. T-SETUP.BAS 
2. TUNE-LCK-BAS 
3. DATA-AQ-BAS 

' T-SETUP.BAS Version September 1998 
1 

' This program is used to set up the control file needed to run the 
tune-lck.bas progran It requircs 2 data mes in the working directory 

' tune-lck-dat - 7 fields and setup-dat - 1 field 
, 

' The prograrn prompts the user for what kind of ramp Le. energy loss 
' (ramp analyser), constant residuai energy (ramp cathode). or impact 
' energy (rümp both). This "mode" is passed dong via tune-lck-dat to the 
' tune-lck-bas program and via lock-dat to data-aq.bas as this information 
' is important for "jumps" 
' I t  also prompts the user to input the # of channels 
' to ramp and dwell tirne. 
I 

'input data from save file 
OPEN "tune-lck-dat" FOR INPUT AS #1 
INPUT #1, chan%, dwell%, cath-ini!, cath.rnax!, anahi! ,  anal-max!, mode% 
CLOSE #1 

OPEN "setup.datu FOR W U T  AS #1 
INPUT #1, rarnp.height! 
CLOSE #1 

SCREEN 2: CLS 

DO 
IF programend8 = O THEN 
CLS O 
LINE (150,50)-(450, 150), , B 
LOCATE 9 ,20  



PRiNT " Mode Selection II 

LOCATE 10.20 
PRiNT " II -------------- 
LOCATE 1 1 .20 
PFUNT " 1. Energy Loss Sweep " 
LOCATE 13, 20 
PRiNT " 2. Constant Residual Energy " 
LOCATE 15,20 
PRiNT " 3. Impact Energy Sweep " 

LOCATE 17,20 
PRINT " 4. Quit Il 

' input the type of spectrum that is to be taken 
DO 

v$ = LNKEY$ 
IF v$ = "1" THEN mode% = 1: EXIT DO 
TT:V$ = "2" THEN mode% = 2: EXIT DO 
IF v$ = "3" THEN mode% = 3: EXIT DO 
IF V$ = "4" THEN END 

LOOP 
END IF 

IF mode% = 1 THEN 
a n a h i !  = O 
anal-max! = ramp.height! 
cath.ini! = O 
cath-rnax! = O 

END IF 

IF mode% = 3 THEN 
anah i !  = O 
analmax! = ramp. height! 
cath-ini! = O 



'if the correct setup has already been entered, then write 
'the control fZle for the tuning program 
IF programend% = 1 THEN 

OPEN "tune-lck-dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
W T E  #1, chan%, dweil%, cath.ini!, cath-max!, anaLini!, anal-max!, mode% 
CLOSE #I  
OPEN "setup.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
WRiTE # 1, ramp. height! 
CLOSE #1 
END 

END IF 

CLS O 

DO 
LOCATE 5 . 5  
PRiNT "Ramp Length (# of charnels) ["; chan%: "1"; 
INPUT chan$ 
IF chan$ o "" THEN chan8  = VAL(chan$) 
IF chan% > 4096 THEN 

LOCATE 5,34: PRINT " 11 

LOCATE 6 , s  
PWNT "Ramp length must be less than 4096 charnels" 
LOCATE 7, 5: PWNT "Enter the ramp length again" 

END IF: 
LOOP UNTIL chan% < 4096 

LOCATE 6,s: PiUNT " 
LOCATE 7.5: PWNT " 

LOCATE 7.5 
PRINT "Dweii Time (units of .O4 rns) ["; dwell%; "1"; 
[NPUT dwell$ 
IF dweil$ o "" THEN dwei.i% = VAL(dweli$) 

DO 
LOCATE 9 , 5  
PRiNT "Ramp Height (O to 10 Volts) 1"; ramp-height!; "1"; 
INPUT ramp. height$ 
IF ramp. height$ O "" THEN ramp. height ! = VAL(ramp. height$) 
IF ramp-height! > 10 THEN 

LOCATE 9,34: PRINT " I t 

LOCATE 1 0 , s  



PRINT "Rarnp height must be no more than 10 Volts." 
LOCATE 1 1. 5: PRiNT "Enter ramp height again" 

END IF 
LOOP UNTIL rampheight! <= 10 
LOCATE 10,5: P W  " Il 

LOCATE 1 1.5: PRUUT " Il 

LOCATE 2 1.5 
PRINT "lf the set up is correct, press [Esc] to go to MCS" 
PRINT "If not. then press [Enter] to repeat the set up." 
DO 

z$ = LNKEY$ 
[F z$ = CHR$(27) THEN 

progarnend% = 1 
EXIT DO 

END IF 
IF z$ = CHR$(I3) THEN EXIT DO 

LOOP 

LOOP 



' TUNE-LCK-BAS Version ûctober 1998 
8 

This prograrn is useù to generate a ramp and collect data for the purpose 
' of spectrorneter tuning and for setting voltage locks/jump regions. 
' The program requires 1 file in the working directory. 
' tun-1ck.dat: this file contains 7 fields which control how the data is 
' taken. This file îs created by the t-setup.bas program 
' This program write the information regarding locks/jumps to the file 
' 1ock.dat for use by the data-aq.bas program 
'*********************************************************************** 

DECL.4R.E SUB skip (nurnchan96) 
DECLARE SUB ramp (chans. dweil%. cath.in%, anal.in%, cath.step%, anâlstep%, 

aq. byte 1 5%. old.num() AS INTEGER) 
DECLARE SUB bnrynum (bitl%, bit2%, bit3%, bit4%, bits%, bit6%, bit7%, bit8%, 

nurn%) 
DECLARE SUB wave-gen (dweU%) 
DECLARE SUB counter-set (count%) 
DECLARE SUB set-lck (x%. bin.width%. cath-step!, anahtep!, cath!, anal!, old.num() AS 

INTEGER) 
DECLARE SUB write.to.DAC (cath!, anal!) 
DECLARE SUB right (x%, old.num() AS -GER) 
DECLARE SUB lefi (x%, old.num() AS INTEGER) 
DECLARE SUB 6ne.right (x%, old.num() AS WIEGER) 
DECLARE SUB fine-left (x%, old.num() AS INTEGER) 

DECLARE FUNCTION byte (bit796, bit6%, bits%, bit4%, bit3%, bit2%. bit 1%- bitO%) 
DECLARE FUNCTION vtoc% (voltage!) 

DIM old.num(1 TO 600) AS LNTEGER 

'definitions: cb = control byte 
CONST cntrxntrl = &H2A7 
CONST cntr.c 1 = &H2A5 
CONST cnt.cb1 = &H72 
CONST cnt.r.cb1 = &H42 
CONST wve.cb0 = &H36 
CONST clck.cO = &H2A4 
CONST ext 1 .out = &H2AO 
CONST ext2.out = &H2A1 

'counter control byte address 
'counter address (VO counter #1) 

'cb: cntr#l rnode#l:readAoad LSB,MSB 
'cb: cntr#l mode#l:counter latch 
'cb: cntr#0 mode#3:read/load LSB,MSB 
'counter address (VO counter #O) 
'address #l for extemal VO output: DAC 
'address #2 for external VO output: DAC 



CONST int 1 .out = &H2A2 'address #1 for interna1 VO output 
CONST int2.out = &H2A3 'address #2 for interna1 VO output 
CONST int-in = &H2A2 'address for interna1 i/O input 
CONST mu-prd = 350 'approx- number of stepslrev of stepper 
1 ---------------------------------------------- 
'initialize output~ to zero 
OUT int I .out, &HO 
OUT int2.out, &HO 
OUT ext 1 .out, &HO 
OUT ext2,out, &HO 
1 

'initialize counters 
CALL wave.gen(500) 
CALL counterset(0) 
' 

'function keys 
KEY(1) O N  
ON KEY( 1) GOSUB stop-loop 
KEY (2) ON 
O N  KEY(2) GOSUB stop.end 
KEY (3) ON 
ON KEY(3) GOSUB pauseend 
ON ERROR GOTO error.routine 
I --------------------------------------------- 

'set up screen 

'input data from save file 
OPEN "tune-lck.datW FOR INPUT AS #1 
' check for gross errors in the control file 
INPUT #1. chanstep%, dweii%, cath-hi!, cath-max!, anaLini!, analmax!, mode% 
CLOSE #1 

IF chan.step% > 4096 THEN 
PRiNT "ERROR! MCS has oniy 4096 channets" 
PRiNT "this error is in the controi £ileu 
END 

END IF 

'we need to bin mcs charnels for the display 
' since we can only plot 600 points(x axis) 
' Le. 640x200 pixels in basic 



bin. width% = INT(chan.step% / 600) 'sets bin width, if the # of 
Ieast. bin% = chanstep% - bin.width% * 600 'missed channels > 10% then add 
IF least.bin% > 60 THEN bin.width% = bin.width% + 1 'one more channel 
bin.count% = lNT(chan.step% / bin.width%) 

SCREEN 8: CLS 
LINE (0, 12)-(620, 195), , B 
LOCATE 1, 5: P W T  "[Fl =stop] [M=Stop at End] [F3=pause at end]" 

pause% = O 'initial value for pause function key action 
npass% = O lceep track of # of passes 
max.pass% = 9999 
LOCATE 3, 60: PRINT "# of Passes:"; npass% 

'determine step size(vo1ts) for rarnp 
c.delta.v! = cathmax! - cath-hi! 
a.delta.v! = analrnax! - andini! 
cath-step! = c-delta-v! / chanstep% 
anal.step! = a.delta.v! / chanstep% 

DO 
OUT int2.0utT &H 10 
OUT int2.0ut7 &H30 'send start pulse to MCS 
OUT int2.0ut7 &Hl0 'inhibit data while we wait to start data collection 

CALL rarnp(chan.step%, dwel%, vtoc%(cath.ini!), vtoc%(anal.ini!), vtoc%(cath.step!), 
vtoc%(anal.step!), aq.bytel%, old.num()) 

CALL skip(4096 - totaLmcs% + 20) 'zoom through last mçs channels 
npass% = npass% + 1 ' increment the pass counter 

LOCATE 3, 60: PRINT "# of Passes:"; npass% 

'at the end of each pass, we reset the x mord of the screen 



'also, we write zeros ont0 the DAC 

CALL ramp(0, 0.0, 0,0, 0.0, old.num()) 

DO 
LOOP WHILE pause% = 1 
'when we stop at end, we don't want to print "number of passes: 10000" 
' therefore, we use a dBerent name to stop the program at end 
IF pass.count8 < max.pass% THEN pass.count8 = npass9 

LOOP UNTIL rnax.pass% < pass.count% 

main loop ends 

LOCATE 1,  5: P W  "Do you want to set any locks'? (Y/N) '1 

DO: V$ = INKEY$ 
IF v$ = "N" OR v$ = "n" THEN END 
IF v$ ="Y" OR v$ ="yu THEN EXITDO 

LOOP 
LOCATE 3,60: PRiNT " " lerase pass count to make room for cursor 

'use cursors to set up the locks. 

~ 5 %  = 1 
CALL set. lck(x%, bin, width%, cath.step!, anal-step!, cath!, anal!, otd.num()) 

OPEN "lock.datW FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
W T E  #2, cath!, anal! 'write the voltages for the 1st lock 
CLOSE #2 'to the data fde "lock.datl* 

LOCATE 1.5  
PRINT "Do you want to set a second lock'? (Y/N) 

DO: V$ = INKEYS 
IF v$ = "Nu OR v$ = "n" THEN 

OPEN "lock.datW FOR APPEND AS #2 
WRITE #2,0. 0, mode% ' write zeros into the lock file to 
CLOSE #2 ' fill the 5 parameter requirement 
END 

END IF 
IF v$ = "Y" OR v$ = "y" THEN EXIT DO 

LOOP 



CALL set.Ick(x%, bin.width%, cath-step!, anAstep!, cath!, anal!, old.nurn()) 

OPEN "1ock.dat" FOR APPEND AS #2 'write the voltages for the 2nd lock 
WRITE #2, cath!, anal!, mode% ' to the data-file "1ock.dat" 
CLOSE #2 'also note the ramp mode used to set locks 

END 

stop.1oop: 
'we write zeros ont0 the DAC 
'(also we reset he x coord of the screen) 
CALL ramp(0,0, 0, 0. 0,0,0,  old.num()) 
END 
RETURN 

stop-end: 
pass.count% = rnax,pass% + 1 
RETURN 

pause-end: 
IF pause% = O THEN 

pause% = 1 
LOCATE 1, 5: PRiNT "[Fl=stop] 
RETURN 

END IF 
IF pause% = 1 THEN 

pause% = O 
LOCATE 1, 5: PRNI '  "[Fl=stop][FZ=Stop at End][F3=pause at end]" 
RETURN 

END IF 

error.routine: 
SCREEN O: PEUNT "Error:"; ERR 
M U T  a 
END 

FUNCTION byte (bit7%, bit6%, bit5%, bit4%, bit3%, bit2%, bit 1%- bitO%) 
' --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

'this routine takes a binary number bit by bit and converts it into a base 10 number. 



num% = bit095 
num% = bit 1 % * 2 OR mm% 
num% = bit2% * 2 A 2 OR num% 
num% = bit396 * 2 A 3 OR num% 
num% = bit4% * 2 A 4 OR num% 
num% = bit596 * 2 A 5 OR num% 
num% = bit6% * 2 A 6 OR num% 
num% = bit7% * 2 A 7 OR num% 
byte = num7~ 

END FUNCTTON 

'this routine ~ r i t e s  the " C O U ~ ~ % "  to the counter on VO card 

OUT cntr-cnul, cnt-cbl 'set counter 1 to act as 
OUT cntr-c 1, count% - INT(count% / 256) 'a counter. 
OUT cntr-c 1, INT(count% / 256) 

END SUE3 

SUB fme-left (x%, old.num() AS INTEGER) 

S HARED bin.count% 

This  routine moves the cursor to the left one step at a time 

'erase old cursor 

LINE (x% + 10, 13)-(x% + 10, old.num(x%) - l), O 
LINE (x% + 10, old.nurn(x%) + 1)-(x% + 10, 194), O 
x% = x %  - 1 'increment the x coordiate by 3 
'if we go past the lefi end of the screen, loop back to the right 
'hand side. 
IF x% < 1 THEN x% = bin.count% 

END SUB 

SUB fine-right (x%, old.num() AS INTEGER) 



SHARED binxount% 

'this function moves the cursor one step to the right one step at a tirne 

'erase old cursor 
LINE (x% + 10, 13)-(x% + 10, old.num(x%) - 1), O 
LINE (x% + 10, old.num(x7b) + 1)-(x% + 10, 194), O 
x % = ~ C / c + l  'increment the x coordiate by 3 
'if we go past the right end of the screen, loop back to the left 
'hand side. 
IF x% > bh.count% THEN X% = 1 

END SUB 

SHARED bin.count% 

'this function moves the cursor 3 steps to the Ieft for locking 

'erase old cursor 
LINE (x% + 10, 13)-(x% + 10, old.num(x%) - l), O 
LINE (x% + 10, old.num(x%) + 1)-(x% + 10, 194), O 
x % = x % - 3  'increment the x coordinate by 3 
'if we go past the left end of the screen, loop back to the right 
'hand side. 
IF x% c 1 THEN x% = bin.count% 

END SUT3 

STATIC x.coord%, c h a ~ e i %  
SHARED bin.width% 

'this routine wiü increment the cathode and anode po tentials 
'by writing the appropriate voltages to the DAC and incrementing thern 



'at each MCS advance/DAC strobe. Note the passed voltages will 
'have already been converted to numbers between O and 4096 for 
'talking to the DAC (O=ûV; 4096=lOV) 
'It also writes to the screen as each bin of channels coiiects data. 
, 

' sending a variable List of aU 0's (except old.num) resets the x coordinate 
' it &O resets The DAC outputs to zero 
'note: do not zero old-num 

IF (chan% OR dwell% OR cath.in% OR anaLin% OR cath.step% OR anahtep% OR 
aq-byte 1%) = O THEN 

x.coord% = O 
chamel% = O 
OUT ext 1 .out, O 'write cathode voltage to DAC 
OUT ext2.out. 32 '4 indicates cath output channel of DAC 

'+32 holds stro be high 
OUT ext2.out, O 
OUT ext 1 .out, O 'write analyser voltage to DAC 
OUT ext2-out, 16 + 32 '+ 16 indicates analyser 

FOR i = 1 TO 10: NEXT i ' pause to let DAC recover fiom last strobe 
OUT ext2.out, 16 

'set up clock and the counter! 
CALL wave.gen(dweli%) 
CALL counter.set(chan%) 

'start the clock(a.k.a. wave-generator) 
OUT intZout, &H 1 1 'clock on/off =l  
OUT int2.out, &H 13 'toggle clock 
OUT intS.out, &H 1 1 

'wait for rising edge of clock pulse 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AM) 2) = O: LOOP 'wait for clock to go low 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 2: LOOP 'wait for clock to go high 



OUT int 1 .out, aq.bytel% 
OUT int 1-out, (128 OR aq.bytel%) 'toggle counter 
OUT int 1-out, aq.bytel% 

'wait for counter stop bit to fd l  low 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 1) = O: LOOP 

OUT int2.out, &H 1 'rernove the data inhibit 

DO 
MSB.cath% = iNT(cathode% / 256) 'upper 4 bits of cathode 
LSB.cath% = cathode% - 256 * MSB.cath% lower 8 bits of cathode 
MSB.;tnal% = INT(analyserL7c / 256) 'upper 4 bits of anaiyser 
LSB-anal% = analyser% - 256 * MSB.anal% lower 8 bits of analyser 

OUT ext 1 .out, LSB.anal% 'write analyser voltage to DAC 
OUT ext2.out. MSB.anal% + 16 + 32 '+16 indicates analyser 

'+32 holds strobe high 

' wait for next strobe i.e. next rising edge of clock pulse 
' this will give us the max amount of time to execute the 
' necessary code to prepare for the next MCS advance 

IF (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 0 THEN 'if low 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 2: LOOP 'wait for clock to go high 

ELSE 'if high 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = O: LOOP 'wait for clock to go low 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 2: LOOP 'wait for dock to go high 

END IF 

'strobe in and,i.e. neg edge on DAC strobe 
OUT exQ.out, MSB.anal% + 16 

OUT ext 1 .out, LSB.cath% 'write cathode voltage to DAC 
OUT extî,.out, MSB.cath% + 32 '+O indicates cath output Channel of DAC 

'+32 holds strobe high 
'output charnel of DAC 

'strobe in anal 
FOR i = 1 TO 10: NEXT i 'let data settle on DAC 

OUT ext2.out. MSB.cath% 



'do the display gobbly gook 

chan.count% = chan.count% + 1 'count channels for binning 

'cet # of counts fiom the mcs memory location and bin them if MCS is on 
[F (aq. byte 1 5% AND 8) = 8 THEN 'incrernent MCS channel# 
DEF SEG = &HD000 
counts& = PEEK(4 * charnel% + 2 )  .* 65536 + PEEK(4 * chamel% + 1 )  * S56& + 

PEEK(4 * chamel%) 
DEF SEG 
charme152 = charnel% + 1 
y.coord& = y.coord& + counts& 

IF chan.count% = bin. width% THEN 
x.coord% = x.coord% + 1 'incrernent x coord. 
PRESET (x.coord% + 10, old.num(x.coord%)) 'erase old data point 
old.n~m(~.coord%) = 185 - 10 * LOG(y.coord& + 1)'set new data point 
PSET (x.coord% + 10, old.num(x.coord%)), 14 'draw new data point 
chan.count% = O 'reset channel count 
y.coord& = O 'reset y coordinate 
END IF 

END IF 

LOOP UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 1) = 1 

OUT int2.out, &H 10 'inhibit data until next ramp 

END IF 
END SUB 

SHARED bin.count% 

'this function moves the cursor 3 steps to the right for locking 

'erase old cursor 



LiNE (x% + 10, 13)-(x% + 10, old.num(x%) - I), O 
LINE (x% + 10, old.num(x%) + 1)-(x% + 10, 194), O 
x % = x % + 3  'incrernent the x coordiate by 3 
'if we go past the right end of the screen, loop back to the left 
'hand side. 
IF x% > bin.count% THEN x% = 1 

END SUB 

SUB set-lck (x%, bin.width%, cath-step!, anaistep!, cath!, and!, oldnum() AS INTEGER) 

STATIC lck.count% 

' t h  routine takes the screen position, converts it to 
'the appropriate DAC voltages (returns these voltages) 
'and writes the lock voltages to the DAC 

old.x% = x% 
Ick.count% = Ick.count% + 1 
' set cursor to desired lock position 
IF lck.count% = 1 THEN 
LOCATE I , 5  
PRiNT "[use arro ws to move cursor] [L=lock] [ESC=continue] [<,>=fine adjust] " 

ELSE 
LOCATE 1,s 
PRINT "[use arrows to move cursor] [L=lock] [ESC=quit] [<>=fine adjust] " 

END IF 

DO 
LINE (x% + 10, 13)-(x% + 10, old.num(x%) - l), 4 
LINE (x% + 10, oid.num(x%) + 1)-(x% + 10, 194), 4 
V$ = INKEY$ 
IF v$ = CHR$(O) + CHR$(77) THEN CALL nght(x%, old.num()) 
IF V$ = CHR$(O) + CHR$(75) THEN CALL teft(x%, old.num()) 
IF v$ = CHR$(60) THEN CALL fine.left(x%, old.num()) 
IF v$ = CHR$(62) THEN CALL fïne.right(x%, old.num()) 
'if doing the second lock, draw a cursor to indicate lock 1 
IF ((old.x% O 1) AND (x% O old.x%)) THEN 

LINE (old.x% + 10, 13)-(old.x% + 10, old.num(old.x%) - 1). 12 
LINE (old.x% + 10, old.num(old.x%) + 1)-(old.x% + 10, 194), 12 

END IF 
IF v$ = "Ln OR v$ = "1" THEN 



'find the mcs chamel# corresponding to the centre of bin x% 
chan% = (x% - 10) * bin.width% - iNT(bin.width% / 2) 

'calculate the locked voltages 
cath! = cath-step! * chan% 
anal! = anal-step! * chan% 

CALL write. to. DAC(cath! , anal!) 

END IF 

LOOP UNTTL v$ = CHR$(27) 

END SUB 

SUB skip (nurnchan%) 
t 

'this routine wiii quickly skip through the unused rncs channels. 

CALL wave.gen(2) 
CALL counter.set(numchan%) 
OUT int 1 .out, &H8 'rncs on/off =1 (I/O card) 
OUT int2.out, &H 1 1 'clock on/off=l , data inhibit on 
OUT int2.out, &H 13 'toggle clock 
OUT int2.out. &Hl 1 
OUT int 1 .out, &Hg8 'toggle counter 
OUT int l .out, &H8 
FOR i = 1 TO 10000: NEXT i 
DO UNnL (INP(int.in) AND 1) = 1: LOOP 

END SUB 

FUNCTION vtoc% (voltage!) 
....................... 

'convert voltage O- 10V to number for DAC between 0-4095 

vtoc% = CINT(409.5 * voltage!) 

END FUNCTION 

S WB wave.gen (dweU%) 



'this routine sets counter O on the 40 card to act as a wave generator 
'with period dweU% 

OUT cntr-cntrl, wve.c b0 'set counter O to act as 
OUT clck.cO, dweU% - N(dweU% / 256) 'a wave-generator with 
OUT clck.cO, LNT(dweU% / 256) 'penod .dwelL 

END SUB 

S UB write. to.DAC (cath!, and!) 
I 
----------------------a------- 

' this routine sets the passed voltages ont0 the DAC 

cathode% = vtoc(cath!) 'convert voltages to DAC units 
anaiyser% = vtoc(anal!) ' Le. O to 4095 

'write voltages to the DAC 
MSB.cath% = INT(cathode% / 256) 'upper 4 bits of  cathode 
LSB.cath% = cathode% - 256 * MSB.cath% 'lower 8 bits of cathode 
MSB.anal% = ïNT(analyser% / 256) 'upper 4 bits of analyser 
LS Banal% = analyser% - 256 * MSB.and% 'lower 8 bits of analyser 

OUT ext 1 .out, LSB.anal% 'write analyser voltage to DAC 
OUT ext2.out, MSB.anal% + 16 + 32 '+16 indicates analyser 

'+32 holds strobe high 

'strobe in ana1,i.e. neg edge on DAC strobe 
OUT ext2.out. MSB.anai% + 16 

OUT ext 1 .out, LSB.cath% 'write cathode voltage to  DAC 
OUT ext2.out, MSB.cath% + 32 '+O indicates cath output chamel of DAC 

'+32 holds stro be high 
'output channel of DAC 

'suo be in anal 
FOR i =  1 TO 10: NEXTi 'let data settle on DAC 
OUT ext2.out, MSB.cath% 

END SUB 



'DATA-AQ.B AS version Oçtober 1998 
0 

' This is the program which controls the experiment while taking data. 
' The progrm requires 3 files in the working directory. 
' lock-dat: this contains 5 fields which provide the information needed 
1 to lock voltages and do "jumps" while rarnping. It is created 
I by the tune-1ck.bas program 
' data-aq-dat: this file contains the name of the current control fiie 
"conuol file": named in the data-aq-dat file, it contains 14 fields 

l these are used as "switches" to control various aspects 
l of the experiment. 
1 Note: the convention for yes/no type information is 
I 1 for yes, O for no 
........................................................................ 

DECLARE SUB skip (numchan%) 
DECLARE SUB ramp (chan%, dweii%, cath.in%, anai.in%, cath.step%, anaLstep%, 

aq.bytel%, aq.byte2%, old.nurn() AS WlEGER) 
DECLARE SUB bnrynum (bit 196, bit2%, bit3%, bit4%, bit%, bit6%, bit7%, bit8%, numW 
DECLARE SUB wave.gen (dweU%) 
DECLARE S UB send. to-end (dweil%, stepper% ) 
DECLARE SUE3 counter-set (count%) 

DECLARE FUNCTION byte (bit7%, bit6%, bit%, bit4%, bit3%, bit2%, bit 1 5%. bitO%) 
DECLARE FUNCTION vtoc% (voltage!) 

DIM old,num( 1 TO 600) AS iNTEGER 

'definitions: cb = control byte 
CONST cnu.cna-1 = &H2A7 
CONST cntr-cl = &H2A5 
CONST cnt-cbl = &H72 
CONST cnt.r.cb1 = &H42 
CONST wve.cb0 = &H36 
CONST clck.cO = &H2A4 
CONST ext 1-out = &H2AO 
CONST ext2.out = &H2Al 
CONST int 1 .out = &H2A2 
CONST int2.out = &H2A3 

'counter control byte address 
'counter address (VO counter #1) 

'cb: cntr# 1 mode#l :read/load LSB,MSB 
'cb: cntr#l mode#l :counter latch 
'cb: c n t M  mode#3:read/Ioad LSB,MSB 
'counter address (VO counter #O) 
'address #1 for external i/O output: DAC 
'address #2 for externai 1/0 output: DAC 
'address #1 for internal VO output 
'address #2 for internal VO output 



CONST int.in = &H2A2 'address for interna1 I/O input 
CONST mtr 1 .prd = 395 'approx. number of  stepshev of stepper 1 
CONST mu2.prd = 495 'approx. number of stepshev of stepper 2 

'initidke outputs to zero 
OUT int 1 .out, &HO 
OUT int2.out, &HO 
OUT ext 1 .out, &HO 
OUT ext2.out. &HO 

'initialize CO unters 
CALL wave.gen(500) 
CALL counter.set(0) 

'function keys 
KEY(1) ON 
ON KEY(I) GOSUB stop.10op 
KEY(2) O N  
ON KEY(2) GOSUB stop-end 
KEY(3) O N  
ON KEY(3) GOSUB pause.end 
ON ERROR GOTO errer-routine 
1 ............................................. 
'input data-aq.dat 
OPEN "data-aq-dat" FOR INPUT AS # I  
INPUT # 1 ,  conuol.file$ 
CLOSE #1 

'input the lock-dat ,Le. the lock/jump information 
OPEN "lock-dat" FOR N'PUT AS #2 
INPUT #2, cath 1 !, anal1 !, cath2!, anal2!, mode% 
CLOSE #2 

'input data f?om Save file 
OPEN control.fiie$ FOR INPUT AS #1 
INPUT #1, header$ 
INPUT # 1, header$ 
INPUT # 1 .  header$ 
total-stepper 1 % = O 
total.stepper2'3 = O 
total.mcs% = O 
DO 

INPUT # 1 ,  a%, b%, c%, n%. d%, e!, f?, g!, h!, i%, j%, k%, 1%, m% 



chanstep% = a%: dwell% = b%: stepl.on.off%~ = c%: stepl.on.off% = nB 
rncs.on,off% = d% 
catfi-ini! = e!: cath-rnax! = f! 
andini! = g!: anaLmax! = h! 
kk% = i%: jump% = j%: shutter.l% = k%: shutter.2% = 1% 
data,inhibit% = m% 

' check for gross errors in the control file 

cath.mode% = O 
anal.mode% = O 
IF cath-hi! O cath-max! THEN cath.mode% = 1 
IF a n a h i !  O analmax! THEN analmode% = 1 
IF ((cath.mode% = O) AND (analmode% = O)) THEN datamode% = O 
IF ((cath.mode% = O) AND (analmode% = 1)) THEN datamode% = 1 
IF ((cath.mode% = 1) AND (analmode% = O)) THEN datamode% = 2 
IF ((cath.mode% = 1) AND (anaLmode% = 1)) THEN datamode% = 3 
IF jurnp% = 1 THEN 

IF dammode% o mode% THEN 
PRLNT "ERROR! locks on file were not set in the same mode as specified" 
PRINT " in the control file." 
PRiNT "hit [Enter] to exit program" 
INPUT a$ 
END 

END IF 
END IF 

IF ((jump% = 1) AND ((cath2! OR anal2!) = O ) )  THEN 
PRINT "ERROR! you require 2 locked values in order to jump!" 
PRINT "The lock-dat fXe contains the above error" 
PRINT "hit [Enter] to exit program" 
INPUT a$ 
END 

END IF 

IF (lck% > O AND jump% = 1) THEN 
PRINT "ERROR! can't jurnp and lock simultaneously" 
PRINT "The control file contains the above error" 
PRINT "hit [Enter] to exit program" 
INPUT a$ 
END 

END IF 
IF rncs.on.om = 1 THEN 



totaLrncs% = totaLmçs% + chanstep% 
END IF 
IF step l .on.off% = 1 THEN 

step 1 .in.use% = 1 
total-stepper 1 % = totaLstepper 1 % + chan.step% 

END IF 
IF step2.on.off% = 1 THEN 

step2.in.use% = 1 
to tal.stepper2G = to taLstepper2% + chan.step% 

END IF 
LOOP UNTIL EOF(1) 
CLOSE #1 

IF total-stepper 1% > mtr 1 .prd THEN 
PRINT "ERROR! stepper rnotor #1 must turn less than one revolution" 
PRINT "You have entered :", totdstepper 1 % 
PLUNT "this error is in the control file" 
PRINT "hit [Enter] to exit prograrn" 
INPUT a$ 
END 

END IF 
IF total.stepper2% > mtr2.prd THEN 

PRINT "ERROR! stepper motor #2 must turn Iess than one revolution" 
PRiNT "Y ou have entered :", totaLstepper2% 
PRINT "this error is in the conuol file" 
PRINT "hit [Enter] to exit prograrn" 
INPUT a$ 
END 

END IF 
IF totalmes% > 4096 THEN 

PRINT "ERROR! MCS has only 4096 channels. You have entered:", total.rncs% 
PRINT "this error is in the control file" 
PRiNT "hit [Enter] to exit program" 
INPUT a$ 
Ern 

E N D  IF 

'set up screen 

'we need to bin MCS charnels for the display 
' since we can only plot 600 points(x axis) 
' Le. 640x200 pixels in basic 



bin.width% = INT(total.mcs% / 600) 'sets bin width, if the # of 
Ieast.bin% = totaLmcs% - bin.width% * 600 'missed channels >10% then add 
IF least.bin% > 60 THEN bin,width% = bin.width% + 1 'one more Channel 

SCREEN 8: CLS 
LINE (0, 12)-(620, 195), , B 
LOCATE 1, 5: PEUNT "[FI =stop] [F2=Stop at End] [M=pause at end] " 

FORi= 1 TO6W 
old.num(i)=185 ' y4heon thesc reen  
PSET (Ç + i, 185), 14 ' 14 indicates yeUow 

NEXT i 
I 

'min  loop 

pause% = O 'initial value for pause function key action 
npass% = O 'keep track of # of passes 
max.pass% = Y999 
LOCATE 3, 60: PRüVT "# of Passes:"; npass% 

DO 
IF step 1 .in-use% = 1 THEN 

CALL send.to.end(500. 1) 'send stepper motor #l to stop tab 
END IF 
IF step2.in.use% = 1 THEN 

CALL send.to.end(500, 2) 'send stepper motor #2 to stop tab 
E N D  IF 

OUT int2.out, &H 10 
OUT int2.out, &H30 'send start pulse to MCS 
OUT int2,out, &H 10 'inhibit data while we wait to start data collection 

OPEN controt.file$ FOR INPUT AS #1 'open control file 
[NPUT #1, headers 'and get rid of the 
INPUT # 1, header$ 'header ido. 
INPUT # 1. header$ 
DO 

[NPUT #1, a%, b%. c%, n%. d%, e!, f!, g!, h!, i%. j%, k%. 1%- m% 
chan.step% = a%: dweii% = b%: stepl.on.off% = c%: step2.on.oWc = n% 
ms.on.off% = d% 
cath-hi! = e!: cath-max! = f! 
anaLini! = g!: anal-max! = h! 
Ick% = i%: jump% = j%: shutter. 1% = k%: shutter.2% = 1% 



'move the shutters into position. 
OUT intS.out, byte(0,0,0, 1, shutter.2%, shutter. 1 %, 0,O) 
OUT int2.out. &Hl0 
'wait for shutters to stop 
DO UNTIL ((iNP(int.in) AND byte(0, 0,0,0, 1,0,0,0))  = O): LOOP 

'look for what kind of operation we are doing 
'i-e. ramp, locks, jump 

' if lock operation is chosen in the control me. then initiaiize 
'the cathode and analyser bias to the selated lock voltages 
' also set the ramp steps to be zero 
IF lck% = 1 THEN 

cath-ini! = cath 1 ! 
anah i !  = anal1 ! 
cathstep! = O 
anaistep! = O 

END IF 
IF lck% = 2 THEN 

cath-ini! = cath2! 
anaLini! = anal2! 
cath.step! = O 
anal-step! = O 

END IF 

'if the jump option is chosen, then 
IF jump% = 1 THEN 

[Fcath-ini! ocath-max! THEN 'see ifcath is involved inrarnp 
IF cath-ini! < cath-rnax! THEN 'if the tocks were not set 

IF cath 1 ! > cath2! THEN 'in sequential order, they 
cath2! = temp! 'are re arrangeci 
cath2! = cath 1 ! 
cat h 1 ! = temp! 

END iF 
ELSE 

IF cath 1 ! < cath2! THEN 
cath2! = temp! 
cath2! = cathl! 
cath 1 ! = temp! 

END IF 
END IF 



END IF 
IF analhi! O and-rnax! THEN 'see ifcath is involveci in ramp 

IF anal. ini! < analmax! THEN 'if the locks were not set 
IF anal 1 ! > anal2! THEN 'in sequential order, they 

analS! = temp! 'are re arranged 
anal2! = and 1 ! 
anal 1 ! = temp! 

END IF 
ELSE 

IF anal 1 ! < anal2! THEN 
anal2! = temp! 
a n a !  = anall! 
anail ! = te-! 

END Il= 
END IF 

END rF 

'detennine step size(vo1ts) for ramp 
IF cath-rnax! = cath.ini! THEN 

c.delta.v! = O 
ELSE 
c-delta-v! = cath-max! - cath.ini! + cath L! - cath2! 

E N D  IF 
IF anaimax! = andini! THEN 

a-delta-v! = O 
ELSE 
a-delta-v! = anal-max! - andini! + anall! - anal2! 

END rF 
cathstep! = c.delta.v! i chamsteplrc 
anal-step! = a.delta.v! / chan.step% 

'determine # of charnels before (reg 1) and after (reg2) the jump 
IF a.delta.v! = O THEN 
reg 1 .step% = CINT((cath1 ! - cath-hi!) * chan.step% / c-delta-v!) 
reg2.step% = chan.step% - reg 1 .step% 

ELSE 
reg 1 .step% = CINT((anai1 ! - anal-hi!) * chamtep% / a-delta-v!) 
regZ.step% = chan.step% - reg1 .step% 

END IF 

'ramp up to the jump 
aq.byte 1 % = byte(0,0, step 1 .on.off%, 0, mcs.on.om, 0, step2.on.oW0,O) 
aq.byte2% = byte(0,0,0, data.inhibit%, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0)  



CALL ramp(reg 1 .step%, dweU%, vtoc%(cath.ini!), vtoc%(anaLïni!), vtoc%(cath.step!), 
vtoc%(anal.step!), aq.byte1 5%. aq.byte2%, old.num()) 

'set up for next ramp 
chanstep% = reg2.step% 
cath-ini! = cath2! 
anal-hi! = a n a !  

ELSE 
'determine step size(vo1ts) for ramp 
IF lck% = O THEN 

c-delta-v! = cath-rnax! - cathhi! 
a-delta-v! = and-rnax! - anaLini! 
cathstep! = c.delta.v! / chan.step% 
anal-step! = a.delta.v! / chan.step% 

END IF 
E N D  IF 

aq-byte 1 % = byte(0, 0, step l.on.ofT%, 0, mcs.on.oW~, 0, step2.on.oW0, 0) 
aq.byte2% = byte(0, 0 ,0 ,  datainhibit%, 0 ,0 ,0 ,0)  

CALL ramp(chan.step%, dweii%, vtoc%(cath.ini!), vtoc%(anaLini!), vtoc%(cath.step!), 
vtoc%(anaI.step!), aq.byte 1 %, aq.byte2%, old.num()) 

LOOP UNTIL EOF(1) 
CLOSE # 1  

CALL skip(4096 - totaLrncs8 + 20) 'zoom through k t  MCS channels 
npass% = npass% + 1 ' increment the pass counter 
LOCATE 3,60: PRMT "# of Passes:"; npass% 

'at the end of each pass, we reset the x coord of the screen 
'aiso, we write zeros ont0 the DAC 

CALL ramp(O,O, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,  old.num()) 

DO 
LOOP WHILE pause% = 1 

LOOP UNTIL max.pass% < npass% 

END 



stop.loop: 
'we write zeros ont0 the DAC 
'(ais0 we reset he x coord of the screen) 
CALL ramp(0, 0 ,0 ,0,0,0,0,0,  old.num()) 
END 
RETURN 

stopxnd: 
npass% = rnax.pass% 
RETURN 

pause-end: 
IF pause% = O THEN 

pause% = 1 
LOCATE 1,  5: P W  "[Fl=stop] [M=resume] " 
RETURN 

END IF 
IF pause% = 1 THEN 

pause% = O 
LOCATE 1 ,  5: PFUNT "[Fl=stop] [F2=Stop at End] [F3=pause at end]" 
RETURN 

END IF 

error-routine: 
SCFEEN O :  PRllVT "Errer:"; ERR 
[NPUT a 
END 

FUNCTION byte (bit7%, bit6%, bits%, bit4%, bit3%, bit2%, bit l%,  bitO%) 
I ..................................................................... 
'this routine takes a binary number bit by bit and converts it into a base 
' I O number. 



byte = num% 

END FUNCTION 

SUB counter.set (count%) 

'this routine ~ r i t e s  the " C O U ~ ~ % "  to the counter on UO card 

OUT cntr.cntr1, cnt-cb 1 'set counter 1 to act as 
OUT c n t r . ~  1, count% - UVT(count% / 256) 'a counter. 
OUT cntr-c 1, INT(count% / 256) 

E N D  SUB 

S UB ramp (chan%, dweU%, cath.in%, anaLin%, cath.step%, anaLstep%, aq. byte 1 %, 
aq.byte2%, old.num() AS INTEGER) 

1 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
STATIC x.coord8, chamel%, ramp.colour% 
S HARED bin.width% 

'this routine wil  increment the cathode and anode potentials 
'by writing the appropnate voltages to the DAC and incrementing them 
'at each MCS advance/DAC strobe. Note the passed voltages will 
'have aiready been converted to numbers between O and 4096 for 
'talking to the DAC (O=ûV; 4096=10V) 
'1 t also writes to the screen as each bin of charnels coiiects data. 

' sendine a variable list of aii 0's (except old-num) resets the x coordinate 
' it also resets The DAC outputs to zero, 
'note: do not zero old-num 
IF (chan% OR dweU% OR cath.in% OR anaLin% OR cath.step% OR anal.step8 OR 
aq. byte 1%) = 0 THEN 

x.coord% = O 
channel% = O 
ramp.colour% = O 

OUTextI.out,O 'writecathodevoltagetoDAC 
OUT extZ.out, 32 '+O indicates cath output charuiel of DAC 

'+32 holds strobe high 
OUT ext2.out, O 
OUT ext 1 .out, O 'write analyser voltage to DAC 
OUText2.out, 16 +32 '+16 indicatesanalyser 



FOR i = 1 TO 10: NEXT i ' pause to let DAC recover f?om last snobe 
OUT ext2.out. 16 

ELS E 

chan.count% = O 
IF ((ramp.colour% = 14) AND ((aq-byte 1% AM> 8) = 8)) THEN 

rarnp.colour% = 1 1  '1 1 is cyan 
ELSEIF (aq-byte 1% AND 8) = 8 THEN 
ramp.colour% = 14 '14 is yellow 

END IF 

'set up clock and the counter! 
CALL wave.gen(dwell%) 
CALL çounter.set(chan%) 

'stan the clock(a.k.a. wave-generator) leave data inhibit on 
OUT int2.out, &Hl 1 'clock odoff =l  
OUT int2.out, &Hl3 'toggle clock 
OUT int2.out, &Hl 1 

'wait for rishg edge of clock pulse 
DO UNTlL (INP(int,in) AND 2) = O: LOOP 'wait for clock to go low 
DO UNTTL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 2: LOOP 'wait for clock to go high 

OUT int 1 .out, aq-byte 1% 
OUT int 1 .out, (128 OR aq.byte 1%) 'toggle counter 
OUT int 1 .out. aq-byte 1% 

'wait for counter stop bit to f d  Iow 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 1) = O: LOOP 

OUT int2.out, (&Hl OR aq.byte2%) 

DO 
MS B.cath% = INT(cathode% / 256) 'upper 4 bits of cathode 
LSB.cath% = cathode% - 256 * MSB.cath% lower 8 bits of cathode 
MS B.anal% = INï(analyser% / 256) 'upper 4 bits of analyser 
LS B.anal% = anaîyser% - 256 * MSB.anal% lower 8 bits of analyser 



OUT ext 1 .out. LSB.anai% 'write analyser voltage to DAC 
OUT ext2.out, MSB.anai% + 16 + 32 '+16 indicates analyser 

'+32 holds strobe high 

' wait for next strobe i.e. next rising edge of clock pulse 
' this wiii give us the rnax amount of tirne to  execute the 
' necessary code to prepare for the next MCS advance 

IF (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 0 TKEN 'if 10 w 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 2: LOOP 'wait for clock to go high 

ELSE 'if high 
DO LTNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = O: LOOP 'wait for clock to go low 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 2) = 2: LOOP 'wait for cloçk to go high 

END IF 

'stro be in ana1,i.e. neg edge on DAC strobe 
OUT ext2out. MSB.anal% + 16 

OUT ext 1 .out, LSB.cath% 'write cathode voltage to DAC 
OUT extZout, MSB.cath% + 32 '+O indicates cath output chamel of DAC 

'+32 holds strobe high 
'output chamel of DAC 

'suobe in anal 
FOR i = 1 TO 10: NEXT i let  data settle on DAC 

OUT ext2.out, MSB.cath% 

'do the display gobbly gook 

chan.count% = chan.count% + I 'count channels for binning 

'get # of counts fiom the mcs rnemory location and bin them if mcs is on 
IF (aq-byte 1 % AND 8) = 8 THEN 'incrernent MCS chamel # 

DEF SEG = &HD000 
counts& = PEEK(4 * charnel% + 2) * 65536 + PEEK(4 * chamel% + 1) * 256& + 

PEEK(4 * charnel%) 
DEF SEG 
channel% = channel% + 1 
y.coord& = y.coord& + counts& 



IF chan.count% = bin.width% THEN 
x.coord% = x.coord% + 1 'incrernent x coord, 
PRESET (x.coord% + 10, old.num(x.coord%)) 'erase old data point 
old.num(x.coord%) = 185 - 10 * LOG(y.coord& + 1)'set new data point 
PSET (x.coord% + 10, old.num(x.coord8)), ramp.colour% 'draw new data point 
chan-count% = O 'reset charme1 count 
y.coord& = O 'reset y coordinate 

END IF 

E N D  IF 

LOOP UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 1) = 1 
OUT int2.out, &Hl0  'inhibit data untii next ramp 
END IF 
END SUB 

SUB send.to.end (dweli% , stepper%) 
' ----------------------- 
'this routinge sends stepper motors 1 or 2 around to the photo-transistor. 

IF stepper% = 1 THEN 'select which stepper you are going to use 
byte. 1% = &Hl0  
byte.2% = &H30 

E r n  IF 
IF stepper% = 2 THEN 

byte. 1% = &Hl 
byte.2% = &H3 

END IF 

IF stepper% = 2 THEN byte.2% = &H 1 
CALL wave.gen(dweU%) 
OUT int 1 .out, byte. 1% ' t e k  correct motor to ignore counter 
OUT ùit2.out, &H 1 'dock on/off = 1 
OUT int2.0ut7 &H3 'toggle clock 
OUT int2.0ut7 &Hl 
OUT int 1 .out, &H30 'stepper on/off= 1 
FOR i = 1 TO 1500: NEXT i 'pause to get off the stop tab 

' in case of jitter 
OUT int2.out, &HO 'dock on/off=O 

DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 4) = O: LOOP 'wait for motor stop bit = 1 

start! = TIMER ' need delay to wait for motor stop 



DO UNTIL (TiMER - start!) > -8: LOOP 'pulse to go low (T=.Ss) 

END SUB 

SUB skip (nuinchan%) 
1 ------------------ 
'this routine WU quickly skip through the unused MCS channeis. 

CALL wave.gen(2) 
CALL counter.set(numchan%) 
OUT intl-out, &H8 'rncs on/off =1 (VO card) 
OUT int2.out, &Hl 1 'clock on/off=l, data inhibit on 
OUT int2,out, &H 13 'toggle clock 
OUT int2.out, &H 1 1 
OUT int 1 .out, &H88 'toggle counter 
OUT int 1 .out, &H8 
FOR i = 1 TO 10000: NEXT i 
DO UNTIL (INP(int.in) AND 1) = 1: LOOP 

END SUB 

FUNCTION vtoc% (voltage!) 
l ----------------------- 
'convert voltage O- 10V to number for DAC between 0-4095 

vtoc% = CINT(409.5 * voltage!) 

END FUNCTION 

SUB wave.gen (dwell%) 

'this routine sets counter O on the VO card to act as a wave generator 
'with period dweU% 

OUT cntr-cntri, wve.cb0 'set counter O to act as 
OUT clck.cO, dweU% - INT(dweil% / 256) 'a wave-generator with 
OUT clck.cO, INT(dwell% / 256) 'period .dweU. 
END SUB 




